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Foreword
The African Journal of Computing & ICT remains at the nexus of providing a platform for contributions to discourses,
developments, growth and implementation of Computing and ICT initiatives by providing an avenue for scholars from the
developing countries and other nations across the world to contribute to the solution paradigm through timely dissemination of
research findings as well as new insights into how to identify and mitigate possible unintended consequences of ICTs. Published
papers presented in this volume provide distinctive perspective on practical issues, opportunities and dimensions to the
possibilities that ICTs offer the African Society and humanity at large. Of note are the increasing multi-disciplinary flavours now
being demonstrated by authors collaborating to publish papers that reflect the beauty of synergistic academic and purpose-driven
research. Obviously, these developments will drive growth and development in ICTs in Africa.
The Volume 8, No. 2 Issue 2, August 2015 Edition of the African Journal of Computing & ICTs contains journal articles with a
variety of perspective on theoretical and practical research conducted by well-grounded scholars within the sphere of computer
science, information systems, computer engineering, electronic and communication, information technology and allied fields
across the globe. While welcoming you to peruse this volume of the African Journal of Computing and ICTs, we encourage you
to submit your manuscript for consideration in future issues of the Journal
We welcome comments, rejoinders, replication studies and notes from readers.
Very best compliments for the season
Thank you
Longe Olumide Babatope PhD
Managing Editor
Afr J Comp & ICTs
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ABSTRACT
Due to the development in technology, huge amount of information is available in all over the places. Reading the entire
document to understand the content of the document pose a lot of problem, consume space and time considering the amount of
information available on the text document. Most existing text summarisation is based on convention term weight but with
WordNet text summarisation, the semantic analysis of the text is of major importance. In this paper, hierarchical concepts of the
ontology are extracted to interpret the text document for summarisation with concept weighting model.
Keywords: Text Summarisation, WordNet Ontology, Concept, Hierarchical
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
K-K. A. Abdullah (2015): An Ontology Based Text Document Summarisation Using Statistical Approach.
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The abstraction method builds an internal semantic
representation and the use of natural language capability to
create a summary that is closer to what a human might
generate. The abstractive summary summary might contain
words not explicitly present in the original text document [8].
Text document summarisation can be done on single or
multiple documents. Multi-document summarization is an
automatic procedure aimed at extraction of information from
multiple texts written about the same topic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic text summarization is the process of creating a
document from one or more document textual sources by
reducing the size of text and preserved the information content
in the original source documents [1]. Therefore, the
information and other characteristics of the text documents
depend on the use of summary, however, summary
construction is a complex task that involves the use of natural
language capabilities [2]. This involves text analysis, text
understanding and the use of domain knowledge to tackle the
problem. The domain knowledge approach build a semantic
representation of the summarisation task such as ontology
knowledge [3] and the pattern describing concepts structure
[4]. The knowledge from WordNet as well as from UML (a
medical ontology) is shown to improve the performance of
summarization [5].

Extraction of the keyword in the text document should be
based on noun which is a subtask of part-of-speech (POS).
This enable the carry of most sentence meaning, however lead
to a better semantic representation of text. This is based on the
ideal that nouns are used as the most important terms
(features) that express a documents meaning in Natural
Language Processing. The preprocessing is done on the text
document to reduce the number of feature. However, different
algorithms of text summarisation are based on supervised and
unsupervised techniques. The Unsupervised technique use
linguistic and statistical information that are obtained from the
document itself., which will be our main focus. There are
different algorithms which are based on supervised or
unsupervised techniques. Supervised techniques use data sets
that are labelled by human annotators. Unsupervised
approaches do not use annotated data, but use linguistic and
statistical information that are obtained from the document
itself.
However, with ontology-based summarization,
computations of the set of features for each sentence are based
on the output of the hierarchical structure.

The summarization approaches that use statistical method are
based on term or concept relevance, combining the approach
with thesaurus such as WordNet to extracting semantic
relations of words (synonym, antonym) give a better
summarisation. The semantic relations are constructed and are
used for extract important sentences in a document. In [6],
summarisation method that combines several domain specific
features with some other known features such as term
frequency, title and position are used. Automatic text
summarization can be classified into two categories:
abstraction and extraction [7]. The extraction method selects a
subset of the word, phrase or sentence in the original text
document to form summary. The extraction method is easier
but the summaries produce much less accuracy compared to
human made summaries.
1
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The rest of the paper, we discuss background information
about WordNet and related work in section 2. Section 3
outlines the overview of text summarisation different
approaches and deduces some useful conclusions about them.
Section 4, our proposed method are presented. In section 5, we
conclude and discuss our future work.

2.1 Approaches of Text Document Summarisation
2.1.1
Statistical Approaches
The text summarization approaches that use statistics can be
based on two different methods: The first method is based on
concept relevance and Bayesian classifier. This approach uses
word frequency, uppercase words, sentence length, keywords
and phrase structure. the second one used algebraic statistical
methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF), and Semi-discrete
Matrix Decomposition (SDD) for document summarization.
The LSA, algorithms are mostly used which is based on
singular value decomposition (SVD). In this algorithm
similarity among sentences and similarity among words are
extracted.

2. RELATED WORK
Research in automatic text document summarization has
received considerable attention in today’s fast growing age
due to the increase growth in the volume and complexity of
information sources on the web. The information and
knowledge gained can be used for applications such as
business management, production control, and market
analysis, to engineering design and science exploration.
Reduction in summarisation can significantly improve the
conciseness of automatic summaries. Text summarisation is
texts that are produced from one or more documents, which
contains a fundamental portion of the information from the
original document with a reduced size. Human summarisation
reflects the understanding of the topic, synthesis of concepts,
evaluation, and other processing. Consequently, the result is
different from the original document but not explicitly stated,
this requires the access to knowledge separate from the input.
However, computers do not yet have the language capabilities
of human, therefore there is need for alternative methods. By
using the automatic summarization, these problems are solved.
In automatic text summarization, selection-based approach has
so far been obsolete. In some approach, summaries are
generated by extracting keyword text segments from the text,
based on analysis of features such as term frequency and
location of sentence to locate the sentences to be extracted.
Keyword extraction from a body of text relies on an
evaluation of the importance of each candidate keyword [9].

2.1.2
Text Connectivity Based Approaches
The approach referenced the already mentioned parts of a
document. The methods are used by lexical chains and
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). Lexical chain extracts
semantic relations of words (synonym, antonym) that is the
concepts using dictionaries and WordNet. Using semantic
relations lexical chains are constructed and used for extracting
important sentences in a document while RST organizes text
units into a tree like structure. Then this structure is used for
summarization purposes.
2.1.3
Graph Based Approaches
The approach is similar to text connectivity based approach
but the concepts of the semantic relation are in form of node
and edges. The nodes in graph based summarization
approaches represent the sentences, and the edges represent
the similarity among the sentences. The similarity values are
calculated using the overlapping words or phrases. The
sentences with highest similarity to the other sentences are
chosen as a part of the resulting summary. Example such as
TextRank and Cluster LexRank are methods that use graph
based approach for document summarization.

The term-based mapping of sentences to ontologies was
proposed by [10]. It exploits the concept generalization
method offered by WordNet relations to find the most
informative concepts contained in a text. However, [11]
presented the semantic free-text summarization system using
ontology knowledge to generate the summarisation. The
system retrieves and ranks information according to a user’s
query with no threshold value for selecting the sentences in
the documents. Sentence reduction systems for automatically
removal of extraneous phrases from sentences are presented in
[12] which are extracted from a document for summarisation
purpose. A multiple sources of knowledge were used to decide
which phrases in an extracted sentence can be removed such
as syntactic knowledge, context information and statistics
computed from a Corpus. A query based document
summarizer based on similarity of sentences and word
frequency is presented in [13].The system find similar
sentences to the query and sum focus to find word frequency
using Vector Space Model (VSM). Grouping similar sentences
and word frequency removes redundancy and collect the
required documents and produces summary.

2.1.4
Non-Extractive Summarization Methods
Abstractive summarization methods try to fully understand the
given documents, even non-explicitly mentioned topics and
generate new sentences for the summary. This approach is
very similar to the way of human summarization. There are
approaches that create summaries in a non-extractive manner,
using information extraction, ontological information,
information fusion and compression.
2.2 WordNet Ontology
WordNet [14] is a machine-readable lexical database for
English widely used in computational linguistics community
developed at Princeton University. It aims to represent some
aspects of the semantics of the lexicon, and the relationships
of different lexicalized concepts. The database consists of
linked words, primarily nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs.
These words are organized into synonym sets called synsets,
and connected by three lexicon-semantic relations. hypernym,
and meronym.
2
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The nodes of each ontology hierarchy control the level of
generalisation and give a chain of synsets connected by
hypernym. This defines the limit in the chain where the
synsets are used. The need to ensure that whenever related
words with different domains share the same hypernym, this
common hypernym is not too high in the chain. Otherwise,
this common synset could be too abstract to yield any
usefulness. However, the hypernym is too high in the
hierarchy to have interesting consequences Using WordNet
ontology model, the hierarchical representation is generated
for the concept terms. Therefore, collection of keyphrase from
the text document are compared with Synsets

The extraction method filter uninformative words of low
semantic content that is most grammatical words (“the”", “of ”
,“as", “in”). The preprocessing can be perform by using
Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK) which is a primary step.
The text document are load the into the proposed system and
decompose the given text into its constituent sentences. The
process such as case folding transforms the text into its lower
case to improve the accuracy of the system. The stopwords are
are remove from text to reduce the size of the candidate
features. Consequently, each word are reduce to its respective
word form, however, WordNet lemmatisation are perform on
the words that are not in the stemming form such as “teeth and
tooth” . Word tags assign part-of-speech (POS) such as (noun,
verb, and pronoun, etc.) to each word in a sentence to give
word class. The input to a tagging algorithm is a set of words
in a natural language and specified tag to each in the sentence.
In the tagging process look for the token in a lookup WordNet
dictionary.

3. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Documents

Concepts are extracted using concept extraction algorithm. By
using the ontology model the hierarchical representation is
generated for the concept terms. The system uses the concept
frequency to determine how important a features is and
distinguish relevant word or phrase.D

Phrase Chunk

Preprocessing
Case Fold &
Tokenisation

Weight ( w) = cf ∗ idf
Eqn. 1

Stopword

 D 

idf = log

 df + 1 

Stemming &
WordNet
Lemmatisation

Egn. 2

Concept
Matching

Concept
Extraction

 D 

cf / idf = cf ∗ log 
 df + 1 



WordNet

Extraction

Eqn 3.

POS Tagging

Where

cf = concept frequency
idf = inverse document frequency
D = Document collection

Noun and Verb

Concept Frequency
&
Concept weight

Concept weighting approach in equation 1 is used for picking
the valid sentences in the text document. In this approach, a
set of frequencies and concept weights based on the number of
occurrences of the words is calculated. Summarization
methods based on semantic analysis also use concept weights
for final sentence selection. The model is then used to extract
important sentences from the documents. The system
computes the weight for each concept keyphrase using all the
features. The weight represents the strength of the keyphrase,
the more weight value the more likely to be a good keyword
(keyphrase).

Scoring

Summarise Text

Figure 1: The Proposed Text Document Summarisation
Architecture
The Figure 1 represents the proposed system which is based
on extraction summarisation method to perform the automatic
summarization.
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The results of the extracted keyphrases are the input to the text
summarization. The range of scores depends on the input text.
The system selects keywords with the highest values. The
ranked sentences have been selected and the summary is
generated based on weight of the sentences for a given sample
document. The system works dynamically and was
implemented in Python.

[8] Rafeeq Al-Hashemi 2010. Text Summarization
Extraction System (TSES) Using Extracted
Keywords.
International Arab Journal of eTechnology, June 1.4:164-168.
[9] Buyukkokten, O. , Garcia-Molina, H. and Paepcke,
A. 2001. Seeing the Whole in Parts: Text
Summarization for Web Browsing on Handheld
Devices. In Proceedings of Tenth International
World Wide Web Conference, 652–662.
[10] Hovy E. and. Lin, . C.-Y 1999 Automated text
summarization in summarist. In I. Mani and M.
Maybury, editors, Advances in Automated Text
Summarization, MIT Press. 18–94.,
[11] Verma, R., Chen, P. and Lu, W. 2009. A Semantic
Free text Summarization System Using Ontology
Knowledge, IEEE Transactions on Information
Technology in Biomedicine. 5.4: 261- 270.
[12] Hongyan Jing. 2000. Sentence Reduction for
Automatic Text Summarization”; Proceedings of the
sixth conference on Applied natural language
processing, Seattle, Washington, 310 – 315.
[13] Siva kumar A. P.,. Premchand , P. and. Govardhan,
A.
2011 Query-Based Summarizer Based on
Similarity of Sentences and Word Frequency,
International Journal of Data Mining & Knowledge
Management Process, May 1..3.
[14] Miller George A. (1990) WordNet: An On-Line
Lexical Database. In Special Issue of International
Journal of Lexicography, 3. 4.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper described the technique to generate document
summarisation with details of each step. It presented ontologybased summarization system using statistical method.
Ontology knowledge is proven to be an effective concept
based methods. It shows how sentences can be mapped to
nodes of a ontology. The mapping provides a semantic
representation of the information content of sentences that
improves summarization quality. Another interesting research
is the transfer of the approach to the more general case of a
non-hierarchical ontology.
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ABSTRACT
In today’s digital world cryptography is widely used to secure confidential information in order to provide the privacy for the
intended sender and receiver by managing the message with the public key. In this paper we propose Matrix Play Fair Cipher
which is more secure than the existing ones. This is because it has a maximum key length of 289 characters and this range of key
size yields 83521 possible keys that are strong enough to withstand attacks and this makes it very difficult for the eavesdropper to
get the information.
Keywords: Playfair Cipher, Cryptography, Authentication, Encryption, Decryption, Plaintext, Ciphertext, Symmetric Key.
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
Y. B. Zakariyau, L. J. Muhammad, I.A. Garba & I.A. Mohammed (2015): 17×17 Matrix Play Fair Cipher Technique for Securing Confidential
Information. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 8, No. 2, Issue 2. Pp 5-8.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Play fair cipher is a symmetric encryption technique and
was the first literal digraph substitution cipher [5][9]. The
scheme was invented in 1854 by Charles Wheatstone, but
bears the name of Lord Play fair who promoted the use of the
cipher. The technique encrypts pairs of letters (digraphs),
instead of single letters as in the simple substitution cipher.
The Play fair is thus significantly harder to break since the
frequency analysis used for simple substitution ciphers does
not work with it. Frequency analysis can still be undertaken,
but on the 600 possible digraphs rather than the 26 possible
monographs. The frequency analysis of digraphs is possible,
but considerably more difficult – and it generally requires a
much larger cipher text in order to be useful. The play fair
cipher is more complicated than the simple substitution cipher
such as shift and affine.

In the Play fair cipher, there is no single translation of each
letter of the alphabet, instead, letters are translated into other
pairs of letters. Thus make it more secure than monoalphabetic cipher.
2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 5 × 5 Matrix Play fair Algorithm
The existing playfair cipher working on 5 × 5 matrix is
constructed with a keyword “CRYPTO”. The Table 6 below
shows the construction of 5 × 5 matrix using the keyword
“CRYPTO” plus the uppercase alphabets satisfying the rules
of preparing the table. The matrix is first filled by the keyword
from left to right and the remaining cells are filled by the
uppercase alphabets ignoring the letters of keyword as shown
in Table 1 below.

5
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The 5 × 5 playfair can be broken, given a few hundred letters
because it has much of plaintext structure [5]

TABLE 1: A 5 × 5 Matrix Playfair

C

R

Y

P

T

O

A

B

D

E

F

G

H

I/J

K

L

M

N

Q

S

U

V

W

X

Z

2.2 7 × 4 Matrix Play fair Algorithm
A keyword is used to construct 7 × 4 matrix using letters and
symbols „*‟ and „#‟ which is the base for this Playfair
Algorithm. The 7 × 4 matrix is constructed by filling keyword
with no repeating letters. Here the keyword “CRYPTO” is
used. The remaining spaces are filled with the rest of
alphabets. As shown in the Table 2 below, the last cell is filled
by the symbol “#” and the remaining cell that is before the last
cell is filled by the symbol “*” [1].
TABLE 2: A 7 × 4 Matrix Playfair
C
R
Y

P

Source: [2]
In this algorithm, the letters I & J are counted as one character.
It is seen that the rules of encryption applies a pair of plaintext
characters. So, it needs always even number of characters in
plaintext message. In case, the message counts odd number of
characters a spare letter X is added at the end of the plaintext
message. Further repeating plaintext letters in the same pair
are separated with a filler letter, such as X, so that the word
COMMUNICATE would be treated as CO MX MU NI CA
TE.
Therefore, the 5×5 playfair exhibit the following rules
i.
Plaintext letters that fall in the same row of the
matrix are replaced / substituted by the letter to the
right, with the first element of the row circularly
following the last. For example pt is encrypted as
TC.
ii.
Plain text letters that fall in the same column are
replaced by the letter beneath, with the top element
of the row circularly following in the last. For
example, cu is encrypted as OC
iii.
Otherwise, each plaintext letter is replaced by the
letter that lies in its own row and the column
occupied by the other plaintext letter. Thus, oh
becomes BF, and fd becomes IO (or JO, as the
enciphered wishes) [3].
It has also the following limitations
i.
It considers the letters I and J as one character.
ii.
26 letters alone can take as keyword without
duplicates.
iii.
Space between two words in the plaintext is not
considered as one character.
iv.
It cannot use special characters and numbers.
v.
It only used uppercase alphabets.
vi.
A spare letter X is added when the plaintext word
consists of odd number of character. In the
decryption process this X is ignored.
vii.
X is a valid character and creates confusion because
it could be a part of plaintext, so we cannot simply
remove X in decryption process.
viii.
X is used a filler letter while repeating letter falls in
the same pair are separated.

T

O

A

B

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

S

U

V

W

L

M

N

Q

X

Z

*

#

Source: [1].
The same rules of playfair 5 × 5 matrix are used here to
encrypt the plaintext with the following modification.
i.
When same letters fall in a pair it adds * so that the
message BALLS become BAL*LS.
ii.
If a word consists of odd number of letters, it will
add symbol “#” to complete the pair. So BIT
becomes BI T#. The symbol # is simply ignored
when the ciphertext is decrypted.
Therefore, the 7 × 4 matrix plafair has the following
limitations
i.
26 characters only can take as a keyword without
any repetition.
ii.
The space between two words in the plaintext is not
considered as one character.
iii.
It cannot use numbers and special characters except
* and #.
iv.
It is not case sensitive
v.
It ignores the symbols * and # at the time of
decipherment.
The 7 × 4 playfair can be broken, given a few
hundred letters because it has much of plaintext
structure [5]
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2.3 6 × 6 Matrix Play fair Algorithm
This play fair algorithm is based on the use of a 6 × 6 matrix
using letters and numbers. Here also the keyword “CRYPTO”
is used. The matrix is constructed by filling the letters of the
keyword from left to right and from top to bottom, remaining
cells of the matrix are filled by uppercase alphabets and
numbers ignoring the letters of the keyword as in Table 8 [2].
This algorithm cannot consider the letters I and J as one
character. Place I and J in two different cells in order to avoid
the ambiguity at the time of decipherment. The rules of play
fair 5 × 5 matrix are used to encrypt the plaintext as shown in
the Table 3 below.
TABLE 3: A 6 × 6 Matrix Play fair
C
R
Y
P
A
B
D
E
H
I
J
K
N
Q
S
U
X
Y
0
1
4
5
6
7

T
F
L
V
2
8

Therefore, the 6 × 6 matrix playfair has the following
limitations
i.
This 6 × 6 matrix can only take 36 characters as a
keyword without duplicates.
ii.
Space between two words in plaintext is not
considered as one character.
iii.
The matrix cannot accept special character.
iv.
It is not case sensitive.
v.
When plaintext word consists of odd number of
characters, a spare letter X is added with the word
to complete the pair. In the decryption process this
X is simply ignored. This creates confusion because
X is a valid character and it can be a part of
plaintext, so we cannot simply remove it in
decryption process.
vi.
When repeating plaintext letters that fall in the same
pair are separated by a filler letter, such as X. This
letter X affects the plaintext at the time of
decipherment [1].
To encrypt the plaintext, the rules of 5 x 5 playfair were
employed with the following modification:
i.
If the pair of plaintext are same, then “ ] ” will be
used as filler.
ii.
If a word consists of odd number of characters then,
the character “ ] “ is added to complete the pairs,
because ” ] ” character cannot affect the Plaintext at
the time of decipherment.

O
G
M
W
3
9

Source: [2]

3. PROPOSED 17×17 MATRIX PLAY FAIR CIPHER TECHNIQUE

Key

Plain
Text

17x17
MatrixAnd
Encryption
Algorithm

Key

CipherText

17x17
Matrixand
Decryption
Algotithm

Plain
Text

Figure 1 below shows the architecture of the proposed 17×17 Matrix Play fair Cipher Technique
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3.1 Algorithm for Generating Matrix
i.
Read a keyword.
ii.
Eliminate the repeated characters in keyword.
iii.
Construct a matrix by filling the character of
keyword from left to right and top to bottom.
iv.
Fill the reminder of matrix with the remaining
characters from ASCII values 0 to 255.
3.2
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the proposed

matrix Playfair

cipher will be more secure than the existing ones. This is
because the lager the matrix the longer the key sizes and
this generally make encrypted text more difficult to be
decrypted without the appropriate key. The technique has
a maximum key length of 289 characters and this range
of key size yields keys that are strong enough to
withstand attacks using current technologies.

Algorithms for Encryption
Read a plaintext.
Divide the plaintext into pair of characters.
Add the character “ ] ” when odd number of
character in the message.
If the pair of plaintext falls in the same row of the
matrix are replaced by the character to the right,
with the first element of the row circularly following
left.
If the pair of plaintext fall in the same column of the
matrix are replaced by the character beneath, with
the top element of the column circularly following
in the last.
If the pair of plaintext appears on the different row
and column, each plaintext character is replaced by
the character that lies in its own row and column
occupied by the other plaintext character.
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3.3 Algorithm for Decryption
i.
If the pair of ciphertext falls in the same row of the
matrix are replaced by the character to the left, with
the first element of the row circularly following
right.
ii.
If the pair of ciphertext fall in the same column of
the matrix are replaced by the character at top, with
the bottom element of the column circularly
following in the last.
iii.
If the pair of ciphertext appears on the different row
and column, each plaintext character is replaced by
the character that lies in its own row and column
occupied by the other plaintext character.
3.4 Advantages of the Proposed 17×17 Matrix Play fair
Cipher Technique
i.
It allows more than 64 characters as keyword.
ii.
The user can easily encrypt and decrypt the
combination of alphabets, numbers and special
characters efficiently.
iii.
The system can accept large keyword length,
therefore, it is very difficult to find the Plaintext
from Ciphertext without knowing the keyword.
iv.
This algorithm adds the “ ] “ character to complete
the pair, because the “ ] character cannot affect the
plaintext at the end of the word Or sentence.
v.
The new system considers space between two words
in plaintext as character.
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ABSTRACT
A software that communicate with hardware and allow running of other programs is Operating System (OS). Distributed
Operating System (DOS) appears like centralized OS that will run on multiple of Independent Systems. DOS looks as single
coherent system to its user. Various features are common in Distributed OS but they too vary in some way. In this paper we
introduce distributing OS with its characteristics explained with the help of examples. Architecture of distributed OS is
enlightened and Advantages and disadvantages of DOS is also mentioned. After detailed discussion of DOS, We take an
overview of types of distributed OS like Andrew, Locus etc. Applications of cloud and amoeba is also described briefly.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW
The history of current computing can be alienated into the
subsequent three eras
1.
2.
3.

With growing technology, the demand of monitoring and
controlling distributed systems are growing [2].Distributedoperating-system is the compilation of autonomous
workstation that emerge to the client as the solitary computer.
The description has tinted two features. First one belong to
hardware and second one belongs to the software. Some
characteristic of DOS are numerous independent mechanism,
mechanism are not communal by all client, possessions may
not be available, Software runs in concurrent processes on
different processors. Basically system is constructed with
number of different components to interact in different ways
and can be called distributed system [1]. Some examples of
DS are Local-Area-Network and Intranet-DatabaseManagement-System,
Automatic-Teller-Machine-Network,
Internet-World-Wide-Web.

1970s: Time-sharing in which numerous client are
allowable to use the one computer system
1980s: Individual Computing in which one client
can use the one system that is the one processor per
user
3.1990s: Analogous Computing in which the
phenomenon numerous computers per user is used.

In anticipation of about 1990 the computers systems were
massive, luxurious and typically positioned in computers
interior. And typically the association had a solitary huge
mechanism. In the 1980s the worth of the workstation system
come downward to the peak so the every client could have his
delicate workstation the computer unit and these low price
machine were linked together so that user could do isolated
log in on other individual workstation system or linked in the
way to distribute the files or data with each other these days
per user a number of systems are used that hold numerous
processors moreover in the appearance of the analogous
computing or a huge amount of central processing units that
are communal by a diminutive client community. These types
of the structure are called analogous or the distributedcomputer-system.

In this paper we have described Distributed-OperatingSystem, models, advantages of DOS , disadvantages and some
of its types and application of the types in which these systems
and their protocols have been used.
A.

Distributed Operating System

From last few ages, Computer move from large machines that
are accessible only for single user to large machines that can
be accessible for numerous users simultaneously. Then after a
decade, the machine became smaller in size named as
‘personal computer’ [21]. In 1970’s, the research was started
on distributed computing and the excellent work has been
done. In the mid-1980’s, interesting development was started
towards the network that results in distributed operating
system [22].
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Collection of independent computers is DOS that appear to its
users as the single system. Two features were highlighted in
the definition. First feature relates to hardware and 2nd one
relates to the software. We can differentiate DS from network
and parallel system. As the network is group of system that
can communicate. Parallel system is also a presence of several
system that is visible to its users [3].

Argus System:
Argus is a language of encoding and system established to
support the execution and performance of distributed
programs. It offers computer operators that help to handle with
the distinct problems that rises in distributed programs such as
partitions of the network and when nodes of remote crashes
[21].

Comparatively, a DOS is about to distribution of resources
and data between broadly dispersed users. Instead of moving
further with definitions, it will be more suitable to have
numerous examples of Distributed Systems. Let’s suppose
network of computer unit in a university or company branch
as the first example. Through every user's individual
workstation, a bundle of processing systems in the device area
may be there to which no specific users are assigned but are
distributed actively as needed. Moreover, when user will type
the command, the system might look for the finest place from
where to execute the command, perhaps on the operator's own
workplace, perhaps on an idle workplace that belongs to
someone else and perhaps on one of those processors that are
not assigned in the machine room [4].

Cambridge Distributed System:
This system is very interesting for many reasons, one of them
is that it is based on Cambridge digital communication rings a
slit ring over twisted pairs [21].
Locus System:
Locus is the distributed OS that allows the access to data
transparently through wide file systems of network, authorities
automatic duplication of storage, helps transparent process to
execute and is also well-matched with UNIX [21].

As per second example, suppose a factory that is full of
robotics, each one holding a commanding computer for the
control of vision, scheduling, communication, and other jobs.
On the assembly line when a robot notices that the part which
it has to install is faulty, it requests alternative robot to replace
faulty one from the parts department. If all of the robots
behave like peripheral devices devoted to the same central PC
and the system is programming in that way, it also consider as
a DS[4].
Figure 1 Distributed System

In the final example, consider a large bank having hundreds of
branches in the worldwide. Each branch has a main computer
which store info of all local transactions and local accounts.
Moreover, each computer has ability to communicate with all
the other branch computers and even with a main computer at
Head Quarters. If transactions can be processed without
concern of where the customer or account is and no difference
can be noticed between this system by the users and the old
centralized workstation that it swapped, it will also be
considered as a DS [4].

2. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTED OPERATING SYSTEM
Economics:
Mini-processor offer a well price or essential
performance proportion than in the large systems
[6].
Distribution:
Some applications may include materially divided
modules [6].

For the view of single-system, a DS is prepared with an extra
software layer positioned between user and application layer.
As shown in below figure 1.
Some different types of operating systems are briefly
explained below:

Reliability:
This system is reliable as if one of the module is
damaged then still it can work as a whole [6].

Andrew System:
Andrew is the connection between PC’s and the time sharing.
It combines the ironic user machine interface and elasticity
made imaginable by the anterior with the characteristics of
information sharing and ease of communication [21].

Scalability:
More power of computing is added one by one. One
of the scaling techniques is to hide communication
expectancy [6].
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servers of cloud. One to one mapping is followed in the
implementation and configuration of system [7].

Transparency:
It shows itself to its users and applications as it is a
single computer system.it hides all the information
of data and how it is being accessed. Hide the
location of data and all the replication, concurrency,
failure and persistence [5].

4. APPLICATION’S OF CLOUD OS
A. Mobile Health-care System:
Deep study illustrates during decision making the access to
patient data error in communication of care team of patient
give health error. Thus proper access to data of patient is
essential for treatment and diagnosis of disease. Then model
of Cloud system is created which enables appropriate,
network access when it demand for a shared set of
configurable figuring resources which can be quickly
provisioned and released with least Supervision power or
package supplier communication[8].
It provides location independence and improved reliability
to its users. Security is also improved due to data centralism
and improved focus of security means [8].

Network:
The network may cause many issues and can might
be overloaded [6].
Synchronization:
Synchronization in the DS is difficult as each local
clock has some different rate. That’s why it is never
possible that each distributed system record the
same time.
Distributed File Systems:
Distributed file systems are classically built on the
idea that one or more file servers that store multiple
files and have multiple client that can request for file
access. It uses multiple servers in order to avoid
replication of files.

5. AMOBEA
AMOEBA is a category DOS and mostly acknowledged as
all-purpose distributed-operating-system (DOS). AMOEBA is
primarily premeditated to obtain a compilation of machines
and compose the compilation of machines to operate jointly
like a solitary incorporated system.

3. CLOUD DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM
Cloud is that distributes OS which incorporate a set of nodes
into conceptually centralized system. The system consists of
data servers, computer servers and workstations of users. A
data server is that machine which works as a origin for longlasting data. We can say that its model for enabling access of
network to resource of computing [20].Last but not the least is
user workstation in which for development of applications a
programming environment is provided. Clouds is basically an
operating system for general purpose. It also supports all type
of applications and languages. The structure of th e system is
based on object oriented model [7].

AMOEBA is also a parallel-system which means that to gain
speed a single program or a particular job can be permitted to
use numerous processors. Intelligibility is an significant key
objective of AMOEBA DOS [10].

The figure 2 shows the architecture of clouds system in which
has three categories that are user workstation, data server and
compute servers. Compute server facilitates service of
execution for threads. Secondary storage is provided by data
servers. The workstation of users give access to compute

There are some design objectives of AMOEBA that are
allocation, parallelism, intelligibility and presentation. It is a
category of Distributed-System in which several machines are
linked together. It is not compulsory that all the machines to
be linked are identical.

It is not required for the client to know about the position and
the spaces where the files are being accumulate these types of
concerns like file storage position, duplication of the file are
handle involuntarily. The key issue that are all the time in OS
are consistency and presentation. These are also intend
objective of AMOEBA.
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Figure 2 Architecture of clouds system
The machines that are to be associated are stretch around an
edifice on LAN if there are more than one system interface on
AMOEBA then it will mechanically act as flip router among
the an assortment of associations[11].

Third well-designed class is that some servers for example
categorizer and fact list servers are worn to sprint all the
instance and can also be sprint on an amount of the processors
or on a particular enthusiastic hardware as mandatory by the
client All these three functional classes must be linked over a
Local-area-network that is to be speedy[12].

An AMOEBA system has three kind of well-designed module
of the machines. First efficient class of the mechanism is that
to scuttle the user-interface each client will have a workspace
and this workplace can be any type of engineeringworkstation. Second functional category is that the amount of
or a group of the processors are owed animatedly to the user
as they necessitate and these amount of the processors can be a
fraction of multi-computer or they can be the compilation of
collection of the workstations and every central processing
unit include several mega-bytes of the clandestine
recollection, all the communication is completed by transfer
the packet in excess of the local-area-networks (LAN).

The major of using the micro-kernel structural. The method
used for the communiqué in the AMOEBA is acknowledged
as the remote-procedure-call [13]. The communiqué process in
AMOEBA enclose a client-thread that is use to propel a
message to the server-thread and after that the client-thread
lump until get a revisit message from the server-thread. This
method is worn to imply the numerous troubles by the
distributed-programming and the parallel-programming.
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The weak points of AMEOBA are more than 1000 pages of
credentials essential, not binary attuned with UNIX, does not
enclose the implicit recollection. The fundamental concepts
that are used in the AMOEBA about which all the
communiqué and the system services are build are OBJECTS
and CAPABILITIES. Frequently the software-objects are hold
up by the AMOEBA but it can also hold the hardware
substance. After the design of the object 128 bit esteemed
formation is completed by the server and it is acknowledged
as the competence and this value is return to the caller.

6. APPLICATION OF AMOEBA
AMOEBA is a kind of operating-system that is fundamentally
premeditated for loosely-coupled computing scheme [14]. An
operating-system (OS) with AMOEBA can be define as the
compilation of the substance and situate of the dissimilar
process can be execute on the dissimilar substance and the
catalog of the procedure are definite by the individual who
generate the substance and inscribe the rules to execute the
structure. The operating-system with AMOEBA encloses both
hardware and it mostly encloses the software objects. A
archetype execution of the cluster commu iqué can be
fabricate into the AMOEBA distributed-operating-system (DO-S).This archetype can be worn to run the similar
applications [15][16].

The average AMOEBA file server is acknowledged as the
Bullet-server that is essentially premeditated for the high
presentation and it is used to accumulate the files on the
accumulation constantly. AMOEBA comes typical with the
compilers for ANSI standard C, PASCAL, MODULA 2, basic
and the FORTRAN 77. It also offer the enormous amount of
the utilities that are representation after the programs and get
nearer with UNIX. In AMOEBA the method that is use for the
communiqué is acknowledged as the AMOEBA-FLIPProtocol. The client interface for the AMOEBA is the
industry-standard-X-Window-System. It is official document
software and it is liberally accessible to the universities under
shrink wrap endorsement. The equipment on which AMOEBA
runs are SUN-4C and MICRO-SPARC-SPARC stations,
INTEL386/3486/PENTIUM/PENTIUM-PRO etc.

The malfunction of the processes is strong-minded by a kernel
and it aim to distribute the communication by using an
additional procedure. The cluster affiliate primordial returns a
fault status in case of affiliate malfunction recognition then
ResetGroup is used to recuperate that affiliate malfunction.
The procedure to recuperate from the affiliate crashes
resembles the enticement procedure [17]. These protocols
sprint in two phases. In the first stage the active affiliate are
recognized by the procedure and a controller is chosen to
switch the next stage and in the next stage the cluster is
reestablish and a few processes malfunctions are switched and
managed and also corrected by using dissimilar types of the
procedure and if the controller collide throughout the revival
procedure then the revival procedure establish yet again with
the stage one and the whole process is constant.
The procedure to transmit a communication in AMOEBA can
be contrast with the other systems that present the procedure
for distribution of the messages. For example some protocols
are defined by the Birman and Joseph, Chang and
Maxemchuk, Tseung, Luan and Gligor etc[18][19]. Results
show a uncomplicated procedure that attain consistent transmit
and as well assurance that all communication are established
by each exist lump of the cluster in the similar sort and also
explain that how these procedure are executed in the
AMOEBA operating-system.
7. CONCLUSION
Distributed OS gave many advantages to its users especially in
the field of applications. These systems will be preferred if
many distributed modules has to work collectively. We have
discussed the working of clouds and amoeba with its
applications. Now a days Distributed system facilitates its users
in very advance ways. 4G is also introduced and technology is
running very rapidly specially in the field of android and java.
The purpose of this paper is to generally overview the working
of distributed operating system with its working applications
through examples.
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ABSTRACT
E-marketplaces have witnessed many evolutions, among which are: traditional, Internet, web services, Grid and Cloud Emarketplaces. The cloud E-marketplaces has revolutionized the E-markets by providing services based on pay per go. One major
challenge in the marketplace is the cloud performance. For example, the performance challenge rose in 2008 from 63.1% to
82.9% in 2009. This is an increase of 19.8% as against the Security challenge of about 12.9%. Most existing literature that
delved into performance impact on Cloud E-marketplaces focuses on the exogenous Non Priority model with emphasis on First
Come First Serve and preemptive disciplines. With the increase in consumer demanding for different services, the First Come
First Serve may not be suitable. Also, literature reveals that in practice, pre-emption and migration of virtual machines are costly.
Second, pre-emption leads to increase in response time of consumers’ requests especially when the requests are deadline
constrained. This research proposes a Non Pre-emptive prioritized Multi Server Multi Stage Model. This model prioritizes
services using multiple servers at each stage. Experiment is conducted and a comparative study of this model is done with the
Non Pre-emptive multi stage model. Our results reveal a better performance in consumers’ waiting time and on the issue server
utilisation, the result proves better when the arrival rate increases.
Keywords: E-marketplace; Multi-stage mechanism; waiting time, Server;
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1. INTRODUCTION
The web services E-marketplace is a market that belong to a
community that allows products’ producer to produce their
product(s), advertise them on the web for the consumer to
consume them. In other words, it is a local community of
service providers and service consumers organized in vertical
markets and gathering around portals [6]. While the use of the
Web Service marketplace has been successful, especially with
the business class, that of using this market for high
computational power is a challenge coupled with others like
the high costs of maintaining the equipment and human
resources [7] [8]. This brought the concept of Grid E-market
Technology. This is a market where computational power is
purchased by consumers (Consumers/Applications) through
the use of middleware or resource allocation broker.

The concept of E-marketplaces has been on for long with so
many benefits see [3] [4] [5]. This concept started with the
traditional E-marketplace. This is a Web portal where buyers
and suppliers come together to explore new business
opportunities [1]. This market allows the buying and selling of
goods with both the buyers and the consumers having direct
link. This market uses digital means to brand their products or
logo. This is like people finding or getting a particular
business through a referral or a network and eventually build a
rapport with them [2]. While this market has some advantages,
so too are major setbacks, among which is the lack of
competiveness and the in ability to creating an air of
excitement [3]. The evolution of the internet technology gives
room to organizations to open their shops on the internet and
also allows millions of consumers to participate in the global
online marketplaces.

Four major things distinguish the Grid marketplace from others
as written in [9][10]. While these markets have been viable in
the context of high performance, Exploitations of
underutilized Resources, Resource balancing and wide- scale
distributed computing[11] [12], this market has some
challenges as stated in [13][14] [15] [16].

The Second evolution of the E-marketplace is the Web service
E- marketplaces. This evolution is an update to object-oriented
computing. This came as result of the emergence of Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA), which is the paradigm of
organizational models of systems, aimed at solving large
business operations using existing services.
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These challenges reveal the vision of scholars as far back as
1969 as written in [17] that:

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Much work has been done under cloud E-marketplaces. For
examples, energy, privacy and security [34] [35][36].
However, little has been done in the area of optimization for
resource management with regard to cloud performance[26].
The work in [37] model the cloud as series of queues with each
service station model as M/M/1 for optimal resource
allocation. In the work of these authors, the theoretical concept
is based on three concatenated queues and the theoretical
analysis is based on the relationship between the service
response time and the allocated resources in each queuing
system. In [38], the authors propose M/G/c to evaluate a
cloud server firm with the assumption that the numbers of
server machines are not restricted. The result of the work
demonstrates the manner in which request response time and
number of task in the system may be assessed with sufficient
accuracy.

“As of now, computer networks are still in their
infancy, but as they grow up and become sophisticated,
we will probably see the spread of ‘computer utilities’
which, like present electric and telephone utilities, will
service individual homes and offices across the country”.
This vision evolves cloud E-market. This is a market paradigm
that allows consumers to shift from building of computer
software, Infrastructure and platform to procurement. The
emergence of cloud market allows many consumers and
providers to participate by allowing the traditional/web and
grid service providers to rebrand their services as cloud
hosting. However, literature for example [18], reveals that
issue of performance, security have been the top most
challenges [18].

In [39], the authors use discrete time preemptive priority to
analyze two classes; the authors consider two classes of
customers which have to be served under high and low
priority. This work is based on theoretical concept to show the
influence of the priority discipline and service time distribution
on the performance measure through numerical examples. The
work of [40] considers the waiting time queue in the
accumulating priority queue.

On the issue of performance, for example, in the International
Data Corporation (IDC) report, the performance challenge rose
in 2008 from 63.1% to 82.9% in 2009 as reported in [19]
[20][21]. This is an increase of 19.8% as against the Security
challenge of about 12.9% which is higher than that of Security
[22]. In addition, As the markets grow, most providers are
implementing various service offerings to their consumers; For
example, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) offers three
different offerings, the Reserved, Spot and the On-Demand
[23].

The use of pre-emptive policy in cloud E-marketplaces is
proposed in [31]. The is based on the argument that when an
urgent request arrives, it preempts the current request in service
and such preempted request is then migrated to another virtual
machine if it cannot meet the deadline for completion. In [31]
the authors propose a Multi-dimensional Resource Integrated
Scheduling (MRIS) which is an inquisitive algorithm to obtain
the approximate optimal solution. This work removes the
scheduling bottleneck from one dimensional to multidimensional resources. The work in [26] proposes an M/M/m
queuing model to develop a synthetic optimization method to
optimize the performance of services in an on Demand service.
The simulation results show that the proposed method can
allow less wait time, queue length and more customers to gain
the service using synthetic optimization function when the
numbers of servers increases.

Most existing literature that delved into performance impact on
Cloud E-marketplaces focuses on the exogenous Non Priority
model with emphasis on First Come First Serve discipline [24]
[25][26]. As the server farms increases with consumers
demanding different service disciplines, some scholars like
[27][28][29],[30] use the Preemptive service discipline in the
area of networking while other scholars (see [31]) use the
Preemptive service discipline and migration in the context of
Cloud E-marketplaces but literature reveals that in practice,
pre-emption and migration of virtual machines are costly [32].
Second, pre-emption leads to increase in response time of
consumers’ requests especially when the requests are deadline
constrained [33]. This work extends existing and widely
adopted theories to the exogenous Non Pre-emptive Multi
Server Multi Stage Model.

In [41], the authors model the cloud using M/M/c/c model with
different priority classes with the main goal of studying the
rejection probability for different priority classes. The works of
these preceding authors presented the researcher the
opportunity to make the contribution in this paper. For
example, the argument for using the queuing model is based on
that of [37] [26] [41], also the work of [31] [41] are the forerunners of the idea of viewing the cloud as networks of queue.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III introduces our
mathematical model description with the numerical and
simulation set up. In Section IV, we have our results and
discussion. The paper ended with the conclusion in Section V.
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The idea is that when the incoming consumers C1, C2, and C3
arrive at the cloud market, it move to the dispatcher A under
the control of the Controllable Prioritized Non Pre-emptive
Model (CPNPM) and as the incoming number of consumers
increase to a point say N, then the CPNPM switches to
dispatcher-In B to reduce congestions. This process continues
until the number of consumers in dispatcher-In A goes to N-1.

However, the opportunity to contribute derives from the solid
foundations already laid in some of these works. For example,
while the works of [37] [26] achieve better results toward
accurate waiting time performance, these could only be used
where the service provisioning discipline is the same. In
addition, the work of [26] uses pre-emptive approach but these
are costly and may lead to increase in consumers waiting time
due to the significant amount spent when pre-emption occurs.
Therefore this could not be used in in the context where the
requests are deadline constrained. Another critical issue which
is never considered by all these authors is when the incoming
requests on the scheduler increases to a level where the queue
length has reached a stage that will breach the Service Level
agreement. To resolve this, this work proposes a solution by
creating a Control able Prioritized Non Pre-emptive Multi
Server Multi Stage Mechanism (CPNPM) that switches to a
reservoir server when the main scheduler reaches it upper limit.
This mechanism is used at the dispatcher-In and dispatcher-Out
level. This mechanism differentiates this work from previous
works. This, to the best of our knowledge has never appeared
in the literature.

Sub-model 2 is made up of the web queue servers that acts as
the real processors that provide the service based on prioritized
Non pre-emptive policy. This sub model follows the same
prioritized principle of all the sub models. The idea of this
principle is that when an incoming request meets lower one on
the queue, it takes over from that request but when lower
request is currently under processing, that request is allowed to
finish. When requests of the same priority are on the queue
then the order is based on First Come First Serve (FCFS). The
word consumer in this paper is referred to as an application
requesting service from the provider [42].
The third stage is the Dispatcher-Out, when the number of
consumers have been processed, it moves out through the
Dispatcher-Out A and as soon as the length of queue reaches
point N, the CPNPM moves the outgoing consumers to
Dispatcher-Out B until the number of consumers in
dispatcher—Out A comes back to N.
The analytical solution of this work is based on the use of
queuing theory as the proof of concept. This concept is
achieved by studying various literature. See [43] [44]
[45][46][47][48][49] [50] [51] and [52]. The result of this
search enables us to base the mathematical concept on the
work of Moder in [44]. The Moder concept is adopted as the
solution approach to solve the (CPNPM) sub-model 1 and 3
problems. On sub-model 2, the mathematical solution on the
author’s previous work is adopted. See [53][22]under the
M/M/c/Pr model.

3. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model is shown in Figure 1. This model consists
of three sub models which are sub model 1, 2 and 3
respectively. Sub model 1 is the arrival stage and it consists of
the incoming web or consumer applications with two
dispatching points (Dispatcher-In A and B). Dispatcher-In A
serves as the main entry of all prioritised work. When the
queue length of consumers in Dispatcher-In A reaches certain
threshold say N, consumer applications switch to Dispatcher-In
B. Sub model 2 is the second stage that consists of n service
stations that are networked together. The processing of the
applications takes place at these service stations. The third
stage is the dispatcher-Out. This has two stages like the
dispatcher-In. these are the Dispatcher-Out A and B
respectively.

Modelling the Dispatcher-In and Dispatcher-Out
In [44], the author determines the measure of effectiveness
through the following steps (see the full equation in Appendix
A):
i.
Determine the list of admissible states
ii.
Determine the steady state equations
iii.
Solve each of the steady state equations
iv.
Calculate the measure of effectiveness.
The measure of effectiveness needed in this paper is the
waiting time at the dispatcher-In (
) and dispatcher-Out
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Figure 3: Proposed Prioritized Non Pre-emptive Multi Server Multi Stage Model

) respectively. These are:

(

The steady state probability that n
consumers
are in the queue and s consumers are being
serviced.
S = Maximum number of manned channels

and

W= Mean wait time in the system
= Mean wait time in the queue
= Maximum number of manned channels
v= The shift down point i.e the minimum queue
length
when
= The mean arrival rate
= The mean service rate per channel
= Utilisation factor

but

Modelling the Web-queue stations
As earlier said, the previous concept [53][22] is adopted by
using the M/M/c/Pr approach. The arrival and the service
process are exponentially distributed for each priority at each
of the c channels within a station. Also, due to large volume
of consumers entering the market for request we assume an
infinite population. To get our performance measure, we
followed the six steps stated in [54] and the law of
conservation of flow [55].

Where
N = queue length
s = number of busy channel
L = mean number of consumers in the system
= mean number of consumers in the queue
M= number of (fixed) channels in the conventional
multiple channel process
N = The shift up point, i.e the queue length at
which additional channels are instantaneously opened
if s < S
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Our interest in this experiment is the waiting time
experienced by consumers in all the sub models. This is
given as:

is defined as

and

Where the system is stationary for

,and

Experimental Set-Up
The first thing that is done is to validate the mathematical
solution with the simulation to ascertain the degree of
correction. We measure the waiting time of consumers using
the wolfram Mathematical 9.0 as the mathematical tool for
our validation results and arena 14.5 as the simulator. This is
done by setting both the simulation and the analytical
parameter to the same values. We set ʎ (arrival rate) to 10, 20
……60 and N= 10. The service time (
is set to 0.005
for the dispatcher-In/Out and 0.005 for each of the servers in
the web Queue stations. The Average waiting time of the
three prioritised consumer is recorded. The result is depicted
in Figure 2. In this Figure, as the arrival rate increases so
also the waiting time increase in both Analytical and
simulation. Also, the degree of variation is hardly noticed in
both simulation and the analytical approach except at the
point where ʎ is = 40 and 50 respectively. However the
coefficient of variation is very small and less than unity.
This then implies that the simulation is in line with the
formulated mathematical concept.

Where
is the time required to serve
consumers of the
kth priority in the line ahead of the consumer.
is the
consumers of priority k which arrive
service time of the
during
is the amount of time remaining until the
next server becomes available.
Therefore

=

but

The expected time taken in a service station is

Figure 4: Analytical and Simulation results

The overall average time taken in j service stations is
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On the main experiment, The service rate is set to 0.005 for
the dispatcher-In/Out and 0.005 for each of the A and B
servers in the web Queue stations. N which is the upper
bound is set to 10 and the arrival patter is constant. The
experiments started with mean inter arrival time of 0.1 to 0.9.
The total number of consumers entering the market for each
experiment is set to 60,000. That is, each group of consumers
(for example higher priority group is set to 20,000).
This simulation is run with replication length of 1000 in 24
hours per day and the base time in seconds. The experiment
is replicated 10 times. The same Arena 14.5 is used as the
simulator. In section IV, the results are analyzed and
compared with the non multi stage model.

The same thing occurs to that of Dispacther-Out B after 0.4.
What accounted for the difference between 0.6 in DistpacherIn A and Dispacther-Out B is based on the experimental set
up where the server processing rate of the two are different.
The last experiment conducted is based on the comparison of
the server utilisation of the proposed model (Multi Stage) and
the non multi stage model. The experimental results are
depicted in Table 2. One remarkable observation that makes
the multi stage better than the non multi stage is when the
inter arrival time is 0.1 (higher arrival rate). It is observed
that the server utilisation experienced under the multi stage is
.0000722767 while under the non multi stage the message
“server error” indicated by “SE“ in Figure 2 is recorded. This
error is due to the high number of consumers on the queue
therefore making the inter arrival rate higher that the service
rate leading to error. Unlike the multi stage which allows the
second server to work when such operation occurs. Between
the inter arrival time of 0.2 to 07, the server utilisation of the
non multi stage seems higher than that of multi stage because
during these periods, only one server is working under the
non multi server while two are working under the multi stage
model. When the inter arrival time goes above 0.6, then the
two model have the same server utilisation results. What
accounted for this is because of the low number of consumers
in the market as earlier discussed. At these points, the same
number of servers is working.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
The results are based on three things: The first is the waiting
time experienced by the prioritised consumers (C1…C3),
second is the average waiting experienced by this model
compared with existing model when the system is not multi
staged. The third result is based on server utilisation of the
multi stage system.
On the first result shown in Figure 3, it is observed that the
consumer with higher priority (C1) experienced short waiting
time while that of lower priority had the highest waiting time
(C3). This occur between the inter arrival time of say 0.1to
0.6. Above 0.6 to 0,9 they both have the same waiting. What
accounted for this equal waiting time because the arrival rate
of consumers is getting slow such that the higher priority
consumers never met the lower one. Therefore there was no
need for priority during that period.

In summary, the multi stage model had better performance in
consumers’ waiting time because of the Controllable
Prioritized Non Pre-emptive Mechanism (CPNPM). On the
issue server utilisation, the result proves better when the
arrival rate increases.

The second result is based on the comparison of this model
(Multi Stage) with the existing model that did not experience
multi stage (non-multi stage). This is depicted in Figure 4. It
is observed that waiting time of consumers under the multi
stage model performs better than that of non multi stage
between 0.1 and 0.4. That is, when the number of consumers
entering the market is high. However, they both have the
same waiting time after this time. What accounted for this is
that when the number of consumers is high, the multi stage
model puts into operation the Distpacher-In B and
Dispacther-Out B servers (See Figure 1) thereby reducing the
consumers waiting time. As the number of consumers
reduces, these two servers stop operating thereby behaving
like a normal non multi stage model.
To substantiate this, the server utilisation experienced under
the multi stage model is recorded in Table 1. It is observed
that the Distpacher-In B stop working after the inter arrival
time of 0.6. At this point, the consumers inter arrival is low
such that Distpacher-In A is enough to process incoming
request.

Figure 3: Waiting Time of the three prioritized Multi
Server Multi Stage Model
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Figure 4: Waiting Time under Multi Stage and Non Multi Stage Model

Table 1: Server Utilization under the Prioritized Multi Stage Model

Table 2: Waiting Time under Multi Stage and Non Multi Stage Models
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5. CONCLUSION
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ABSTRACT
The The Indian government developed, regional navigation satellite system will provide accurate positioning information
towards the low latitude equatorial Indian subcontinent. Always a large irregularity in ionospheric gradient presents in this
region. Both L5 and S band signals of IRNSS are more affected by the iono delay. Due to this phenomena, position accuracy of
the system will be degraded. To alleviate the effect of ionosphere is one of the effortful problem in satellite based navigation
system. In this paper detail study about ionosphere and its effects on various parameters of navigation signal are covered with
their mathematical expressions. The delay contribution due to ionosphere is measured using different models in term of Total
Electron Content(TEC). Here, various single frequency ionodelay measurement and correction models like, Klobuchare,
WARTEK, GRAPHIC, GIM, GIVE and dual frequency technique have been encapsulated.
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1.

The comparison of various models like, Klobuchare [6],
WARTEK [7], GRAPHIC[5], GIM[8], GIVE [9] with their
mathematical expression have been done. From this survey, it
has been found that eight coefficient klobuchar model is very
simple, but its performance has been worst compared to all
others studied models. The GIVE model is one of the
promising methods for effective ionodelay correction in low
latitude, equatorial anomaly, India. Section II gives a
description of the Ionosphere and its effects on different
parameters. Brief explanation and comparison of all Single
frequency models have been included in section III. Finally,
Conclusions related to the best model for ionodelay correction
have been covered in section IV.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Defense controlled Global
Positioning System (GPS) is a mature satellite based
navigation system. Globally, it provides accurate services to
military as well as civilian users [1]. Many countries do not
want to depend on the GPS for their Precision Approach (PA)
based military application. Therefore, they develop their own
regional satellite based navigation system like, Indian
Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS), European
Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) and the
Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System etc.
The accurate range measurement is very crucial for defense
application. But this measurement is always affected by
different unintentional natural error sources [2]. In space,
Ionosphere is located from the altitude about 60 km to 700
km, it has a highest error contribution in position measurement
[3]. In India the performance of navigation application is
always degraded for the reason that of large ionosphere
irregularities. To improve the delay contribution, due to
ionosphere different methods are available like, Differential
GPS (DGPS), dual frequency technique, Satellite Based
Augmentation System (SBAS) and single frequency ionodelay
models. Among them, DGPS and SBAS are very much
complex and cost effective due to its complex and expensive
architecture, while single frequency ionomodels are cheaper
and very easy to broadcast[2][4][5]. Hence, major research
work is done on single frequency models.

2.

POSITION DETERMINATION

The distance between satellites to the user is calculated if the
signal travel time is known. The travel time is determined by
finding the correlation between PRN code received from
satellites and generated by the receiver itself. However, it is
not accurate because always clock offset between satellites
and a receiver is present and received signal is also affected by
different intentional and unintentional error sources.
Therefore, the measured range is not true, but it is
pseudorange and it is givenby [10];

(1)
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The ionosphere contains D (60km to 90km), E (90km to
130km) and F (130km to 400km) layer[4][6], which has
different amount of plasma ions that can affect propagation of
radio waves. During late afternoon and early evening hours,
the rate of recombination exceeds the rate of ionization. Here,
The Recombination is the opposite process, then
photoionization in which neutral atoms produce by a
combination of negatively and positively charged ions. During
this duration the density of electron reduces in D, E and F1
(130km to 210km) layers. However, the F2 layer behaves
differently is called mid-latitude seasonal anomaly. The
electron density in the F2 (210 km to 400 km) layer has
reached its minimum value just before that duration[5] [11].
Then, as the sun rises, photoionization take place and as a
results electron density increase again. The larger density
variation of the F2 and F1 layer are the major sources of
ionospheric induced error for positioning and range
measurement application[2][4][7].

Where,
and
are the time instants when signal left from
the satellites and signal reached at the satellites, respectively.
is a true distance between the satellite and user. It can be
calculated using [5],

When four pseudoranges are observed, then i ranges from 1 to
4. ( , , ) denotes 3D known geocentric coordinates of
,
) are unknown geocentric
satellites and ( ,
coordinates of the user which are to be computed. The speed
of propagation is denoted by .
is the total time offset
between satellites and receiver. Also,
and
are the clock
offset from system time for receiver and satellite respectively.
is the total atmospheric delay given by,

Where,

The main types of ionospheric variations are regular and
irregular. The regular type variations have a periodic form like
diurnal, seasonal, latitudinal and solar cycle [5] [12]. Thus,
these variations can be predicted at least approximately in
advance and necessary precautions will be taken. Irregular
variations are those such as a sporadic E and irregularities in
the F region, called Traveling Ionospheric Disturbance
(TID)[2][12]. These variations cannot easily be predicted in
advance and hence the effects due to these variations generally
have to be accepted by the users. The degree of magnetic
disturbance or the characteristics of the ionosphere during
each day is indicated by a variety of indices , such as , ,

code delay due to the Ionosphere, which will be

always positive in magnitude and is the code delay because
of troposphere which is independent of frequency.
and
shows the effect due to psuedorange multipath delay and
other pseudorange measurement noise [4]. From the literature,
the GPS statistical ranging error budget is found and it is given
in Table 1 [2] [5].
TABLE 1. Statistical ranging error budget (1sigma)[2][5].
Error Source
1 error
(± meters)
Ephemeral Data
2.1
Satellite Clock
2.1
Ionosphere
4.0
Troposphere
1.4
Multipath
1.4
Receiver Measurement
0.5
User Equivalent Range Error
5.3

and

Due to the ionospheric gradient, the radio wave will be
refracted as they are propagated through the ionosphere and it
will be continuously refracted in the ionosphere as it’s a
refractive index change from layer to layers. So, to finding the
effect of ionosphere the refractive index of the layer must be
known in advance. Appleton - Lassens determined equation
that gives the ionospheric index of refraction in the presence
of a static magnetic field [7].

The Table shows the contribution of above mentioned error
sources, it can be seen that the major effect due to ionosphere
[2]. Therefore, this effect has to be corrected, which is
explained in section 3.
3.

[12]. Most of the time, these indices correlate very

well with the behavior of the ionosphere.

(2)

IONOSPHERE AND IT’S EFFECTS ON
PARAMETER
Where,

The Ionosphere is located above the earth’s surface from 60
km to 700 km. It is made of the neutral atoms which are
photonised by Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) from the
Sun[3][5]. The amount of ionization depends on the EUV
strength and atom density in the atmosphere, these parameters
vary with sun activity. Therefore, the behavior of the
ionosphere is changing from day to night and from season to
season [4][7].

,

,

is the angular frequency,
is the transverse component,
,
MHz and
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,

,

is the longitude component,
is the frequency of plasma,

is the electromagnetic wave frequency in

is the frequency of collision in Hz.
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A. Major Effects due to Ionosphere
The major effects due to ionosphere is easily determined as
the refractive index, which is differ from the unity due to
the gradient of the ionosphere derived. The major effects
are as follows

Higher Order Ionospheric Effects: The term , , ,
and
in equation (1) are very small compared to unity. Hence,
by neglecting those terms whose magnitude are less than
. Brunner and GU have derived the new form of
refractive index written as [2][14]

Group Delay:The signal delayed by the ionosphere gives
error in range measurement, it can be measured in term of
time or distance given by [5]

(7)
Where,

(3)

second order and

If only first order term of the refractive index considered then
it will become
, where the value of
is
. The quantity

is the TEC in

or

is the first order, ,
or

or

is the

is the third order frequency term.

The contribution of higher order term is very less compared to
the first order term. If only first ordered term is considered
with assumption of that
worst accuracy is acceptable than

. Finally, in

general group delay can be represented by

refractive index is given by
(4)

.

Ionospheric Doppler Shift: As the TEC varies the small
amount, frequency is also changed, because frequency is
related to phase. AS a result the small amount Doppler shift
occurs, which is very less compared to normal geometric
Doppler shift. Doppler shift due to this phenomena can be
computed as [2]

due to ionosphere
The amount of time delay difference
is measured by the dual frequency receiver [4][5]. So, from
the equation (3), it can be written as
(5)
The term,

(8)

is called the scaling factor of the ionodelay

Amount Of Faraday Rotation: The signal (GHz) from the
satellite passes from the ionosphere then its plan of
polarization is changed[15]. This additional rotation of
polarization can be represented by[2][16]

calculation. For the GPS pair of frequencies, this factor is
1.546 and 1.894 for the IRNSS pair of frequencies[13].
Phase Advance: As a radio Signal propagate through the
ionosphere, the some amount of phase of the signal is
advanced compared to signal travel in free space[2].

(9)

(6)

Where the quantity
is the product of TEC times
the Earth magnetic field measured longitudinally. This term is
integrated toward the path of propagation.

In general, this additional phase due to ionosphere cannot be
measured easily using a single frequency except both the
receiver and the transmitter have excellent oscillator stability
and the satellites ephemeris are known in advance. Hence, for
this measurement always analytically derived two frequencies
are required. Hence, measured phase difference is related by
[2].

Angular Refraction: The amount of angular refraction was
derived by Millman and Reinsmith [17]. The signal is
bending due to this refraction and as a result measured
range has a error and it is given by [18]
(10)

Where,

Where is the apparent range,
is the elevation angle, ,
is the range difference given by
[16],
is the radius of earth’s and
is the height from the center
of the earth to above space up to 300 and 400 km, where TEC
distributions are available.

.
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Distortion of Pulse Waveform: The spread spectrum signals
of the satellites can be dispersed due to unexpected behavior
of the ionosphere. The amount of this dispersion is very less,
therefore it can be neglected. The time delays caused by this
ionospheric dispersion are determined by[19]

Klobuchar Ionospheric Model: The empirical model based on
8 coefficient is called Klobuchar model. This model was
designed to reduce the computational complexity as well as
storage capacity by keeping only 8 coefficients to transmit
from satellite to the user [22-24]. This simple empirical
broadcast model is reduced about the 50 % RMS ionospheric
range error. As shown in Fig.2, first vertical delay at the
Ionospheric Pierce Point (IPP) is calculated then it is
converted into slant delay by multiplying the obliquity factor
or the mapping function.

(11)
Ionospheric Scintillation: As the signal propagation through
the ionospheric irregularities, fluctuation in phase and
amplitude of the signal done, called ionospheric
scintillation[17]. The satellite-based communication and
navigation systems are very much influenced by this
ionospheric scintillation. All the radio signals whose
frequency up to few GHz are very much affected by it. Due to
amplitude scintillation received signal intensity drops below
the threshold value, which is set for healthy satellite
tracking. As the amplitude scintillation strong the signal is
totally loss and hence the signal should be reacquire
again[20]. Similarly, if the phase scintillation is sufficiently
strong, then loss of phase lock will be occurred. Phase
scintillation has a major effect on on phase sensitive
application [21].

Figure 2. Ionospheric Pierce Point [6][7].
4.

IONODELAY MODELS
The Klobuchar algorithm works for the single frequency
receiver. Based on the available parameter various quantities
are to be calculated as [6][22].

Alleviates the effects due to ionosphere explained in section
III, different models are available. Models are classified in two
parts 1) Empirical models depend on post processing logged
Data and 2) Physical models depend on universal principles.
In this section, Detail study of single frequency ionodelay
correction empirical models and dual frequency method has
been explained.

(13)
Where,
is night time value
seconds,
is phase
(1400 hrs LT),
is the amplitude given by[6][22]

A. Single Frequency Ionodelay Correction Algorithm
The graphical representation of Total Electron Content (TEC)
of total ionospheric
is shown in Fig. 1. The first order,
delay is because of Slant TEC (STEC) and signal frequency
which is defined as

Similarly,

is period given by [6][22]

Where
is the geomagnetic latitude at IPP. The behavior of
a Kobuchar model for 24 hours shown in Fig. 3. The amount
of improvement is done after applying Klobuchar model is
shown in Fig. 4.

(12)

Figure1. Total Electron Content [5].
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Wide Area Real Time Kinematic: In the late 1990s the
another empirical model was introduced called The Wide Area
Real Time Kinematic (WARTK). This concept was developed
by the Research Group of Astronomy and Geomatics (gAGE)
from the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) to reduce
the deficiency of Real Time Kinematic (RTK) [26]. The
WARTK method increases the service area of RTK up to 1000
kilometers and hence it reduced baselines required 1000 times
than RTK to cover a wide region[26]. The WARTK is a
differential technique, which uses a 3D voxel model for
computing the very precise ionospheric corrections in real
time. 3D voxel model is using a Kalman filter for estimation
of information from the Global Navigation Satellite
System(GNSS) data collected from monitoring stations
separated by a few kilometers[27]. WARTK user receiver
layout approach is shown in Fig.6[27].

Figure. 3 Klobuchar Model Behavior [5][6][23]

Figure. 4 Klobuchar Model Behavior [5][6][23]
Global Ionospheric Maps: Data from more than 100
continuously monitoring station (global network) are being
collected to map ionosphere’s TEC on global maps[24]. These
Global Ionosphere Maps (GIM) give the real time TEC
distribution globally. It has collected the data from 6 to 8 near
station from the global network at every 30 second and
interpolating it both time and space to map it globally. The
maps can be updated with the rate of 5-15 minutes delayed by
real time, which is shown in Fig.5[25].

Figure.6 WARTK Algorithm [27][28]
Group and Phase Ionospheric Combination: Group and
Phase Ionospheric Combination (GRAPHIC) is the average of
the code and phase measurement, which eliminated the error
which are common to both measurement[29]. It is used in a
single frequency satellite based applications because it is only
able to alleviate the effect of ionosphere but at the same time
phase ambiguity is present.
Hence, the measurements are more noisy compared to pure
carrier phase combination[5]. In GRAPHIC, this ambiguity
and noise free position measurement cannot be estimated
using a single time observation, but it requires multiple
observation. Based on this fact the cumulative measurements
are done by Heroux et al in 2004. They found that the
estimation process always needed multiple hours observation
to converge the phase carrier ambiguity problem [30].

Figure.5 Global TEC Distribution[23]
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Where

(14)

I

µ = a tan

is

modified

latitude

COSφ

and a1 , a2 and a3 are the coefficients of permanent stations
computed through a global network and broadcasted in the
Galileo navigation message [32].

Where is the geographical range between the satellite to the
receiver,
is the clock bias of the receiver,
is the
ambiguity of carrier phase measurements, is the wavelength
of the carrier phase,
is the mapping factor of wet ,
is
&
are measurement
the tropospheric wet part and

Grid Ionospheric Vertical Error: In this model correction
are provided at 50 X 50 grids at 350 km altitudes. The user first
computes the point where its LOS cuts the 350 km altitude
[33][34] This point is termed as the Ionosphere Pierce Point
(IPP) of the user. After calculating the 3D position of users at
IPP the Ionospheric Grid Points (IGPs) are selected based on
following steps.
•
Select the four IGPs (minimum 3 IGPs) around IPP with
GIVEI ≤ 14
•
If of the selected IGP have GIVEI > 14, then no
ionospheric correction are available for that IPP

noise in code and phase due to multipath[7]. In Fig.7
comparison of above three models has been shown, it has been
found that Klobuchar method performs much worse compared
to GRAPHIC and WARTK methods, only few amount meter
accuracy was obtained.

User Ionospheric Vertical Error (UIVE) will be calculating by
interpolating the GIVEs value of the selected IGP[13].
4 (min)

σ UIVE =

∑W *X
n

PP

* YPP * σ GIVEn

(15)
Finally, Ionodelay Correction(IC) at defined IPP is given by
n =1

[13],

IC = −τ SPP (φPP , λPP ) = − FPP * τ VPP (φPP , λPP )
Fig 7. Klobuchar, GIM, WARTK and GRAPHIC
Comparison[7]

Where, -TSPP is the slant ionodelay, FPP is obliquity factor.
Preliminary analysis of GIVE for GAGAN has been
introduced by A.D Sharma et. al in 2007, they observed that
quit days the estimated GIVEs are less than the GIVEs for a
magnetically moderate days[34].
Dual Frequency Method: The two frequencies of different
band used, then user shall correct for the group delay due to 1st
order ionospheric effects by applying the given relationship
(16)

All the comparison is done under ionospheric behavior with an
Ap index 78[30]. The Klobuchar model performance is not
well in all the region as it describes the ionospheric behavior
by only the 8 coefficients. The GIMs, WARTK and
GRAPHIC performances are always better compared to
simple Klobuchar. From the multiple daysâ€™ observation, it
is found that the accuracy of GIMs is two times better than the
WARTK and GRAPHIC. The GIMs performance not only
depends on tracking network, but also depends station
location. Hence at the station where a high electron density
present or mid latitude region the GIM performance is
obtained weaker compared to those the equatorial or highlatitude regions.

σ =

where, γ =

fB 2
fB1

NeQuick model: NeQuick is an another empirical model
developed for Galileo to measure the spatial and temporal
variation of electron density of the ionosphere. It is finding
electron density in main E, F1, and F2 layers of the ionosphere
[31]. It normally uses the solar flux index F10.7 for finding the
monthly average. Therefore, in real time application to
measure the daily variation and atmospheric condition this

5.

σ B1 − γσ B 2
1−σ

(17)

2

2

denoting the correcting factor.

CONCLUSION

In this paper detailed study about ionosphere and its effect on
satellite based navigation system has been done. Navigation
system error budget is studied for understanding of the
contribution of the various non intentional sources in
parameters measurement. It is observed that Ionospheric
effects have a maximum error contribution in it. Hence, it has
been deduced that ionodelay correction is very important task
for navigation applications, where large iono gradient
irregularity present like low latitude Indian subcontinent.

solar index F10.7 must be replaced[32]. ( Aˆ Z ) is a daily
variation represented by

(16)

( AˆZ ) = a0 + a1µ1 + a2 µ22 ,
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Survey related to the different ionolayer, its TEC contributions
and the different affected parameter of signal like, frequency,
phase, velocity, refractive index and polarization due to
ionosphere are included and detailed mathematical outcomes
are studied. Various ionodelay correction models for
developing IRNSS system are proposed. Different single
frequency model performance likes, Klobuchar, GIM,
WARTK, GRAPHIC, Nequick are discussed and it has been
deduced that Klobuchar model is very simple, but at the same
time it can correct only 50 % of ionospheric effects. Where, all
others models performance are better than Klobuchar model.
The newly promising grid based model is introduced for
IRNSS, called GIVE and it has beenconcluded that the most of
the ionodelay correction will be mitigated thorough it. Finally
the dual frequency approach to correct the ionospheric effect
has been covered.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the analysis of a remote temperature monitoring and control system for an industrial gas plant using wireless
sensor network. Software has been developed with JAVA programming language which provides an operator with a graphical
user interface to remotely monitor the temperature of the industrial gas plant and also to remotely control the temperature of the
plant by regulating the speed of a DC Fan. An operator could also choose to allow the DC fan to be automatically regulated so
that when temperature of the plant rises above a certain limit, the DC fan will be automatically switched on. ZigBee modules are
used to establish the wireless sensor network because of its low cost and high data integrity even in harsh industrial environments
and LM 35 has been used as the temperature sensor because of its direct read out in the Celsius scale. The result shows that the
temperature of the gas plant was able to be controlled remotely using an incorporated dc fan as the cooling system.
Keywords: Temperature Monitoring and Control, Wireless Sensor, Gas plant
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1. INTRODUCTION
However raw natural gas is made up of predominantly
methane and other contaminants such as ethane, propane,
hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide, etc. and must be purified
to meet the quality standards specified by the pipeline
transmission and distribution companies [1]. The LNG plant
therefore undergoes a number of processes to separate the
contaminants from the gas so as to meet up with specified
standards and also liquefy it for storage and transportation
purposes. The contaminants such as hydrogen sulphide and
carbon dioxide can be removed using chemical processes,
however, hydrocarbon contaminants like ethane, propane
and butane must be removed through distillation. The
distillation stage of the plant involves first the liquefaction of
the natural gas at a temperature of about -160˚C and then
raising the temperature of the resulting liquid to the boiling
point temperature of the various contaminants so that they
are recovered as vapours which are then led through various

Gas plants have been developed over the years for the
manufacture of various gases at a commercial scale. Some of
these plants include oxygen gas plant, ammonia gas plant,
liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants, etc. in recent past, a
considerable world trade in LNG was developed. Presently,
LNG represents a significant component of the energy
consumption of many countries and has been utilized as
household fuel for cooking and also industrial fuel for
heating and generating power. Liquefied natural gas is the
liquefied form of natural gas at cryogenic temperature of 160˚C. This is done mainly for the purpose of storage and
transportation since the volume of LNG shrinks by a factor
of approximately 600 when liquefied.
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distillation columns to their respective reservoirs. The
distillation stage of this plant therefore requires critical
temperature monitoring and control as when the temperature
of the plant surpasses the specified boiling point temperature
of the required contaminant, a mixture of natural gas with
the contaminants will occur [1]. These various contaminants
are recovered at very low temperatures of less than 0˚C since
the gas must be liquefied before any separation can occur
through distillation. These temperatures fall within the
handling capacity of the temperature sensor (LM 35) used in
this work and it is thus suitable at the distillation stage of this
plant.

The temperature measurements gotten from these pipelines
are then sent to the centralized remote location for output
control execution. The control in this work was implemented
by decreasing the rate of the oil inflow into the pipelines as
the temperature increased by controlling a set of inlet valves
and oil pumps since an increase in the rate of the oil inflow
leads to an increase in the pressure of the oil that eventually
results in an increase in the temperature of the oil pipeline
due to increase in the kinetic energy of the oil molecules.
According to the author, Zigbee was seen as a new wireless
technology operating in the Industrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) bands that has been widely deployed in
wireless sensor networks. It has major applications focused
on sensor and automatic control such as military application,
industrial control, smart buildings and environmental
monitoring.

Temperature monitoring and control were previously
achieved in this plant using wired systems, but included an
added cost of installing, terminating, testing, maintaining and
troubleshooting the wired network. However, recent
advances in technology have made possible the production
of wireless intelligent, autonomous and energy efficient
wireless sensors which can be deployed in large numbers
across the plant [2]. The wireless sensor network (WSN)
therefore consists of a network of spatially distributed sensor
nodes which acquire temperature readings from the plant and
relay such information to a sink node which gathers the
information, processes it and may therefore control the
temperature of the plant by for example, activating a relay to
switch on a cooling fan. The wireless sensor nodes used at
the distillation stage of the LNG plant can thus be distributed
at the various distillation columns of the contaminants to
ensure recovery of only the contaminants without any
mixture with the desired natural gas (methane). Temperature
control shall be achieved in this plant by utilizing fans which
will act as a cooling system.

The Zigbee protocol was defined by Zigbee alliance as a
suite of high level communication protocols using small, low
power digital radios based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for
wireless personal area networks (WPAN) which allows the
technology to be widely deployed in wireless control and
monitoring applications. The low power usage allows longer
life with smaller batteries and the mesh networking provides
higher reliability and longer range. According to the author,
the frameworks of the Zigbee operating arrangement can be
classified as a high-tech network where each node can sense,
compute and communicate with each other. They can either
receive or transmit (full duplex operation) to a gateway via
self-configuration and multi-hop routing in the sense that
these modules have limited communication areas and must
use this technique to access the nodes out of their
communication areas. In this network, a node is selected and
used as the coordinator node, other nodes can then function
either as coordinator nodes or end sensor nodes.

Although, wired monitoring and control systems have been
successfully employed to monitor and control the
temperature in the LNG plant, the immovability of the wired
system and the high cost of running cables makes WSNs
more preferable as cables are only required in WSNs for
connection of the sink node to a personal computer (PC).
Compared with wired monitoring systems, WSNs have many
inherent advantages such as lower cost, convenience of
installation and ease of relocation [3].

The coordinator node which is usually connected to a PC has
the ability of coordinating the wireless transmission of data
assigning addresses to the router nodes. The router nodes
defined as a full function device (FFD) are responsible for
selecting the routing paths using a routing algorithm and also
assigning addresses to the end sensor nodes in its coverage
zone. The end sensor nodes defined as a reduced function
device (RFD) are capable of only sending data to the
coordinator node or router node. In a work done by [5],
remote monitoring and control system was developed for a
water treatment plant using Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) and sometimes referred to as digital
control systems. It is a computer based system that remotely
controls processes previously controlled manually. SCADA
allows an operator using a central computer to supervise
(monitor and control) multiple networked computers at
remote locations. Each remote computer can control
mechanical processes (pumps, valves, etc.) and collect data
from sensors at its location. The central computer is referred
to as the master terminal unit (MTU).

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES
In a work done by [4], remote monitoring and control system
was developed for oil and gas industry using Zigbee based
wireless communication approach. The parameters to be
monitored in such industry include pump status, valve status,
temperature, pressure and fluid levels. The equipment that
need these monitoring are pumps (motors), valves and
pipelines. The pipeline temperature for example, is a very
critical parameter that needs monitoring and an overshoot of
localized temperature in the pipeline can lead to accidents.
The pipelines are spread across several kilometres and the
only solution is to monitor them from a remote centralized
location. The technique that was utilized in this work was to
deploy temperature sensors on each of the pipelines equally
distributed along the entire length of the pipeline.
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The operator interfaces with the MTU using software
referred to as human interface machine (HMI). The remote
computer is referred to as the remote terminal unit (RTU)
and its function is to activate a relay (or switch) that turns
mechanical equipment on and off. The RTU also collects
data from sensors. In the water treatment plant, the
parameters to be monitored are fluid level, temperature
pressure, water density, water purity and pipeline flow rates
and the common water treatment equipments includes
valves, pumps and mixers for mixing chemicals in the water
supply. The technique that was utilized in this work was to
deploy a number of sensors such as fluid level sensors,
pressure sensors, temperature sensors, etc. in the plant. In the
water treatment plant, distillation is used to separate certain
chemical elements such as magnesium, potassium and
calcium from the water and this process requires critical
monitoring since water vaporizes at 100˚C and above this,
other chemical elements may vaporize along with the water.
The readings from the various sensors in the plant are then
relayed to the RTU which processes the data and may then
activate control by for instance putting on a pump. The
readings received at the RTU are also conveyed to the MTU
which may also activate control from its remote location by
sending control signals through an air interface (which
maybe a microwave link, satellite link or more recently the
internet) to the RTU.

Thus, the temperature readings gotten in the heat exchangers
are relayed by the embedded board to the internet through
the Ethernet connection and thus the readings can be
accessed from any location on earth through a web browser
provided there is an internet connection. Also, temperature
of the heat exchanger can be controlled from any remote
location by activating or deactivating a cooling fan that is
already interfaced to the embedded board.
Remote monitoring and controlling system has been
developed for a hydrogen chloride gas synthesis plant using
GSM technology as depicted by [7]. The synthesis of the
hydrogen chloride gas is achieved by burning hydrogen and
chlorine together in an enclosed graphite crucible and
heating to a maximum temperature of 158˚F controlled by an
electric heater. This temperature, the gases would not
synthesize. In this system, GSM/SMS is used between the
automation process and the plant operator thereby extending
the mobility of the operator and GPRS based web
technology for logging the monitored data to a remote
server.
Hence, there is no need of a dedicated PC as the data is
logged in remote server using GPRS. The system makes use
of STM32V ARM Development board and GSM SIM 900A
modem with GPRS activated. The above system was
designed to inform the operator about the plant’s temperature
when it crosses the threshold value by sending SMS to the
operator’s mobile phone and through the mobile phone the
plant’s temperature can be controlled by activating or
deactivating the power supply to the electric heater by
having the operator send specific control messages to the
ARM board through the cellular network. The temperature
values can also be logged onto an SD card available on the
ARM board or a remote server through the GPRS network
for future reference. The advantages of this system are: (i)
Establishing wireless link between the control unit and the
operator using the existing infrastructure of the cellular
network that reduces the initial set up time and cost (ii)
Extending the mobility of the operator as the GSM Network
is accessible even to remote locations. (iii) SMS cost has
reduced drastically and thus system can be operated with less
communication cost. The concern in this system is the
unpredictable delay in message transfer between the operator
and the control unit.

In another work done by [6], a wireless automation system
was proposed for a cryogenic air separation plant based on
embedded web technology. This plant separates atmospheric
air into its primary constituents typically nitrogen and
oxygen. The plant utilizes cryogenic distillation whereby the
air is first cooled until liquefaction, then the various
composition of air (mainly nitrogen and oxygen) is
selectively extracted by distilling the components at their
boiling point temperatures. This process makes use of
expanders and heat exchangers which are usually
temperature monitored and controlled to ensure that only
pure gases are retrieved from air without mixtures with other
gases.
In this work, an operator can monitor and control the
temperature of the heat exchangers through a web browser.
This system makes use of an 8051 microcontroller, ADC
0808, MAX232 and temperature sensor all connected to an
embedded board known as Samsung mini 24440 board
which is a low cost ARM 9 development board utilizing
Samsung S3C2440 processor clocked at a frequency of
400MHz. To indicate the temperature present in the heat
exchangers, a temperature sensor was made to acquire the
temperature readings in analogue format and ADC0808
converted the analogue readings into digital readings which
could be further processed by the embedded board. The
embedded board was connected to the internet through an
Ethernet connection.

3. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS
(A) Overview of the Hardware Development Process
(i) Hardware Requirements
Two types of sensor nodes will be utilized in this paper
namely:
1. Coordinator node: This node will act to receive
temperature readings from the various end sensor
nodes and may occasionally convey control/actuator
signals to the end sensor nodes.
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End Sensor node: This node will act to acquire temperature
readings the industrial environment and occasionally activate

a DC Fan based on the actuator signal received from the
microcontroller

Power
Supply Unit

Antenna

RF Transceiver
Module

Microcontroller

RS 232 to USB
Converter

PC

Figure 1: Block diagram of the Coordinator node

The various hardware Components/Units required for the
implementation of the Coordinator node are:

RS232-to-TTL converter
RF Transceiver modules
Antenna

Power Supply Unit
Microcontroller/Processing Unit

Antenna

Power Supply Unit

Temperature
Sensor

Analogue-toDigital Converter

Microcontroller

RF
Transceiver

Motor Driver IC

DC Motor

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the End Sensor Node

The various hardware Components/Units required for the
implementation of the End Sensor node are:

In the hardware processes, the temperature readings are
acquired and relayed to the software on the PC by using the
air interface. The hardware thus consists of five (5)
functional units which are: Power supply unit which
provides the regulated dc supply voltage of 12V d.c. from
the 240Vac mains supply required for various components in
the circuit to operate effectively; Sensing Unit which
acquires the temperature readings from the industrial
environment and forward same to microcontroller for
processing; Microcontroller Unit (MCU)/Processing Unit
where all processing is done; Radio Frequency (RF) the
interface unit and Actuator Unit as shown in Fig. 3.

Power Supply Unit
Microcontroller/Processing Unit
Temperature Sensor
Analogue-to-Digital Converter
Radio Frequency (RF) Unit
Actuator Unit
Fan (DC Motor)
The arrangement of the end sensor node is shown in Fig. 2.
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The LM 35 requires only about 65microamperes from the
supply and has a very low self-heating of 0.1˚C in still air
and operates over a full -55˚C to +150˚C temperature range
[8]. The analogue voltage is directly proportional (linear) to
the temperature and also independent of the power supply.

(ii) Temperature Monitoring and Control Software
The software is created using Java Programming Language
which is a high level language characterized by its
simplicity, being object-oriented, dynamic, secured and high
performance [9].
The flow chart diagram of Fig. 3 gives the operation of the
software program.

Start
Listen for User
Actions/Events

No

Multi-task both
functions

Check to see if any Serial
Port has been opened

Has any Serial
port been opened?

Did any
Action/Event
occur?

No

Yes

Yes

Listen for User
Actions/Events

Call Corresponding
Event Handler

No

Multi-task
both functions

Did any
Action/Event
occur?

Check Serial Port
for available data

Is any data
available?

No

Yes

Yes

Update Database
and View

Call Corresponding
Event Handler

End
Figure 3: Flow Chart Diagram showing the model of the Temperature monitoring and control software

way to separate the application’s logic from the GUI
interface. It consists of three basic elements which are the
model, view and controller as depicted in Fig. 4. From Fig.
3, the software can be developed to represent the entire
process.

(B) Outline of the Software Design Process
The software is designed based on Model View Controller
(MVC) pattern using an object oriented programming
language known as JAVA. This pattern is used as an easy

View

Controller

Model

Figure 4: Block diagram of the Software Development Process
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Model - The model represents data and the rules
that govern access to and updates of this data. This
is done by Java Programming language.
View - The view renders the contents of a model. It
specifies exactly how the model data should be
presented. If the model data changes, the view
must update its presentation as needed. The view
is done by FXML (FX mark-up language).
Controller - The controller translates the user's
interactions with the view into actions that the
model will perform. This is also done using Java
Programming language.

•

•

•

(i)

(a) Radio Frequency (RF) Unit
This paper makes use of a ZigBee R.F module for the
realization of the air interface. ZigBee is a wireless data
transceiver which is a low power spin-off of Wi-fi (Wireless
Fidelity). It is a specification for small, low power radios
based on IEEE 802.15.4-2003 Wireless Personal Area
Network standard designed for small, low power devices like
sensors for data transfer [10].
The ZigBee radios use a modulation technique known as
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). Direct sequence
spread spectrum, also known as Direct Sequence Code
Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) and is one of two
approaches to spread spectrum modulation for digital signal
transmission over the airwaves. In direct sequence spread
spectrum, the stream of information to be transmitted is
divided into small pieces, each of which is allocated across
to a frequency channel across the spectrum. A data signal at
the point of transmission is combined with a higher data-rate
bit sequence (also known as a chipping code) that divides the
data according to a spreading ratio. The redundant chipping
code helps the signal resist interference and also enables the
original data to be recovered if data bits are damaged during
transmission.

Interaction between the various components of the
software

The various components of the software interact in the
following way [9]:
1.

2.
3.

The controller is bound to the view. This typically
means that any user actions that are performed on
the view will invoke a registered listener method in
the controller class.
The controller is given a reference to the
underlying model.
The view registers acts as a listener on the model.
Any changes to the underlying data of the model
immediately result in a broadcast change
notification, which the view receives. Note that the
model is not aware of the view or the controller but
simply broadcasts change notifications to all
interested listeners.

(b) Microcontroller/Processing Unit
The processing unit utilized in this work is the “ArduinoUno” which is a microcontroller board based on
the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which
6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analogue inputs, a
16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack,
an In-Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP) header, and a reset
button. It contains everything needed to support the
microcontroller [11].

Once a user interacts with the view, the following
actions occur:
1.

2.
3.
4.

4. DESIGN MODEL OF THE MICROCONTROLLER
UNIT IN THE SYSTEM

The view recognizes that a GUI action has
occurred, for example, pushing a button or
dragging a scroll bar triggers an event using a
listener method that is registered to be called when
such an action occurs.
The view calls the appropriate method on the
controller.
The controller accesses the model, possibly
updating it in a way appropriate to the user's
action.
If the model has been altered, it notifies interested
listeners, such as the view, of the change.

The microcontroller unit is the core of the monitoring and
control system and it operates in the following ways:

•

•
•

•

Acquires temperature readings from the
temperature sensor and converts the readings into
digital format using its internal ADC.
Transmits these temperature readings serially from
its serial port.
Checks to see if the temperature of the system has
exceeded a specific limit and performs necessary
operations if it has.
Also checks to see if data is present in its receive
buffer (i.e. data received from PC wirelessly) and
if present, identifies the specific commands in the
received data and performs corresponding
operations of the commands.

The flow chart diagram of Fig. 5 illustrates the
microcontroller program design model and the C program
code for the microcontroller system.
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Start
Initialize the necessary
registers
Acquire Temperature
Reading
Call Corresponding
Function

Transmit through Serial
Port

Yes

Is temperature
reading > 40˚C?
No
Check if data is available
at Serial Port

No

Is data
available?
Yes
Check available data for
commands
Call corresponding function to
handle commands
End

Figure 5: A Flow chart showing the design model of the microcontroller unit
(f) Actuator Unit

The microcontroller however sources only 5V, 40mA which
is not enough to start the motor. To resolve this issue,
ULN2003A IC is used since the output of each Darlington
transistor pair in the ULN2003A IC when using a 12V
source is 12V, 500mA according to its datasheet.

This unit is concerned with driving the DC fan through
PWM pulses provided by the microcontroller. For this unit,
the ULN2003A is used.
The ULN2003A is a high-voltage, high-current Darlington
transistor array. It consists of seven NPN Darlington
transistor pair that feature high voltage outputs with
common-cathode clamp diodes for switching inductive
loads. The collector current rating of a single Darlington pair
is 500mA and can source voltages up to 50V.

Pulse width modulation (PWM) is utilized in controlling the
speed of the DC motor by varying the duty cycle of the
pulses delivered to the motor. Hence by controlling the duty
cycle of the pulse supplied to the dc motor from the ULN
2003 IC, the voltage of the pulse is varied, however current
remains the same. Hence through PWM, the voltage
delivered to the motor can be varied effectively, thus
controlling the speed of the motor.

The direct current (DC) motor requires a 12V, 120mA
source in order to run at a maximum speed of about 3000
revolutions per minute (rpm) as specified from its data sheet.
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Average voltage delivered to the motor from a specific duty
cycle is given as:

Therefore, any motor speed can be gotten from a specific
duty cycle by using the below formula:

where
is the input voltage to the ULN 2003 IC
which is 12V.

The PWM pulses of various duty cycles are generated in the
internal PWM module of the ATmega 328 microcontroller
through software code by specifying the duty cycle in the
PWM library provided in the Arduino-Uno Integrated
development environment (IDE) software.

Therefore, a duty cycle of 50% will correspond to an average
voltage of 12V × 50% = 6V.
The speed of the dc motor in rpm is given as:

5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
(A) Simulation
of
the
Microcontroller
Temperature sensing Unit:
Therefore, an input voltage of 6V will correspond to
= 1500rpm

and

Proteus VSM is also used in the simulation of these units as
shown in Fig. 6

Figure 6: Simulation of the Microcontroller and Temperature Sensing Unit
For this test, LM35 on Proteus VSM is varied until it read
40˚C. The microcontroller code is then adjusted until the
correct reading of 40˚C is displayed on the Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD) screen.

coordinator node is then opened on the Sensor monitor
software. Then the end node is switched on which already
has a temperature sensor connected to it.
The overall circuit diagram of the system is as shown in Fig.
7

(B) Testing of the Radio Frequency Unit
For the testing of this unit, the ZigBee Sensor Monitor
software is utilized which is able to give a map of each of the
nodes as they are connected to the coordinator node. For this
test, the coordinator is first connected to the PC and the
corresponding COM port that is created on the PC by the

(C) Units Integration
After testing and troubleshooting of the various units of the
system is done, the entire units are then assembled together
as shown in Fig. 7
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Figure 7: Circuit Diagram of the entire system

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the system is evaluated based on the test cases highlighted in Table 2. The observations and results of the
system are then recorded at room temperature and on introduction of hot and cold water close to the temperature sensor (LM35).

Table 2: System’s performance evaluation.
Test cases

Observation

Result

(1). At Room Temperature

Graph on the monitoring software displayed
25˚C

Fan is off

(2). On Introduction of Hot water

Graph on monitoring software displayed 80˚C

Fan came on

(3) On Introduction of Cold water

Graph on monitoring software displayed 10˚C

Fan is off
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Figure 8a: Graph of temperature monitoring software at room temperature.

Figure 8b: Graph of temperature monitoring software on introduction of hot water
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Figure 8c: Graph of temperature monitoring software on introduction of cold water

temperatures, it therefore important that the deployment of
temperature remote controller system be designed so as to

The temperature limit set for the system to switch on the fans
is 40˚C. Hence at room temperature (25˚C) and on the
introduction of cold water, the fan will be switched off and the
graph of the monitoring software should adjust accordingly.
However, on introduction of hot water, the fan should
immediately turn on since the temperature (80˚C) reached has
exceeded the temperature limit set at the microcontroller.
These are all recorded in Table 2 and in the graphs of Fig. 8.
Hence, the system functions as desired.

(i)

Safeguard the lives of workers in the industry
especially areas with very high temperature associated
with gas plants
(ii) Safeguard the machineries that perform the operation
in the industry
(iii) Give investors and designers the necessary technical
skill to invest properly and in the most economic way
to make the environment of the gas plant to be friendly
to all and sundry.

7. CONCLUSION
A remote temperature monitoring and control system has been
fully designed and implemented for a gas plant using ZigBee
based wireless sensor network. The system is capable of
providing real time monitoring and control of temperatures in
gas plants to facilitate effective products and/or prevent
hazards having a range of more than 1km with a latency of
about 40ms. The system is cheap and entails virtually no
maintenance cost utilizing only two nodes. The coverage zone
of this system can however be extended by utilizing more
sensor nodes.

Therefore, the content of this paper will enhance scholars on
how temperature of the system can be monitored remotely
thereby protecting lives and properties in industries and gas
plant in particular.

8. CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE
The results obtained from the analysis shows that the
temperature of an industrial gas plant can be monitored
remotely. Since industrial gas plant posses some dangers to
the personnel staff that manage the firm due to high
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ABSTRACT
Oranges are one of the commonest crops grown in Nigeria. It is rich in vitamin C and folic acid as well as a good source of fibre.
About 30% to 50% of these oranges get spoilt after harvest due to lack of good storage facility. Hence, a high percentage gets
spoilt before getting to the final consumers. The design of a microcontroller based automatic storage chamber for orange fruits
will provide solution to this problem. The storage chamber consists of a cooling unit, power supply, microcontroller circuit,
sensor and relay. The storage chamber was designed with specifications of the power rating of the compressor of 76 Watts and a
volumetric dimension of 36cm x 45cm x 63cm. A PIC16F877A microcontroller was used in the design. A DHT11 sensor was
interfaced with this microcontroller to monitor and control the temperature and humidity of the chamber. The compressor and
relative humidity control circuit was designed to receive signals from the microcontroller in the range of 4oC to 7oC for
temperature and humidity in the range of 85% to 95%. The microcontroller was programmed and coded in C computer language.
The design of the storage chamber was achieved as well as the design of the microcontroller circuit. Simulations of the circuit
were run on the Proteus 8 software. The result of the simulation gave a display of the temperature and humidity values on the
LCD screen. The compressor was turned off when the temperature inside the chamber was below 7oC and the relative humidity
below 95%. At this point the LCD screen displayed “temperature okay” to signify that it is at the desired value. The circuit was
able to maintain the temperature and relative humidity in the chamber at these desired levels which would enhance the
preservation of the orange fruit.
Keywords: Microcontroller, Orange fruits, relative humidity, temperature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Orange fruit (Citrus sinensis) is a member of the citrus family
along with mandarins (tangerines), lemons, limes, grapefruit,
and kumquats [1]. Oranges are a component of the diet of
many people globally because of their supply of vitamin C,
which is essential in human nutrition. In Nigeria, about
930,000 tons of orange fruit are produced annually with
producing states such as Benue, Nassarawa, Kogi, Ogun,
Osun, Oyo, Ebonyi, Kaduna, Taraba, Ekiti, Imo, Kwara, Edo,
and Delta [2]. About 30% - 50% of these oranges get spoilt on
the way before getting to final consumers in the urban centers
[2]. Hence, the need for proper storage technology after
harvest is necessary to cater for this challenge. The common
packaging in Nigeria includes packing in sack bags, jute bags,
and locally made basket does not adequately tackle the
problem associated with post-harvest losses. Appropriate
storage technology can reduce wastage of a harvest surplus,
allow storage for food shortages, and in some cases facilitate
export to high-value market. Controlled atmosphere and low
temperatures provides the maintenance of quality and shelflife prolongation of fruit and vegetables.

As every tropical fruit, the orange (citrus sinensis) experiences
chilling damages when stored at temperatures below 3oC [3].
The storage of orange in control atmosphere of 90-95%
humidity provides its life prolongation for about 3 to 12 weeks
[4]. Therefore, freshly-plucked orange fruits should always be
stored in a well-controlled chamber so as to meet the
conditions necessary to guarantee the orange long term
availability which is the temperature range of 4oC-7oC and
85%-95% relative humidity. Construction of this chamber is
aimed at the improvement in quality and still-life period of
oranges plucked after harvest, and also protect them against
diseases and pest attacks during post -harvest. The design of
the storage chamber makes use of a refrigerating system. In
the course of this project, an electronic circuit that monitors
the temperature and humidity inside the chamber using the
DHT11 sensor, PIC16F877A microcontroller, relays, resistors,
capacitors, diodes , transformer, 7805 voltage regulator, LCD
display, BC547 Transistor.
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The compressor is controlled by a relay which is normally
closed and becomes open when the temperature is optimum as
monitored by the sensor with the value of temperature and
humidity being displayed on an LCD screen at any given time.
This process is continually repeated which makes it a closed
loop process.

[7] Researched on the effects of packaging and storage
condition on the quality of orange fruit (citrus sinensis).
Orange fruit (citrus sinensis) were harvested at green maturity
stage and were divided into 60 fruits per packaging material
(Sack bag, jute bag and basket) and stored at ambient
conditions. Firmness and rot incidence were evaluated at 2
days interval for 17 days. At the end of the storage period, it
was discovered that mass losses were 36.6, 39.6 and 20.8% in
basket, jute bag and sack bag respectively. Rot incidence of
55% was observed in fruits packed in sack bag, 10% rot
incidence occurred in fruits packed in jute bag while no
rot incident was noticed in fruits packed in basket. This
could be due to the large air space available for the
exchange of air with the surrounding. The high number of
rotten fruits in the sack bag could be as a result of
condensation inside the packaging material due to poor or
very low permeability of the package to airflow resulting to
accumulation of heat. This method will not be considered
because it fails to guarantee prolonged storage of up to six
months.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In recent times, various researches have been carried out to
determine the optimum storage conditions of the fruit orange
(citrus sinensis). Post-harvest treatments of these oranges are
very important in extending orange life after they have been
plucked from the tree.
According to [3] cooling reduces respiration, slows pathogen
growth, reduces water loss and increases shelf-life and these
orange fruits can be stored for up to 12 weeks under optimum
storage conditions. Orange fruit begin to freeze in storage at 1°C. In Florida and Texas the temperature was considered to
be between 0°C and 1°C with relative humidity of 85 to 90%
while California and Arizona were considered to be between
3°C and 8°C with relative humidity of 90 to 95%. He also
stated that controlled atmospheric conditions of 5 to 10%
oxygen and 0 to 5% of carbon dioxide may aid in quality
retention of orange fruits. However, he considered the addition
of 5 to 10% of carbon monoxide which is dangerous to human
health although it helps in improving decay control. The use of
ethylene to de-green oranges was considered in his work
which stimulates decay but ethylene use will not be used in the
course of this project.

[8] Investigated cartenoid losses in orange fruits. After storage
under controlled conditions of oxygen, temperature and
nitrogen, he discovered that oxygen was the main cause of
degradation followed by temperature. The orange fruit
preservation was optimal with little or no nitrogen involved as
long as the temperature and oxygen conditions were met.
3. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The storage chamber for the orange monitors the temperature
and relative humidity in the chamber. The system is made in
such a way to keep accurate control and monitor both
parameters such that there is a controlled atmosphere suitable
for the storage of orange.
The design and construction of this project involved both the
mechanical and electronic section.

[5] Worked on a solar based temperature controlled fruit
drying system which uses a microcontroller (PIC16F877),
infrared light is used to internally heat the fruit to remove the
water content within the fruit. Then air is blown inside the
chamber to maintain the humidity below a specified level and
exhaust the humid air out of the chamber. The microcontroller
is used to control the functions of heating, blowing the air and
giving time indication and maintain constant temperature
throughout the chamber. Results after a day showed that this
process had better performance than the conventional method
and also temperature maintained were achievable based on
user requirement. However, this is limited to only fruit drying
method for storing fruits.

3.1 Mechanical Section
The mechanical section of this paper refers to the materials
used for the refrigerating system. The refrigerating system
consists basically of five components which are:
Compressor: The compressor is the heart of the system. The
compressor does just what its name is. It compresses the low
pressure refrigerant vapor from the evaporator and compresses
it into a high pressure vapor. A 76 watts vane compressor is
used for this purpose.

[6] Studied samples of orange and tomato fruits stored in the
pot-in-pot evaporative cooler for 21 days during which tests
carried out to quantify some nutritional parameters of
moisture, ash, protein, lipid, vitamin C, carbohydrate and total
sugar contents were assessed periodically. The study revealed
that there were continuous decreases in the quality parameters,
such as vitamin C content from 7.52 to 0.49% for orange, lipid
content from 0.29 to 0.07% for orange, carbohydrate content
from 12.23 to 9.53% for orange, protein content from 0.18 to
0.04% and total sugar content from 0.65 to 0.25%, while the
value of moisture content increased to 85.32%, with increase
in storage period.

Evaporator: The plate type evaporator feeds the refrigerant in
circulation; the evaporator is embedded in the plates of the
refrigerator and hence makes cooling more efficient.
Expansion valve: This is placed before the evaporator and
regulates how much refrigerant enters the evaporator.
Condenser: This is where the gas is changed to liquid form;
hot vapor starts to flow through the tube. This vapor is later
cooled to become a liquid refrigerant again
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Desired temperature is 5oC, temperature difference = 25-5 =
20oC = 68F

Refrigerant: The refrigerant is the working substance in the
refrigerator in this R134a as it is environment friendly unlike
Freon or R12 gases which deplete the ozone layer.
3.2 Design and Calculation of Chamber
Orange to be stored = 10Kg
166g = 1 orange; Therefore for 10 Kg,

R-value = 0.55, Area =1.74 ft2

.

Approximately 60 orange fruits.

3.2.2
Field Heat (FH)
This is a source of heat is produced by the orange when
brought into the chamber. Field heat is the product of the
specific heat, SH, of the orange, the temperature difference,
DT, between the field temperature and the storage temperature
and the weight, W, of the orange.

With an average diameter of 7cm, the oranges are to be placed
on three trays having 20 oranges on each tray. (i.e 5x4 on each
tray).
Having 5 oranges at the length side, the length becomes
. Using an approximation of 5% error the length
becomes 35 + 1.75 = 36.75, which is approximately 37cm.

(www.angelfire.com)

With a thickness of 4cm on both sides, 37 + 8 = 45cm.

Weight of orange is 10kg = 22.05lb, Specific heat, SH, is
0.9Btu/lb/F, Temperature difference, DT, is 68F

Therefore, Length = 45cm, having 4 oranges with 7cm
diameter, the breadth becomes 4 x 7 = 28cm.

Therefore:

Using an approximation of 5% error, the breadth 28 + 1.4 =
29.4 which is approximately 30cm.

3.2.3
Heat of Respiration (HR)
This is another source of heat. Horticultural crops are alive
and give off heat as they respire. The amount of heat produced
depends on the temperature, the crop and the conditions and
the treatment the crop has received.

Having a thickness of 3cm on both sides becomes: 30 + 6 =
36cm.
, Area =
The area (L x B) then becomes:
1620cm2. Since the height of the orange would also be 7cm,
for 3 trays would be
.

0
5
0

C = 0.0189 W/Kg (2006 ASHRAE HandbookRefrigeration (SI))
5

A 6cm stacking space is left between the orange and the tray is
becomes:
.
Thus, 21cm + 24cm = 45cm
Approximation error of 5 percent, 45 + 2.5 = 47.5cm
approximately 48cm.

3.2.4

Service Load (SL)

3.2.5

Total Heat Load (THL)

15cm for the electronic session is added and it becomes: 48 +
15 = 63cm.

3.2.1
Heat Conduction (HC)
Heat is conducted into the chamber through the walls of the
chamber. The amount of heat flowing through these surfaces
is a function of their thermal resistance (R-value), their area
and temperature difference between one side and the other.
To determine the heat conduction:

Recall that,1 HP = 745.699872 W
THL = 0.1176 HP
Therefore, the compressor power required for the chamber is
0.1 HP.

But room temperature is 25oC,
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Figure 1: Orange Chamber Design.

3.3 Electronic Section
This section refers to the electronic materials and methods that
were used in the course of this paper.

If frequency (f) is 20MHz, therefore time taken per cycle (T)
is given as:

3.3.1Microcontroller Section
The microcontroller used for this work was the PIC16F877A
due to its ease of programming. The peripheral Interface
Controller 16F877A is a 40-pin, 8-bit microcontroller whose
main architecture is the RISC (Reduced Instruction Set
Computing) CPU. This PIC used for this paper has an input
frequency of 20MHz as shown in Figure 2.

For a PIC16F877A microcontroller, each instruction cycle
takes four operating clock cycles. Therefore, for an input
frequency of 20MHz, each instruction cycle will operate at:

The PIC has two types of memory which are the program
memory and the data memory. The microcontroller can be
programmed using different programming languages. The
microcontroller has 8 channel 10bit ADC with dedicate
ADCON register for configures the functions of the analog
input port pins (Mazidi). This in turn helps to compare the
reference chamber temperature and display on LCD connected
to PIC16F877A microcontroller.

3.3.2 LCD Display
The LCD display that was used is the LM041L (Figure 3)16x4
LCD display which makes use of a 5V power supply with
operating temperature of 0°C-50°C and storage temperature of
-20°C to 70°C. The data can either be sent in 4-bit 2operations or 8-bit 1-operation so that it can interface to both 4
and 8 bit microprocessors.
Figure 2: Microcontroller unit.
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In this application the transistor is not being used as an
amplifier but for switching, hence just a little amount of
current is required for switching within the permissible range
on the datasheet. At an ambient temperature of 25oC the
transistor has a collector-emitter voltage of 5VCE and a
collector current of 2mA, a maximum current gain of hfe= 800,
when the transistor is on it draws a base current of 0.5mA and
base emitter voltage VBE = 0.7V. The required resistor R4 to
limit the voltage of the transistor is given as:

Where,
V = 5V, VBE = 0.7V, IB = 0.5mA
Figure 3: LCD display.
Where,
V = 5V, R1 = 1K,

Approximating to the nearest standard resistor we have
10,000Ω

, Therefore 5mA will

be allowed to pass through the LCD. Note that the resistor is a
pull up resistor.

Therefore a resistor of 10,000Ω is required to limit the voltage
of the transistor and allow it switch, R4 = 10,000Ω.

3.3.3
Reset switch
For reset switch, Where:
V = 5V, R2 = 10K

3.3.5 DHT11 Sensor
Measurement and control of temperature and relative humidity
finds applications in numerous areas. This sensing comprises
of signal conditioning, ADC, calibration and communication
interface built inside them. It includes a resistive-type
humidity measurement component and an NTC temperature
measurement component (Figure 6) and a high performance 8bit microcontroller inside (Figure 5), and provides digital
signal output.

Therefore a current of 0.5mA will be passing through pin 1 of
the micro-controller. Note that the resistor is a pull up resistor
for temperature sensor.

3.3.4 Compressor Control
The compressor control which comprises of a BC547
transistors (Figure 4) and a relay which operates on 12V and
has a resistor connected to the base of the transistor. The relay
which is on permanent off switches to the on state when it
receives signal from the microcontroller that the temperature
is above the desired range.

Figure 4: Compressor Control.
Figure 5: DHT11 Unit.
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Where,
V = 5V, R3 = 4.7K

Therefore a current of 1mA will be allowed to pass through
pin 10 of the microcontroller.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The circuit was designed using program software Isis Proteus
8, this application was used to simulate the microcontroller’s
programming. Only the temperature circuit could be simulated
the figures below shows the results of the temperature circuit
when simulated.

Figure 5: DHT11 sensor.

Relay

Figure 7: Designed circuit during simulation with relay closed.
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Relay open

Figure 8: Designed circuit during simulation with relay open.
Figure 7 shows the circuit sensing a temperature of 9oC and
the relay is closed meaning that the compressor is in
operation and cooling continues.
In Figure 8 the temperature is at 5oC which is an okay
temperature that is required, the relay becomes open
meaning that at this point the compressor is off and the
compressor does not cool further.

The temperature and humidity readings were displayed on
the LCD screen as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

4.1
Tests after Construction
After the construction was complete, the circuit was tested
for the temperature and humidity. Since there was no
chamber available, ice cold pure water was placed on the
sensor to decrease the temperature to a certain value.

Figure 9: Temperature reading displayed on LCD
screen.
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The electronic design consists of a power supply which
receives 220V of electricity and steps it down to 12V and
5V to power the relays and PIC16F877A microcontroller
respectively. The PIC16F877A microcontroller was
selected based on its ease of programming. A DHT11
sensor was interfaced with this microcontroller to monitor
and control the temperature and humidity, send the signal
to the microcontroller to take action on the relay based on
the pre-set instructions using C language. When the
electronic circuit was switched on, it displayed the current
temperature and humidity on the LCD screen. As the
temperature dropped to 7oC and below the relay turned off
the compressor so as to prevent further cooling. At this
point the LCD screen displayed temperature okay to signify
that it was at desired value. The circuit was able to maintain
the temperature and relative humidity at these desired
levels which would enhance the preservation of the orange
fruit.

Figure 10: Humidity reading displayed on LCD.

4.2
Discussion
The simulation in Figure 8 shows the operation of the relay
when the temperature is above the desired level and the
relay is on meaning that the compressor is in operation. The
simulation in Figure 9 shows the relay open when the
temperature is within the desired range meaning that the
compressor is off at this time. When the temperature begins
to rise again and exceeds the required level the compressor
comes on again. The constructed circuit was tested using a
refrigerator, the temperature dropped to 15 degrees Celsius
and at this point the relay was on which means that a
compressor connected to it would be on. The humidity and
temperature value were displayed on the LCD as shown in
Figure 8 and Figure 9. The temperature and relative
humidity have a mathematical relationship which is shown
below,
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Where,
Td = dew point temperature in degree Celsius
T =observed temperature in degrees Celsius
RH= Relative humidity in percent
With this equation, the dew point, temperature or relative
humidity can be calculated if the other parameters are
known.
5. CONCLUSION
At the end of this work, the aim of this paper which is to
design a storage chamber based on a microcontroller to
control and monitor the temperature and humidity inside
the chamber for optimum storage of orange was achieved.
Other results that were obtained in the course of this work
were the implementation of the design on a printed circuit
board and incorporation of a digital display for the
temperature and humidity. The optimum conditions for
operation are within the temperature range of 4oC and 70C,
85% and 95% for relative humidity.
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ABSTRACT
Carbon monoxide (CO) is one of the major gases that causes climate changes and pollution in the world. The study is aimed to
develop mathematical model with Runge Kutta of fourth order to estimate the rate of production of carbon monoxide (CO) with
respect to oxygen and also to estimate the rate of reactions that lead to production of carbon monoxide (CO) with methane (CH4)
and oxygen (O2). Pollution of environment that always lead to climate changes which is drastically affecting the human existence
in term of agricultural production, supply of water for drinking, excessive flooding, drought and other climatic problems that
normally resulted from increase in temperature due to human activities especially in developed and developing countries of the
world due to Green gases emission through carbon. The study uses MAThematical LABoratory (MATLAB) Version 7.5 to
develop visual representations of carbon monoxide production, rate of reaction of oxygen and methane to produce carbon
monoxide. The model will assist to predict the carbon monoxide (CO) production and modeling of carbon monoxide (CO)
reduction through the rate at which the carbon monoxide (CO) is being produced in a visual form by considering the mole of
reactant, i.e. methane (CH4) and oxygen (O2)
Keywords: Carbon monoxide, climate change, mathematical modeling, management, tools, etc.Keywords: Software,
Operating system, distributed system, DOS, architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a pollutant that is caused by
incomplete combustion of carbon. Methane is one of the
organic carbon that produces carbon monoxide as a result of
incomplete combustion. Thus, carbon monoxide plays a
major role in both air pollution and climate changes, and is
therefore regulated in many parts of the world.
Among
various pollutants, carbon monoxide is very common in the
lower atmosphere.

His is because it can last for a month or moret to be
transported long distances but not so long that it becomes
distributed nearly uniformly [1] [13]. Shindell [12] also
ascertained that although carbon monoxide is only a weak
greenhouse gas, but its influence on climate goes beyond its
own direct effects. Its presence affects concentrations of other
greenhouse gases including tropospheric ozone and carbon
dioxide. Carbon monoxide readily reacts with the hydroxyl
radical (OH) forming a much stronger, greenhouse gas-carbon dioxide.
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A NASA report indicates that carbon monoxide is responsible
for a 13% reduction in hydroxyl concentrations and through
other reactions, a 9% drop in sulfate concentrations. Sulfates
are credited for offsetting some of the global warming due to
greenhouse gases by reflecting incident solar radiation back to
space.

With the review of the literature given above, the
mathematical illustrations and graphical representation are
highly needed in order to predict the rate at which carbon
monoxide can be formulated when the reactants involved in its
production are been reacted.
Software visualization
techniques have been used to analyze and display large
volume of multidimensional data in manners as to allow the
users to extract useful information quickly and easily.
Therefore it is often viewed that visualization is much more
effective and useful when dealing with large arrays of data.
Since it is hard for human to properly perceive data of these
sizes in raw form, it is usually clearer to see what the data
shows when displayed in a graphical form.

Like many pollutants, carbon monoxide has both
anthropogenic and natural sources [10]. Natural sources
include volcanoes and forest fires while human sources (which
make up over half of all carbon monoxide produced) are
mainly vehicle emissions and slash and burn agriculture, but
also include some industrial activities [3]. Also, carbon
monoxide exposure is still one of the leading causes of
unintentional and suicidal poisoning gas and it causes a large
number of deaths annually in Africa [2][3]. Furthermore, high
concentrations of carbon monoxide kill in less than five
minutes. At low concentrations, it will require a longer period
of time to affect the body [4][6].

The word Software Visualization simply referred to as (SV), is
the use of visual representations to enhance the understanding
and comprehension of the different aspects of a software
system. Price, Baecker and Small [11] gave an elaborate
definition of software visualization as the combination of
utilizing graphic design and animation combined with
technologies in human-computer interaction to reach the
ultimate goal of enhancing both the understanding of software
systems as well as the effective use of these systems. The
need to visualize software systems evolved from the fact that
such systems are not as tangible and visible as physical objects
in the real world. In order for software visualization to be
meaningful, it must be related to certain phenomena; in our
own case production control system of carbon monoxide is the
chosen aspect [9][14]

As automobile emission controls have improved in recent
years, carbon monoxide emissions in western countries have
decreased. However, a rapid increase in industrialization and
in the number of automobiles in rapidly developing countries
like China and India have resulted in increased carbon
monoxide emissions in those countries. Biomass burning is
the burning of vegetation, which includes burning fires started
by lightning and fires started by humans. The latter includes
fires for the purpose of land clearing to increase agricultural
areas or to get rid of the stubble from the previous year's
crops. For instance, NASA satellites were able to track the
huge plumes of carbon monoxide resulting from these fires.
Furthermore, in 2007, large portions of Southeast Asia were
engulfed by the smoke from fires caused by humans.

According to Burbidge [4] production control (PC) is the
function of management which plans, directs and controls the
material supply and processing activities in an enterprise.
Production control is concerned with the activities involved in
handling materials, parts, assemblies, from their raw or initial
stage to the finished product stage in an organized and
efficient manner. It may also include activities such as
planning, scheduling, routing, dispatching, storage, e.t.c. The
problem with regard to production control is to determine
when and how much to produce in a given manufacturing
system in order to satisfy a set of objectives [9]. This activity
is performed by production control systems (PCS), which
González and Framinam (2009) defined as being a set of rules
defining order release and material flow control in a
manufacturing system.

As part of an effort to study the future air quality and climate
change, a team of researchers from different countries
recently used 26 state-of-the-art atmospheric chemistry
models to simulate present-day and projected near-future
carbon monoxide. Existing simulations were compared with
near-global observations from the Measurements of Pollution
in the Troposphere (MOPITT) instrument flown on NASA's
Terra satellite and with local surface measurements [5][7][8].
The models show large underestimates of carbon monoxide at
middle and high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, while
typically performing reasonably well elsewhere. Carbon
monoxide detectors, which are designed to protect against
high concentration of carbon monoxide are required to sound
an alarm when concentration of carbon monoxide are required
to sound an alarm when concentration are greater than
100ppm. Respiratory capacity decreases while the risk of
heart attack increases at levels well below 50ppm. [15].
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Eq. 1 above can be related to Runge Kutta 4th order as:

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

=

The material used in this study is based on equation given as
2CH4 + 3O2

2CO +

4H2O…………eq. 1

w+

(K1 + 2K2 + 2K3 + K4) ……………eq. 2

From eq. 2, where K1 =
f(x, w)
K2 =
f(x +0.5h, w + 0.5h K1)
K2 =
f(x + 0.5h, w +0.5h K2)
K4 =
f(x + h, w + h K3)

Where
CH4 is methane
O2 is Oxygen
CO is Carbon monoxide
H2O is Water

The above model can be used to predict the rate of reactions
that lead to production of carbon monoxide with respect to the
rate at which methane and oxygen are reacted. Also, we can
measure the rate of production of carbon monoxide with
respect to oxygen by this formula given below:

In order to develop the model for the study, the assumptions to
be taken are as follows:
1. Two reactants are involved in the reaction and two
materials are produced.
2. Volume of one reactant determines the amount of
other reactant taken place in the production.
3. Methane and oxygen are only two reactants taking
in the production of carbon monoxide and water.
4. Boundary conditions must be given for the reaction
as K(u) = m, where K and u are the two reactants
while m is the initial for the first reactant and h is
the step increase for u, which is the second reactant.

= y+

(K1 + 2K2 + 2K3 + K4) …………eq. 3

From eq. 3, where K1 =
K2 =
K2 =
K4 =

f(x, y)

f(x +0.5h, y + 0.5h K1)
f(x + 0.5h, y +0.5h K2)
f(x + h, y + h K3)

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULT

In eq. 1 above, 2moles of methane (CH4) is reacted with
3moles of oxygen to produce 2moles of carbon monoxide and
4moles of water.

The results were generated with MatLab in order to
accommodate the graphical representation which is the sole
aim of this study. Various results were generated and
discussed as follows:

Let CH4 be represented by w, O2 by x, CO by y and H2O by
z:

Table 1: The rate of production of carbonmonoxide with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.5 mole
Oxygen
Carbomonoxide
60.0000
20.0000
60.5000
26.5000
61.0000
28.8333
61.5000
29.7778
62.0000
30.2593
62.5000
30.5864
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Figure 1: The rate of production of carbonmonoxide with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.5 mole
From the Table 1 above, the initial values of oxygen and carbonmonoxide are 60 moles and 20 moles respectively at step length
of 0.5 mole. When the value of the oxygen is 60 moles, 20 moles of carbonmonoxide will be produced. When the mole of
oxygen is increased to 60.5000, 26.5000 moles of carbonmonoxide will be produced . As the step increases, it will get to a stage
at which a constant output will be expected and that constant output is as a result of more oxygen that took part in the reaction
which leads to the production of complete combustion which remains constant as shown in the figure 1.
Table 2:The rate of production of carbonmonoxide with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.25 mole
Oxygen
Carbomonoxide
60.0000
20.0000
60.2500
26.2031
60.5000
28.6074
60.7500
29.5872
61.0000
30.0327
61.2500
30.2779

Figure 2: The rate of production of carbonmonoxide with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.25 mole
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From the Table 2 above, the initial values of oxygen and carbonmonoxide are 60 moles and 20 moles respectively at step length
of 0.25 mole. When the value of the oxygen is 60 moles, 20 moles of carbonmonoxide will be produced. When the mole of
oxygen is increased by 0.25 mole to 60.2500, 26.2031 moles of carbonmonoxide is produced . As the step increases, it will get
to a stage at which a constant output will be expected and that constant output is as a result of more oxygen that took part in the
reaction which leads to the production of complete combustion which remains constant as shown in the figure 2.
Table 3: The rate of production of carbonmonoxide with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.125 mole
Oxygen
Carbomonoxide
60.0000
20.0000
60.1250
23.9189
60.2500
26.3214
60.3750
27.8038
60.5000
28.7278
60.6250
29.3130

Figure 3: The rate of production of carbonmonoxide with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.125 mole
From the Table 3 above, the initial values of oxygen and carbonmonoxide are 60 moles and 20 moles respectively at step length
of 0.125 mole. When the value of the oxygen is 60 moles, 20 moles of carbonmonoxide will be produced. When the mole of
oxygen is increased to 60.12500, 26.2031 moles of carbonmonoxide is produced . As the step increases, it will get to a stage at
which a constant output will be expected and that constant output is as a result of more oxygen that took part in the reaction
which leads to the production of complete combustion which remains constant as shown in the figure 3.
Table 4:The rate of reaction of methane with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.5 mole
Oxygen
Methane
30.0000
10.0000
30.5000
13.1667
31.0000
14.3889
31.5000
14.9630
32.0000
15.3210
32.5000
15.6070
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Figure 4: The rate of reaction of methane with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.5 mole
From the Table 4 above, the initial values of oxygen and methane are 10 moles and 30 moles respectively at step length of 0.5
mole. When the value of the oxygen is 10 moles, 30 moles of methane will be required for the reaction. When the mole of
oxygen is increased to 30.5000, 13.1667 moles of methane will be reacted. As the step increases, it will get to a stage at which a
constant output will be expected and that constant output is as a result of more oxygen that took part in the reaction which leads
to the production of complete combustion which remains constant as shown in the figure 4.
Table 5: The rate of reaction of methane with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.25 mole
Oxygen
Methane
30.0000
10.0000
30.2500
13.0781
30.5000
14.3105
30.7500
14.8508
31.0000
15.1316
31.2500
15.3150

Figure 5: The rate of reaction of methane with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.25 mole
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From the Table 5 above, the initial values of oxygen and methane are 10 moles and 30 moles respectively at step length of 0.25
mole. When the value of the oxygen is 10 moles, 30 moles of methane will be required for the reaction. When the mole of
oxygen is increased to 30.2500, 13.0781 moles of methane will be reacted. As the step increases, it will get to a stage at which a
constant output will be expected and that constant output is as a result of more oxygen that took part in the reaction which leads
to the production of complete combustion which remains constant as shown in the figure 5.

Table 6: The rate of reaction of methane with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.125 mole
Oxygen
Methane
30.0000
10.0000
30.1250
11.9528
30.2500
13.1623
30.3750
13.9207
30.5000
14.4055
30.6250
14.7242

Figure 6: The rate of reaction of methane with respect to rate of change in oxygen at interval of 0.125 mole
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From the Table 6 above, the initial values of oxygen and
methane are 10 moles and 30 moles respectively at step
length of 0.5 mole. When the value of the oxygen is 10 moles,
30 moles of methane will be required for the reaction. When
the mole of oxygen is increased to 30.1250, 11.9528 moles of
methane will be reacted. As the step increases, it will get to a
stage at which a constant output will be expected and that
constant output is as a result of more oxygen that took part in
the reaction which leads to the production of complete
combustion which remains constant as shown in the figure 6.
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4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings of our study, we here conclude that:
(i) oxygen has effect on the carbonmonoxide production
(ii) Oxygen also determines the amount of methane that will
be reacted together to produce carbonmonoxide and
water.
(iii) The rate of reaction which is interval at which the
reaction takes place between methane and oxygen and
interval of production of carbonmonoxide based on
oxygen has a great effect on the production rate.
We recommended that:
(i)
Small amount of oxygen can produce
carbonmonoxide and when it increases it
will produce either carbondioxide or shoot
(ii)
The software that was developed can be
used
to
predict
carbonmonoxide
production pattern at different rates.
(iii)
The software can also be used as
alternative to balance the reaction rate of
that involves two reactants especially
methane and oxygen to produce
carbonmonoxide and water.
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ABSTRACT
Genetic Programming researchers have used different energy levels for the Artificial Ant on the Santa Fe Trail yielding different
results. The need to determine which energy level gives optimal ability of the Artificial Ant to eat more food pallets along the
Santa Fe Trail motivated this research. The Evolutionary Methodology was adopted in this research. The Santa Fe Artificial Ant
Problem was implemented on Genetic Programming Algorithm. Using the known ant’s energy levels in literature, we observed
that the Artificial Ant’s ability to eat food pallets (program fitness) is highest when ant’s energy level is the range of 100, 200 and
300; and beyond these, the ant’s ability to eat food pallets began to drop considerably
Keywords: Genetic Programming, Santa Fe Artificial Ant Trail Problem
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of Darwin Theory of Evolution in computing that
started in mid 60s is becoming more and more popular by the
day. Evidently, in the 60s, 70s and 90s, four different
implementations of Alan Turing’s ideas of evolution in his
proposed ‘evolutionary search’ were cultivated. These
implementations which came specifically in 1966, 1973, 1975
and 1992 were ‘Evolutionary Programming’ (EP),
‘Evolutionary Strategies’ (ES), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and
‘Genetic Programming’ (GP) respectvely.

However, Genetic Algorithms is the most popular as it
provides the finest grained ‘model of evolution’ by choosing
to manipulate bit strings analogous to genes on chromosome
[1]. Surprisingly, Koza who was fascinated and indeed
inspired by Holland’s works in Genetic Algorithm overtly
criticized the algorithm as being “difficult, unnatural, and
overly restrictive to attempt to represent hierarchies of
dynamically varying ‘sizes and shapes’ with fixed length
character strings and for many problems in machine learning
and artificial intelligence, the most natural representation for a
solution is a computer program.”[14]. [22] also lend his voice
by saying that Genetic Algorithm has difficulty in handling
problems dealing with ‘deceptive’ fitness functions.

These implementations collectively designated as the
Evolutionary Algorithms form the backbone of the
‘Evolutionary Computation’ [22]. Of the different subfields of
‘evolutionary computation’, Genetic Programming is a
comparatively young and a rapidly growing research area[15].
However, evolutionary algorithm’s solutions are satisfying
‘given current resources and constraints’, but not necessarily
optimal [5]; but used traditionally for ‘solving challenging
optimization problems’ [13].

One interesting thing about Genetic programming is
problem-independent algorithm that was used to solve
many real life and artificial problems. It is also an approach
for problems that have no well defined efficient solution; and
problems that its potential solutions can be adequately
measured and compared [29]. It is also well suited to difficult
control problems where no exact solution is known or required
[12], [13].
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‘Stigmergy’ is indirect ‘communication mediated’ by
modifications of the environment. It is the influence of another
ant’s due to the environment modification with its pheromone.
Autocatalytic behaviour of ant is a collective behaviour. It
means that as more ‘ants follow a trail, it becomes more
attractive for more ants to followed’ such trail which causes
‘very rapid converges’ of the ant along the trail.

One of the areas where GP was rigorously applied is ‘Santa Fe
Artificial Trail Problem’. Since the classical Santa Fe provides
a static environment for foraging artificial ant, one expects
that there ought to be an optimal energy level for the ant
instead of the ‘different energy levels’ used in GP literature.
Against this backdrop, this research focused on how to find
the best energy level of a foraging artificial ant that will yield
the best result in the ‘Santa Fe Artificial’ Trail Problem.

The ant optimizing behaviour is an act of an ant to follow a
shorter and more reinforce path with pheromone from ‘source
of food’ to nest or vice versa. Apart from pheromone that
guides the path of the ant, [2] also demonstrated in his
experiment that position of sun, gravity, slope and reference
objects can also guide its direction. This experiment and
others on the behaviour of the real or natural ants in their
colonies stimulated several ‘ant optimization algorithms’ in
‘Artificial Intelligence’ [21]. These optimization algorithms
are Ant System, System Elitist Ant, Ant-Q, Ant Colony
System, Max-Min Ant System, Ranked-based Ant System,
Ants and Hyper Cube-ACO[ 27] that use the basic ideas of
search and optimization techniques.

This research work is structured as follows: I: Introduction, II:
The Real Ant behaviour and Ant Optimization Algorithms;
III: ‘Santa Fe Artificial Ant Problem’, IV: Genetic
Programming: an overview; V: methodology; VI: Results,
VII: ‘Discussion of results’; and VIII: ‘Concluding Remarks’
.
2. ANT’S BEHAVIOUR’ AND ANT OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS
In discussing the behaviour of the artificial ant in the ‘Santa Fe
Artificial Ant’ Problem, it is also pertinent to begin our
discussion from the behaviour of the natural ant. The natural
or real ants are ‘social insect’ that lives cooperatively in a
group known as the ant colony. The ant is a ‘tiny insect’ which
when in its colony can accomplish some complex task which
is not possible with individual ant alone. However, the ant
behaviour has been a subject of research in Artificial
Intelligence till date.

3. THE ‘SANTA FE ARTIFICIAL ANT PROBLEM’
The Artificial ant Problem is a simulation of the natural ant
behaviour in a digital environment [21]. It is a ‘multi-agent’
method from behaviors of real ants and local search algorithm.
The Artificial Ant Problem is an optimization problem
developed by Jefferson et al in 1991 [9] [27] but popularized
by [11]. The task of the artificial ant in the simulated ant
environment is to navigate along some paths or trails in
attempts to forage for all food pellets along such trails. Certain
benchmark problems used in Genetic Programming are based
on some of the known trails [7]; amongst which are San Fe
Trail, Los Altos Hills, John Muir Trail, and Auxiliary Trail
[27]. Earlier on, [7] also mentioned the San Matco Trail which
was built upon the ideas behind the Santa Fe Trail which is the
most famous and widely used in Evolutionary Computation.
See figure1

A foraging ant leaves its nest to explore and exploits its
environment for food; once it finds one, it leaves a trail of
secreted chemical called trail pheromone along the source of
important food to its nest. Once ant arrives its nest, other ants
follow the trail to food source. As the ants move from its nest
to its source of food and back, a high concentration of
pheromones chemical is laid on its trail thereby stimulating
both stigmergetic behavour [20] and autocatalytic process [21]
of the ant. In the popular and impressive ‘Diamond-Shaped
Bridge’ experiment denominated as ‘the double bride’ or
‘binary bridge experiment, path optimization behaviours of
stigmergetic and autocatalytic of the ant was demonstrated.

(a) Santa Fe Trail (32x32 grid)
Source: http://dev.heuristiclab.com

(b) Los Altos Hills trails (100x100 grid)
Source: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
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(a) John Muir Trail (32x32 grid)
Source: http://www.genetic-programming.com

(b) Auxiliary Trail
Source: http://www.researchgate.net
Figure 1: Artificial Ant Trails.

The ‘Santa Fe Trail Problem’ using Genetic Programming is a
metaphor for the historic 19th-Century transportation route of
1,400 km between America and Santa Fe in ‘New Mexico’
where travelers were faced with (problem or) hardship [35].
Hence it is appropriately known in computing as Santa Fe
Artificial Ant Trail Problem [36]. Figuratively, the Santa Fe
Artificial Ant Trail Problem is a 32 x 32 toroidal square grid
having a trail length of 144 cells with 89 food pellets
distributed randomly along the trail with a total of 55cells
being gaps within the 89 food pellets and 21 turns with 10 left
and 11 right turns along the trail [15]; [36]. Generally, the
objective of the ‘Santa Fe Artificial’ Ant Problem is to evolve
programs to control the artificial ant that will find all 89 food
pellets that are located on the discrete trail [28] using a
particular energy level. In traversing the trail for food pellets,
the artificial ant begins from the cell identified by (0, 0)
coordinate on the west of the grid and moves towards the east
of the trail.

The ‘artificial ant’ moves along the trail using a sensor that
enables it to see only adjacent cell in its current direction. In
other words, for the artificial ant to locate food pellets along
the trail, the ant uses the food sensing function, IfFoodAhead
to check the field the ant is currently facing, if it senses food
pellets, the function returns the Boolean value of ‘true’ and
then the ant moves forward into the field containing food
pellet to eat it, otherwise it returns the value ‘False’ meaning
the field is an obstacle which must be overcome. The amount
of food eaten by the ant is the fitness measure of the ant
controlling program. Apart from the Move operation, the
artificial ant can also perform the operations of turn right, or
turn left as the case may be. The speed at which artificial ant
eats all ‘89’ food pellets is important. In estimating the speed
at which the ant traverses the trail for food pellets, it is
important to know the ant’s energy unit which is quotient of
the total steps the ant takes to eat the furthest pellets over the
trail length.

The trails is marked by black or grey fields; the black fields
represent food pallets, while the grey fields represent obstacles
which the ant must overcome to eat a food pellet [25]. In a
related study of the artificial ant using the program landscape
and schema analysis, it was concluded that the artificial ant
following the ‘Santa Fe Trail’ is a difficult task. In agreement
with this,[36] stated that the ‘Santa Fe ant problem is
seemingly simple problem, but with complicated dynamics;
and that its hardness is as a result of ‘difficulty of searching’
its fitness landscape. However [10] opined that the solution to
Santa Fe Artificial Ant Problem’s hardness is resolvable with
a reduction in the search space through the removal of
ineffective operations that consume resources like energy of
the ant.

While trail lengths are fixed for all grids, the total steps the
artificial ant must take to consume all the food pellets in the
trail are predetermined for all problems. For instance in a
‘Santa Fe Trail’ which has a trail length of 144 cells and with
a predetermined steps of 400 will have approximate 2.7
energy unit per cell (ie 400/144). Therefore whenever the ant
takes a step, it consumes a unit less of its total energy[30];
[36]. [15] estimated the speed of the ant as the distance along
the trail to the furthest pellet the ant eats; divided by the
energy it consumed to get to that food pellet - if it does not eat
any, then its speed is zero. The total speed of the ant therefore
is the quotient of squares in the trail over the total steps the ant
must take to eat the furthest pellets. Therefore, for ‘Santa Fe
Trail’ that has 144 fields to be traversed with 400 steps, the
speed of the ant will approximately be 0.36 units per field.
Various researches used different initial energy in their works.
Some used 400 steps as in [17], [30], 545 steps as in [25]; 600
steps as in [36], [15], and 615 steps as in [10]. In determining
the behaviour of the artificial ant in dynamic environments,
Murphy, [23] used five different energy levels: 20, 42, 60,
100, and 140 in their experiment.
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The pertinent question at this juncture is: is there an optimal
energy level for the artificial ant in Santa Fe Artificial Ant
Problem since environment is static.

Therefore, we define Genetic Programming as the gradual
evolution of computer programs that generate intermittent
solutions known as candidate solutions in a solution space
until the ‘best-so-far’ solution is attained.
“Genetic
Programming executes iteratively. It begins with initial
guesses at a solution and successfully improves a solution over
time. Once a termination criterion is attained, GP returns the
best individual so far as the solution to the problem” [4]

4. GENETIC PROGRAMMING (GP): AN OVERVIEW
The objective of the ‘Santa Fe’ Artificial Ant Problem is to
evolve programs to control the artificial ant in trail [28]. The
only efficient means through which one can evolve programs
to direct the movement of the artificial ant to find and eat all
the ‘89’ food pellets located on the trail is by GP. Genetic
Programming automatically generates program codes, rather
than using lines of codes that are hand-written by
programmers, in the familiar method that is time-consuming,
tedious and expensive.

Genetic Programming is a probabilistic, non-deterministic, an
optimization and heuristic search technique [19]; [26]; [17];
[4]. It is probabilistic because it rarely gets a solution in
precisely the form you contemplated and same result is rarely
obtained twice as ‘anything can happen and nothing is
guaranteed’[11]. It is an optimization technique because it
searches through the ‘space of all possible’ programs for one
that has the optimal fitness [4], It is a heuristic search
technique because no obvious straight and easy path exist to
the best or optimal solution [17]. As a ‘search technique’, GP
initially explores the ‘solution space’ for good solution and
later exploits for better solution as evolution progress [3]; and
hence it is generally considered to be a very time-consuming
algorithm [31]. Consequently, [33] asserted that the massive
disadvantage of GP is the phenomenal computing resources
required before any real-world problem can be tackled. It was
observed that the need for more ‘computational resources’
may reduce GP performance with difficult problems.
However, the search for the optimal solution can only be
attained by using randomization and brute-force.

GP was based on the principles of Darwin’s Evolution Theory.
The motivation for the concept of evolution to be applied to
artificial systems like dynamic program structures stem from
the fact that evolution is as a non-guided, goal-directed and a
preprogrammed form of growth in natural systems[11].
Historically, GP is an extension of Genetic Algorithms [6]; It
is a mathematical formulation of simulated evolution as a
type of search algorithm [11]. Even though Genetic
Programming is an extension of Genetic Algorithm, they are
similar but only differ in the ways they represent problems
[11]. Unlike Genetic Algorithm, GP uses variable length
computer program [17]. This makes GP more expressive as it
has the flexibility needed to express solutions to different
problems using computer programs; but it is ‘a-timeintensive’ algorithm [32].

Genetic Programming is specified from Koza’s GP algorithm
thus:

It uses dynamic structure that evolves ‘computer programs’ to
perform tasks by ‘means of natural selection’ [11]. GP is a
technique of generating programmed solutions to problem
automatically[29] using the genetic operations of
reproduction, crossover, and mutation [17].
Genetic
programming aspires to induce a population of computer
programs that improve automatically as they experience the
data they knew. [24] said it a machine learning method that
could automatically solve problems and producing solutions
with complex structure, including executable code. [19]
asserted that it is a set of algorithm that mimic survival of the
fittest, genetic inheritance and variation, and selectively
‘breeding’ of parent population of program codes or structures
and replacing them with more fit ‘offspring’ of programs
codes or structures. Gustafson (2004) added that GP iterates as
it finds solution close to or equal to the ideal solution in a
solution space. These computer programs that evolved are all
likely ‘candidate solutions’.

Procedure GP; {
time t = 0;
initialize population P(time);
evaluate P(time);
until (done) {
t= t + 1;
parent selection P(t);
recombine P(t);
mutate P(t);
evaluate P(t);
survive P(t);
}
}
A simplified flow-diagram of Genetic Programming process is
shown in figure2:
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Figure2: Genetic Programming Flow-diagram.
Source: http://www.geneticprogramming.com/Tutorial

5. METHODOLOGY
In a ‘traditional software development’ process in which what to process and how to process it has to be clearly specified, a
choice of methodology could be made from standard methodologies like the ‘waterfall methodology’, spiral methodology,
prototyping, incremental methodology, ‘Object-oriented methodology’, Simulation or Structured Systems ‘Analysis and Design’
Methodology (SSADM). For this research where the program structures are made to evolve, appropriate methodology therefore
is the Evolutionary Methodology with inclination to Object-Orientation. This methodology uses the iterative process that evolves
a final solution from an initial specification of well-defined and well-understood requirements by adding new features as the
evolution progresses until a termination condition is met. However, we implemented the Santa Fe Ant Problem on Genetic
Programming as in Figure3
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Figure3: Genetic Programming Engine.
The Santa Fe Artificial Ant Problem using Genetic Programming was implemented on a Microcomputer notebook with an Intel
Pentium 250 quad core processor running on 2.16 GHz speed, with a Ram size of 4GB, a Hard disk capacity of 500GB and on
Windows 8 operating system of 64-bit bus size. The Microsoft ‘Integrated Development Environment’ known as ‘Visual Studio’
was used to develop the initial software. Specifically, we used the Microsoft ‘Visual Studio 2010’ Ultimate ; and Visual C#
(pronounced Visual C sharp) as the language of implementation. This language is Microsoft’s new-generation object-orientated
programming language suitable for Window and Web applications. The parameters used are in Table1.
Table1: Parameters for ‘Santa Fe Artificial Ant Problem’
Problem
‘Santa Fe Artificial Ant Problem’
Objective
To find a program that could direct an ‘artificial ant’ to find ‘89’ food pallets on the
‘Santa Fe Trail’.
Terminal Set
(Left), (Right), (Move)
Function Set
If-Food-Ahead, Prog2, Prog3
Fitness cases
As in See table 2
Raw fitness
Number of food pellets picked up before the artificial ant time out at its specified
energy level
Parameters
Maximum population size = 500 and Generation = 51
Success Predicates
A score of ‘89’ food pellets
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6. RESULTS
Using the algorithm on Artificial Ant problem at the different ant’s energy levels identified in the literature, the following results
were obtained from Figure3 and presented in Table2
Table2: Artificial Ant Problem Data
Initial
Unit
Energy
Energy
Trail
Level
(approx.)
Length
(Fitness
cases)
100
0.69
144
200
1.38
144
300
2,.08
144
400
2.77
144
540
3.75
144
545
3.78
144
600
4.16
144
615
4.27
144

Fitness
goal
(Food
Pellets)
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

Number
of
Obstacles

Best
Program
Fitness

Average
Program
Fitness

55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

89
88
89
36
25
26
65
26

79.618
77.194
77.022
4.41
3.636
3.092
4.248
2.978

7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In the first run of the algorithm, the Artificial Ant energy level of 100 is used with a fitness goal of 89 (ie. Number of food pallets
to be eaten). Using this energy level, the ant navigated along the blue trail in Figure4 with a best program fitness at 89 meaning
that the ant ate all 89 food pallets along the trail. This is shown in associated line graph in Figure 5 with the best program fitness
indicated by a green line and the average program fitness with red waving line. This means that at the ‘ant energy level’ of 100,
the ‘artificial ant’ performed well.

(a) Figure 4. Santa Fe Artificial trail 1

(b) Figure 5 Line graph1

In the second run, the artificial ant’s energy level was increased to 200. Using this energy level, the ant navigated along the blue
trail in Figure 6 the best program fitness became 88 meaning that the ant ate 88 food pallets along the trail while the average
program fitness was ‘77. 194’. Both the best program and average program fitnesses are in Figure 7.
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(b) Figure 7 Line graph2

Figure 6 Santa Fe Artificial Ant trail 2

In Figure 7, the green line shows the best program performance while the red waving line shows average program performance.
In third run, the artificial ant’s energy level was increased to 300. Using this energy level, the ant navigated along the blue trail in
Figure8 the best program fitness is 89 meaning that the ant ate all food pallets along the trail while the average program fitness
was ‘77.022’. Both the best program and average program fitness are in Figure 9.

Figure 8 Santa Fe Artificial Ant trail 3

Figure 9 Line graph 3

In Figure 9, the green line indicates the best program fitness while the red waving line is the average program fitness.
The trend in the above run is that at the three energy levels of the artificial ant at 100, 200 and 300 there are no much difference
in best program fitness and average program fitness and the artificial ant performance is at optimal level of performance. Beyond
these level of 400, 540, 545, 600 and 615, the ant ability to eat food pallets began to drop. This is clear in figure 10.

Figure 10. Ants energy level/food pallets eaten graph
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In Figure 10, the first three twin bars indicate the best energy levels and food pallets eaten. Beyond these three, the food pallets
eaten drops considerably as the ant energy level began to increase.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Different energy levels were used in GP literature. These energy levels have yielded different experimental results. Hitherto,
researchers used these energy levels because others have used them without reasons. However, this research shows that artificial
ant’s ability to eat food pallets along the Sante Fe Ant trail is best when the ant’s energy is at 100, 200 or 300; beyond these
levels the ant ability is drastically affected.
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ABSTRACT
Computers are used in almost every field of our life. We use computer to perform our large amount of tasks daily. On one hand
computer is making our life easier but on the other hand it is also effecting our environment. Computers produce large amount of
heat and consume a lot of electricity these things effect our environment badly. Many green computing techniques have been
introduced that help us to make our computers environment friendly. But there are very few techniques introduced to make our
software environment friendly. Cloud computing is the process of using a network of remote servers presented on the internet to
manage, store and process data rather than on a local server or personal computer. Green computing is the ecologically
accountable and eco-friendly use of computers and their resources. In this research paper we will discuss those techniques and
introduce a technique that will help to make our operating system environment friendly using concept of cloud computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information technology is back born of modern world.
Computers are used everywhere in every field of life, like in
education, medical, business etc. we can also say that
advancement in technology and in modern world is all about of
computer. Computer is not a simple machine, it is highly
complex calculator it can perform millions of calculations
accurately at very high speed. Computer makes our everyday
business and educational tasks very easy. Major advantage of
computer is in medical field where computer is used to
diagnose and treat many deadliest diseases. Modern society
completely rely on computers they need computers for their
safety, for their business, for their education, for entertainment,
for communication. [1]

System software are those software which provide user a
platform to use application software and enable user to
Communicate with computer hardware and manage computer.
Like operating system is a system software. [3]

Computer perform its every task by using some sort of
software or collection of software. Software is a collection of
computer instructions that tells computer how to perform
certain job [18]. We daily use some kind of computer software
like MS-office, web browser, games etc. [2]

Figure 1. Types of Software

Operating system is the first program which we see when we
start our computer, it is loaded into the computer by boot
program. It provide a platform to user to communicate with
computer and manage its operations and application programs
to perform every task. There are many types of operating
systems like windows, Linux, android etc. each with its own
features. [4]. Operating system performs different type of
functions, major ones are shown in figure below.[5]

Software are of two types:
1)
Application software.
2)
System software.
Application software are those software which are designed to
enable users to perform their daily tasks. Those tasks for which
user have bought computer. Like calculations, office work etc.
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Linux servers. Moreover, Springboard investigation newly
testified that carbon impression of a mid-size four-wheel- drive
automobile is similar to an ordinary -size server.
There should be a method which should emphasize on to
decrease the power intake in desktops. As far as a solo
Personal Computer is concerned, it might not save abundant
power but on an extensive measure, it saves a vast volume of
power. Our research work would also be prolonged to mobile
Operating systems such as Android operating systems and
Apple IOS, so that charging your mobile phone becomes a
weekly routine, instead of a daily business.
Previously a huge amount of research has been done by
numerous researchers working on little power consuming
hardware but minor work has been done in the field of creating
low power operating system and low power green software’s.

Figure 2. Functions of Operating System
Computers and computer software’s make our lives very easy
but somehow they are also responsible for causing harmful
problems to our environment like computer manufacturing
process and computer waste is harmful for natural resources
and our environment. It is polluting our environment day by
day. When computer waste is discarded in landfills, it release
toxic materials and potentially dangerous levels of lead,
mercury, and flame retardants. These materials are very
harmful for living things and environment. [6]

Concept of Green Software:
Software can also help in making computer systems
environment friendly. Software can play an important role in
reducing power consumed by computers and mobile phones.
There are some techniques that can be used to make green
software’s and operating systems.
Software developers should have a strong knowledge of CPU
internal structure and working so that they can make energy
efficient software’s.it is understood that if CPU is not keenly
processing information or performing calculations then it
should be consuming low power [7][22]. CPU have two states,
C-state and P-state. C-state is that state in which CPU is
sleeping and P-state or performance state is defined as
frequency at which CPU processor is running. If we make
software’s that can efficiently switch between C-state and Pstate then we can save energy consumed by software’s. [7]
Deeper the CPU sleep more amount of energy we can save.

Similarly today’s complex and high performance software are
also harmful for environment because for performing complex
tasks these high performance software consume a lot of
electricity which produce large amount of heat, that harms
environment badly. High performance software also consumes
too much money because they need large storage capacity and
electricity.
Now-a-days many operating systems are being used, each with
its own unique features. These highly featured operating
systems also consume a lot of electricity. Many researches
have been take place to reduce the harmful effects of
computers and software’s on environment. This concept of
making computers environment friendly is called green
computing. There are a lot of methods have been introduced in
past years which can help us to decompose computer waste
properly but we do not have much methods that help us to
make environment friendly software or how to make already
existing software’s environment friendly. In this research
paper we will focus on some techniques to make computer
software’s, especially operating system environment friendly.

Energy Saving Software Techniques:
Computation efficiency: computation efficiency means
getting the work done quickly, if software developer can make
software’s that can do their work or task quickly then they can
not only save time but also energy. Faster the performance of
software the more amount of energy we can save. I.e. if
software complete workload quickly faster it can come in idle
or sleep state. We can achieve computation efficiency by
designing efficient algorithms, multi-threading. [9][7]
Data efficiency: data efficiency can make software’s green by
managing and minimizing data movement efficiently. We can
achieve data efficiency by designing. Software algorithms that
minimize data movement, memory hierarchies that keep data
close to processing elements, application software that
efficiently uses cache memories [7][22].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The power usage from the past has been extremely amplified
by the everyday increase in the quantity of systems. Founded
on dissimilar functionalities, an amount of operating system
connected services have been made, but now there lies a
bigger requirement of a little power consuming operating
system. About 225 Watts of power is swallowed by a classic
Linux server, which means that nearly 5 million tons of carbon
discharges yearly, is blamable on the millions of operational
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Figure 3. Software Energy Efficiency

IBM introduced Big Green edge in August 2007, with a
mission to assistance its customers incorporate Linux into an
enterprise to decrease charges and energy ingesting by
Structuring chiller data Hubs [21].
A slice of Plan Big Green is Big Green Linux, which is
alternative edge to decrease energy consumption both for its
data hubs and clients. Intel is another organization which is
working separately from IBM, in the field of green revolutions
in the computer science. [8] [21].

Context awareness: To save energy through software’s
another technique is called context awareness. It was
introduced by Schilit in 1994. Context awareness means to
make software that can reply to deviations in the environment.
It require sensors to detect environment and then respond to
that behavior.[10] Like new smartphones have sensor that
automatically dim display when battery is low. Many notebook
computers also have this feature that saves energy when
battery is low. Some software may write cached data to flash
when the battery is getting critically low [22].

3. CONCEPT OF CLOUD COMPUTING.
Idle efficiency: idle efficiency means that software has sense
when to work and when to sleep. Like messaging application
in our mobile runs when we send or receive message when we
are not send and receiving message then it should sleep to save
power consumption. [11]
Green Operating System:
Operating system is that system software which almost every
computer system and mobile uses. It is the first program that
runs when we start computer and mobile. It provides us a
platform to use other software and communicate with
hardware. If we can make operating system green or
environment friendly then we can save a lot of energy that
computer consumes because operating system is that software
which is running all the time. There are some operating
systems which are made to save some energy but there is still a
lot of room in this area to make computer green.

Figure 4. Cloud Computing Idea [23]
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Cloud computing is the concept in which we can share computer resources, software etc. with other computers through networking
(WAN) or by using internet. Cloud users are the person which are included in the cloud who can access resources by using
computers, mobiles, pads and other devices. Cloud server manages applications in cloud computing, data is also manages and
stored remotely by cloud configuration. Users do not download and install applications on their own device or computer.

Figure 5: Structure of Cloud Computing [23]

A. Architecture of cloud computing
Architecture of cloud OS is shown in figure below. [15]

Figure 6. Architecture of Cloud Computing
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Mobile operating systems efforts in green computing:
Android with over 650,000 apps and counting on the Play
Store, there are many applications which run in the
background without the permission of the user, making the
phone much slower and also sometimes, by collecting some
data in the background etc.

4. CONCEPT OF CLOUD OPERATING SYSTEM:
Cloud operating system is Internet-based operating system
where your data and the software are placed on the Web, and
the application is used as a service rather than a standalone
software [16].
Different types of cloud operating systems:
•
Glide
•
Amoeba
•
My goya
•
Kohive
•
Zimdesk
•
Ghost
•
Joli
•
Cloudo
•
Ghost
•
Joli
•
Cloudo
•
Corneli
•
Lucid
•
Eye os
•
Startforce
[12][13][14]

Battery consumption and Process stats
To start with, to know the background processes which are
running at the moment and how much power they are eating,
especially in regard to influence on battery and processing
power. There are three monitoring options built-in Android
[19].
By going to Settings you can Enable Developer options. From
Settings scroll down to About Device and to activate
Developer Options start tapping the Build number until you
get the notification [19].
To know which applications are in process currently and
continually we go to Process Stats. Some of the apps should
run continually e.g. system apps that are necessary but others
shouldn't.
Go to Process Stats. For this you need to go to
Settings > Select Developer Options and proceed to
Process Stats to find out for how long your apps
have been on the run. RAM consumption of any app
can be found by simply tapping on the app.
Next, select Battery from Settings to find out how
much battery each app is consuming by simply
tapping on it [19].

Benefits of cloud operating system:
•
Worldwide availability.
•
Requires only browser.
•
Remote storage facility.
•
Browser and platform independent.
In this research paper we will tell how cloud operating system
helps in making computers more environment friendly.
5. MOBILE OPERATING SYSTEMS EFFORTS IN
GREEN COMPUTING

Figure 7. Information of application on android

Figure 8. Detail of any process on android
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Greenify

6. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY/IDEA

There is a hibernation app called Greenify, which allows you
to put unused apps or non-running apps to sleep. This app is
mainly used to disable apps or exit them by force when they
are not in use and they are switched on when you open them
again. And all of this is done beautifully in an automated way
[19]. Indeed it’s a stress doing this manually.

Now there are numerous cloud storage applications/software’s
available. If you take a snap on your mobile phone you can
instantly access it on your laptop or desktop personal computer
without attaching any wire. It can be done wirelessly and
within seconds. All you have to do is open that cloud storage
software on your PC and sign in. That’s it, there you have it.
All your data available to you.
Now these applications can be used to a whole new level.
Their scope can be increased significantly. If we save other
software’s all within this software instead of downloading and
saving them on our PC or smart phone we can save enormous
amount of memory. These applications were originally
developed as a backup resource but their use can be enhanced.
For example if we are using dropbox application. Instead of
downloading and installing Microsoft Office on your computer
you download and save it in your dropbox account. And when
you are on your phone you save the mobile version of
Microsoft Office on your dropbox account. Dropbox offers
2GB of free memory which can be extended to 16 GB and
instead of dropbox there are many other apps.
This is the clever part, whenever you need to use Microsoft
Office on your phone or your PC you simply log in to your
dropbox account first to be able to use everything that is
available there. Now when you open any word file or excel
sheet it can be accessed by the software stored in your
dropbox. And this is applicable to all other application
software.
This saves hard disk memory, RAM processing, caches
memory to be used less and makes the device usage smoother.
If the device is not overused its life and performance increases.
Wouldn’t it be simpler that all these cloud storage apps have
these essentials application software’s already installed in them
and they don’t even occupy your free space on your account?
Yes you would have to pay for the original software’s but the
free ones can already be there waiting for you to just sign up
and they are available to use. For example: Adobe Reader,
Google Chrome, Media players and many others.

Figure 9. Greenify application on android
C. Cloud Storage for Android (Play Store) and Apple
(App Store)
Cloud storage was once a unclear technology revolution but
more and more data saving is being done through online
storage instead of outdated hard drives or USB’s. While many
people might be aware with Google Drive, the online cloud
storage front-runner, there are a number of other Android apps
that do similar jobs. The shift to cloud storage is going from
severely files saved on a hard drive to maintaining photos and
apps from smartphones. Some of the top cloud apps for
Android phones and tablets comprise: Dropbox, Box, Drive,
Sugar Sync, Amazon Cloud Drive, Sky Drive, and Google
Drive [20].

Similarly for smart phones there are tons of apps every user
has to install whenever he/she gets a new phone. If apps like
Facebook, viber, WhatsApp, twitter etc. are already installed in
any cloud storage app then all you have to do is install this
cloud app and you are ready to go.So we can see that cloud
storage software can help in making or systems and
smartphones more green.
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A. Cloud operating system

Figure 10. Cloud Operating System

B. Cloud operating system idea for green computing:
Now as we have seen what cloud operating system is and what
are its advantages, now we can use this idea of cloud operating
system to make our systems more environment friendly and
reduce energy consumption. Now a days every university and
large organizations uses large servers to fulfill their
organizational needs. If they install cloud operating systems on
these servers and then install all the basic apps and software on
these servers and allow all their employees and students to
access those apps and software from anywhere in the world.
By using this idea we can make our systems less heat
producing.few techniques introduced to make our software
environment friendly.

In this research paper we have discussed those techniques and
introduced a technique that will help to make our operating
system environment friendly. We have not yet physically
implied the methodology presented so no such comparison or
performance evaluation is given yet. So we leave that to the
future work.
7. CONCLUSION
Computers produce large amount of heat and consume a lot of
electricity these things effect our environment badly. Many
green computing techniques have been introduced that help us
to make our computers environment friendly. But there are
very
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ABSTRACT
Finding effective technique of solving the ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ is an issue from time. Hence, Genetic Algorithm
adjudged to be a suitable algorithm the Travelling Salesman Problem has been so intensively applied to it at the expense of other
techniques. This motivated this research. Applying ‘Genetic Programming’ on the ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ produced
impressive results comparable to any published algorithm or technique. Out of the three individual selection methods – elitist,
rank and roulette wheel – for generational evolution, the elitist selection methods yielded the optimal cost for the ‘Travelling
Salesman Problem’ while roulette selection yielded a relative poor result. This research therefore recommends the elitist and rank
selection methods for when applying GP algorithm on the ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ideas of evolution used in computing stem from the fact
that every organism is in evolutionary change; and after
Turing introduced ‘evolutionary search’ in 1948, its
application to computing began to gain ground. In the 60s, 70s
and 90s, four different implementations of the Turing’s ideas
were cultivated. These four different implementations of the
‘basic ideas of evolution’ were collectively designated as the
Evolutionary Algorithms. Four of these algorithms ‘form the
backbone’ of the Evolutionary Computation [19].
Evolutionary algorithms used in artificial evolution in the
order of introduction are: (i) ‘Evolutionary Programming’
(EP), (ii) ‘Evolutionary Strategies’ (ES), (iii) ‘Genetic
Algorithm’ (GA) and (iv) ‘Genetic Programming’ (GP). In
this order, GP is ‘relatively new’ form of research area in
computing. Historically, Artificial Evolution became a widely
recognized optimization method because of introduction of
‘Evolutionary Programming’ in 1966 for generating candidate
solutions to problem represented as finite state machines,
which were developed by randomly mutating their statestransition diagrams and selecting the fittest. Rechenberg in
1973 introduced ‘Evolution Strategies’, but it was applied to
complex engineering problems.

Holland in 1975 invented Genetic Algorithm and later
introduced a formalized framework for predicting the quality
of subsequent generations, known as the ‘Holland’s Schema
Theorem ’[19]. However, of all of the evolution algorithms,
Genetic Algorithms is most popular as it provide the finest
grained model of evolution by choosing to manipulate bit
strings analogous to genes on chromosome [2]. Holland in
1975 demonstrated that in Genetic Algorithm, an intended
solution could be bred genetically from chromosome-like
strings of character (each representing proposed ‘solution to
the problem’) through the Darwinian’s operation of ‘fitness
proportionate reproduction’ and the genetic operation of
recombination [12]. The genetic operators of Genetic
Algorithm are ‘crossover’ and ‘mutation’.
Genetic Algorithm was overtly criticized as in [17]; [14]; [19].
Despite these criticisms, Genetic Algorithm has been applied
to solving several life problems including the well researched
Travelling Salesman Problem [1]; [8]; [26]. However, [4]
opined that “it seems that Genetic Algorithms have proved
suitable for solving the travelling Salesman Problem; yet it has
not found a better solution… than is already known”.
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Apart from the extensive application of GA to the ‘Travelling
Salesman Problem’, TSP has also come to be a benchmark test
for different computational algorithms such as ‘Particle
Swarm’, ‘Ant Colony’, ‘Tabu Search,’ Hill Climbing, Greedy
Search etc. except Genetic Programming algorithm. Hence,
[3] said that TSP was used to model life problems, even
though efficient way of solving TSP is unavailable. It is for
this reason that we have applied GP algorithm to solving the
‘Travelling Salesman Problem’. Specifically, we have applied
it to a 50-node representing 50-cities in Nigeria.

2. GENETIC PROGRAMMING: A SYNOPSIS.
GP ‘automatically produces programs’ using the genetic
operations of ‘reproduction’, ‘crossover’, and ‘mutation’ [16];
[27]. It is a set of algorithm that mimic ‘survival of the
fittest’, ‘genetic inheritance and variation’, and selectively
‘breeding’ of parent population of program codes or structures
and replacing them with more fit ‘offspring’ of programs
codes or structures iteratively until it finds a solution close to
or equal to the required solution in a solution space [9]; [18].
These programs which evolved are all likely solutions are
‘candidate solutions’. [6] summarized Genetic Programming
process as thus: “Genetic Programming is an ‘iterative
process’; it begins with initial guess at a solution and
successfully improves the solution over time; once a condition
for termination is attained, GP returns the ‘best so far solution’
as the solution”.

1.1 ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ (TSP): An Overview.
[3] said that TSP could be a “network with n nodes with node
1 as headquarters and a cost matrix ‘C= [Cij]’ of order ‘n’
associated with pairs of node ‘(i,j)’ is given; and the issue is
‘to find a least’ Hamiltonian cycle. [1] simply define TSP as a
problem where starting from a node is required to visit every
other node only once in a way that the distance covered is
minimized. If the TSP is represented as a graph, the aim
therefore is to find the shortest tour that passes through each
vertex in a graph exactly once [21]. It specifically aims at
minimizing cost of a tour. The course metric include distance,
time etc [26]. TSP solution is obtained from the evaluation of
city tours and then determines which tour has the minimum
cost in time or distance.

GP is a probabilistic, non-deterministic, an optimization and
heuristic search technique [18]; [23]; [16]; [6]. It is
probabilistic because it rarely gets a solution in precisely the
form you contemplated and no similar results is rarely
obtained twice as ‘anything can happen and nothing is
guaranteed’[10]. It is an ‘optimization technique’ because it
searches through the space of programs for the optimum
fitness [6]. It is a ‘heuristic search technique’ as no obvious,
straight and easy path to the best or optimum solution [16].
Hence, the optimal solution can only be attained by using
randomization and brute-force: which is a naïve method of
trying every possible solution to see which solution is best.
Before one can applying a GP algorithm to problem like the ‘
Travelling Salesman Problem’, one must define certain
parameters that are important for an effective run such as in
[10] Maximum population size and generation ; probabilities
of crossover,
points for crossover and mutation; and
Maximum tree size, etc.

This problem becomes very easily solved if less cities are
considered; but as cities become high, longer time is required
and it becomes impracticable to find the cost of every tour in
polynomial time as search becomes exhaustive search [26],
[24]. For instance, if ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ has ‘n’
cities, maximum tours needed to generate optimum tour is n! –
which is permutation evaluated as n*(n-1)* (n-2)*,,,*2*1. The
higher value of n therefore, the higher tours. Hence, TSP is an
NP-hard (nondeterministic polynomial time hard) problem as
solution to it cannot be obtained exactly in polynomial time
[8]. ‘NP-hard problem’ is as hard as any ‘NP problem’ and
sometimes harder; ‘NP problem’ is a solvable problem in
‘polynomial time’ by a ‘nondeterministic Turing machine’.
[25] calls the traveling salesman problem as the most
notorious NP-complete problem.

Genetic Programming operators are ‘crossover’ and
‘mutation’; but the mutation is not used often. Hence [10]
asserted that for every Genetic Programming the probability of
performing a crossover operation is 90% while that of
mutation is 10%. Also important is how the individuals
programs participate in evolution process. Several selection
methods exits, but for this research only three are considered.
These are Roulette, Rank and Elitist selection methods. The
‘Roulette wheel selection’ is selection where the probability of
individuals being selected for survival from a population is
equal to fitness (fi ) divided by the sum of all individual fitness
( f1,f2…fj…FN) of the population [11]. Here, every individual
gets a section of a wheel that is ‘proportional to’ its probability
in a ‘roulette wheel’, hence ‘Roulette wheel selection’. The
roulette wheel selection is sometimes called ‘Fitness
proportionate selection’ [6] as selected individual fitness is a
proportion of the sum of their fitness. In Rank Selection, the
population of individuals is sorted using fitness values and
each is assign a rank from ‘0’ to ‘N’ ; and each individual has
2- (2*rank/N) copies selected into next generation [27].

TSP was intensively researched and applied to life problems
[3]. Some typical real life applications of TSP are vehicle
routing, computer wiring, cutting wallpaper, job sequencing
[1]; [8]; [26]. [4] identified from literature six different
variations of the Travelling Salesman Problem. These are: 1.
‘Shortest Hamiltonian path problem’, 2. ‘Asymmetric
Travelling Salesman Problem’, 3. Standard ‘Travelling
Salesman Problem’ 4.‘Multi Salesman Problem’, 5.
‘Bottleneck Travelling Salesman Problem’ and 6. ‘Time
Dependent Salesman Problem’.
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It is a stable selection method and so difficult for reasonable
fit individuals to disappear from the population. In the ‘Elitist
selection’, limited individuals with ‘best fitness values’ are
chosen into next generation, thereby avoiding ‘crossover’ and
‘mutation’. This prevents random destruction from ‘crossover’
or ‘mutation’ of individuals and elite individuals’ fitness

values should not get excessively high, else the population
will begin to degenerate [28]. Genetic Programming algorithm
is an abstraction of the evolutionary process and a class of the
‘evolutionary computation’. It could be specified from Koza’s
GP algorithm thus:

Step1:
Create first population randomly.
Step2:
Perform the following steps until a termination condition is obtained:
(a) Execute programs in the population and compute fatnesses,
(b) Select two individuals with certain probability for
operations in (c).
(c)
Create individuals from following operations with
Specific probabilities:
i.
Reproduction: take selected individual into next population,
ii.
Crossover: produce new programs with random recombination using chosen points in programs,
iii.
Mutation: produce new program with random mutation.
Step3:
If condition of termination is met, the result becomes the ‘best-so-far’ solution.
A comprehensive flow-diagram of the algorithm is in Figure 1

Figure 1: Genetic Programming Flow-diagram.
Source: Source: Koza and Poli (2005)
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The Genetic Programming algorithm is in line with observations of proponents of ‘evolutionary theory’ (eg Charles Darwin, )
believe that “in nature, ‘evolutionary process’ is when four conditions are satisfied: organisms have abilities to reproduce;
existence of such ‘self-reproducing entities’; variety in the population; and the entities abilities in the environment to survive ”
[13].
3. METHODOLOGY
The methodology used is the Evolutionary Methodology with inclination to Object-Orientation. This methodology uses the
iterative process that evolves a final solution from an initial specification of well-defined and well-understood requirements by
adding new features as the evolution progresses..
4. IMPLEMENTATION
The TSP program was implemented on a Microcomputer notebook with an Intel Pentium 250 Quad core processor running on
2.16 GHz speed, with a Ram size of 4GB, a disk capacity of 500GB and on Windows 8 operating system of 64-bit bus size.
Initial software was developed in ‘Microsoft Integrated Development Environment’ known as Visual Studio. Specifically, we
used the Microsoft ‘Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate’; and Visual C# (pronounced Visual C sharp) as the language of
implementation. This language is Microsoft’s new-generation ‘object-orientated programming language’ suitable for Window
and Web applications.

Figure 2: Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate
Usually, in running a typical Genetic Programming procedure, one must set initial parameters. For this reason, we have therefore
set following parameters in Table1:
Table 1: Parameters for the Running the GP Algorithm
Parameter name
Description
cities
50
population size
40
Generations or Iterations
100
Termination Criteria
100
Raw fitness
Distances between cities
Selection Method
Rank
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Since 50 cities were used, the maximum runs for this experiment will be 50!, but the run shall be 30 for selection methods . One
of the samples of the randomly runs is in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Travelling Salesman Problem Interface
5. RESULTS
Using the parameters in Table1 to run the algorithm as indicated in indicated in Figure 3, the data in Table2 were generated
Table 2: Tour Path lengths

Source: Our Research Experimental result1
To show relationships between the lowest (optimal) and highest (worse) values generated from the selection methods we then
plotted a line graph that clearly indicates this as in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Path-length Line Graph
Using Figure 4, optimal path lengths (indicated with the lowest point in selection methods) and Worse path lengths (indicated
with the highest point in selection methods) were identified. These data were taken from Table 1 and represented in table 2.
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Table 3: Optimal Path Length

Source: Our Research Experiment Result2
For clarity, data in table3 were then plotted out in a bar chart showing the average-path-length, optimal-path-length which is tours
with the lowest cost in terms of distance covered and the worse-path-length that is tours with the highest cost in terms of distance
covered

Figure 5. Average-Optimal-worse path-length Chart.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

7. CONCLUSION

Using the three different selection methods in ten different
runs, ten different results were generated in line with [10]
assertion that in GP which is a probabilistic and a nondeterministic algorithm, one rarely gets a solution precisely
the form you contemplated and similar result are rarely
obtained twice as ‘anything can happen’ and nothing is
guaranteed. Out of the three selection methods, elitist method
generated optimal path-length with a value of 7205.487 km as
against rank and roulette methods with the values of 9193.642
and 9421.408 respectively. Elitist method also yields the
overall best path-length average of 8010.67km while rank and
roulette yielded averages of 9193.642 and 9421.408
respectively. For the worse path length, elitist, rank and
roulette generated 8851.345, 10676.32 and 10524.619. From
Table3, the elitist selection method produces overall best
performance, followed by rank selection method; while
roulette selection method yielded the overall worse
performance. From results obtained in this research, it evident
that it is efficient to use and possible to find solution to the
Travelling Salesman Problem using Genetic Programming
which outperformed other published research works in
‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ using Genetic Algorithm as in
[24]; [4] ,[1] .

The fact that the ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ was
intensively research and applied to life problems ; but what is
still a research problem to date is finding a ‘generally accepted
solution’. This research is therefore one of such several
researches to find an acceptable solution. This research has
clearly indicated that elitist selection method will always yield
lowest tour cost for the ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ at
anytime.
8. RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This research used a ‘one-point crossover’ that selects a
common crossover-point in the parent programs with the same
shape proposed in [22]. Since this research concentrates on the
effects of programs selection methods on the ‘Travelling
Salesman’ tour cost, one didn’t bother to find the effect the
various crossovers available in literature has on the
‘Travelling Salesman’ tour cost. This aspect is still open to
interested researcher to study, hoping that further work on it
could broaden the efficacy of the use of the Genetic
Programming paradigm in resolving the Travelling Salesman
Problem.
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ABSTRACT
A mobile ad hoc network usually symbolized as a MANET has a set of nodes that communicate to each other straightly without
having access points or centralized control setup. The dynamic and infrastructure less nature of Mobile Ad hoc Networks
postures a key challenge to efficient & accurate data packet routing. This leads to incredible expanse of research in routing
protocols adjustable to the dynamic ad hoc network states such as: size of the network, density of traffic scenarios and network
splitting. In ad hoc networks, routing protocols assumes communication between nodes which also acts as routers and facilitate
these routers to select desired routes between the source and the destination. The routing algorithms perform route selection
process between the nodes. In this paper, we have analyzed values of the default parameters of AODV (Ad-hoc On Demand
Distance Vector Routing) with the revised parameter values by using network simulator-3 (NS-3). Our analysis is based on
different performance metrics such as throughput, packet delivery ratio, end to end delay, packet loss and normalized routing
load. Based on this analysis, we concluded performance enhancement of the AODV protocol of the mobile ad hoc network.
Keywords— MANET, AODV, Throughput, Packet delivery ratio, End to end delay, Packet loss, Routing,
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) contains small set or
large set of nodes that communicate each other directly
without depending upon access points and any centralized
control setup. In MANET, nodes are mobile in nature and
their movements and speed can be random which makes them
to have a dynamic network topology [1]. Routing in ad hoc
networks becomes challenging as day by day portable device
users are increasing. These portable network supported
devices are technically advanced and bandwidth consuming
with the high defined video graphics applications etc. Many
researchers have motivated on the algorithmic complexity of
ad-hoc routers [2, 3, 4]. Some other researchers have proposed
new routing solutions [5, 6].

In AODV, fresh routes are ensured with the help of sequence
numbers associated with the routing information. On-demand
routing protocols has lesser overheads as compare to table
driven routing protocols [8]. In AODV, route between the
source and the destination pair is expected to be symmetric
and previous hop life time of the active route is updated along
the reverse path back to the source. AODV does not work with
multiple addresses over each interface. Selection of source
address in AODV is complicated, when AODV does not have
a route, the loop back route is returned, this results the packet
to be looped backed and handled with cache [9]. Here, we
have analysed default parameter values of AODV with certain
modifications in parameter values and tested. As per obtained
results from our experiments, we have noticed enhancement in
performance of AODV routing protocol. Same have been
concluded in the final conclusion section of this paper. Fig. 1
illustrates a simple mobile ad-hoc network with mobile nodes
(MN).

Protocols of MANET are optimized to reduce the number of
hops from the source to the destination. Protocols in MANET
are classified into three types based on route discovery
procedure and maintenance of the routes [7]. These are
reactive or on demand, proactive or table driven and hybrid.
Hybrid protocols are developed by combining features of
reactive and proactive protocols. Here, we have considered
AODV (reactive protocol) for our investigations. AODV is a
typical on demand type protocol, utilizes an on-demand
methodology for finding routes.
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so, optimum values are considered [13].
4. Mobility Model: Mobility models drive the nodes in an adhoc network. Mobility model defines exact location of a
mobile node. Performance variation occurs from one
mobility model to another. Random way point is one of
the mobility model used to evaluate mobile ad-hoc
network protocols.
5. Transmission region: It is the region in which nodes move
from one point to another.
6. No. of Source/Sink Pairs: These are the fixed connections
which send data packets to the applications.
7. Type of Traffic: These are the different types of
applications traffics. These traffics have their own
parameters and these parameters also affect the
performance of the MANET routing protocols. CBR,
Exponential and Pareto are some types of traffic
generators in the mobile ad-hoc networks.
8. Protocol parameters: Protocol parameters also considered in
evaluating performance of MANET routing protocols.
Some parameters of AODV have been discussed in this
paper.

Figure 1: A Simple Mobile Ad-hoc Network
2. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANETS
Route discovery between the source and the destination takes
place by means of Routing. Routing algorithms selects the
routes between source and the destinations. Each MANET
node acts as a router, routing protocols ensures creation of
accurate and efficient routes. Routing protocols are
responsible towards correct and timely delivery of data
packets [10]. A routing protocol describes the method by
which active links between mobile nodes established. Routing
algorithm determines the way in which link paths are
established between a source and the destination.

4. MOBILITY model
In simulation experiments, we have considered Random
Waypoint Mobility Model (RWMM). Random Waypoint
Mobility Model was originally introduced by Johnson and
Maltz. RWMM is one of the well-known models widely used
to evaluate mobile ad-hoc network routing protocols because
of its extensive and easy availability [14]. In random waypoint
mobility model, each and every node begins with pause time
of some fixed seconds. After the pause time, nodes select a
random destination with in the simulation region and with the
random speed between zero and some high speed. Node
moves to the new destination and again encounters another
pause time prior to proceed further for new random location
with the random speed. This process repeats until the end of
simulation time [15].

In mobile ad-hoc networks, network topologies are determined
by the nodes as they are mobile in nature. A new node of
MANET broadcasts its presence to all other nodes of the
network, and it listens to broadcasts made by all other
neighbor nodes. MANET routing protocols can be classified
as reactive or on-demand, proactive or table driven and hybrid
(combination of reactive and proactive protocols) [11]. Link
overheads of mobile ad-hoc network protocols are reduced by
having smaller routing tables. Here, we have simulated the
AODV, the reactive routing protocol.
Examples:
1. Proactive protocols: DSDV, OLSR, WRP and CGSR.
2. Reactive protocols: AODV, DSR, SSA and ABR.
3. Hybrid protocols: CEDAR, ZRP and ZHLS

5. AD-HOC ON DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR
(AODV)

3. PERFORMANCE AFFECTING PARAMETERS

AODV is one of the routing protocols among mobile ad-hoc
network routing protocols. It was developed by utilizing some
main properties of DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) and
DSDV (Destination Sequenced Distance Vector) routing
protocols. It was cooperatively developed by C.Perkins,
E.Belding-Royer and S.Das on July’2003 [14]. AODV is a
reactive or on demand distance vector routing protocol. It
provides routes only on-demand basis. In AODV, procedures
of route finding and updated routing tables are used to
maintain new routing information [16]. In ad-hoc on demand
distance vector (AODV) routing, each and every node
maintains a routing table which holds details of next hop
address in order to reach specific destination. In AODV, if a
source node “S” wants to communicate with the destination
node “D” without having destination address in its routing

Various factors affect the performance of MANET routing
protocols some of them are listed hereunder:
1. Transmit Power: In data propagation, transmit power is
considered as major factor. Characteristics of the ad –hoc
network can be changed by changing the transmitted
power. “As power increases, the influence of mobility
decreases and the effective density increases” [12].
2. Node Velocity: Mobility is the key factor in mobile ad-hoc
networks. Every node of the MANET moves from one
point to another. Performance degrades for higher values
of node velocity due to multiple link failures [13].
3. Node Density: It is the population of nodes in an ad-hoc
network. Lesser values of node density promote lower
reachability and higher values do not gain improvements
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table then the source node “S” generates a RREQ (Route
Request) message and broadcasts it throughout the network till
it reaches the destination node “D”.
Then the destination node “D” generates a RREP (Route
Reply) message and sends it to the source node “S” to confirm
the path. If path break found for any reason, then the
destination node generates RERR (Route Error) message and
broadcasts it throughout the network. Fig. 1 demonstrates the
propagation of RREQ between source node “S” and the
destination node “D”. The destination node “D” is propagating
RREP message to the source node and it generates RERR
message and broadcast it throughout the network when path
break found.

received from the node.
4. Hop count entry of the routing table then copied to the
RREQ message.
5. Life time is set to the maximum of existing life time and
minimal life time.
In AODV, if the RREQ has the incremented value, then the
destination node should increase its own sequence number by
one. Else, sequence number of the destination node does not
change prior to the generation of RREP message. During
routing table of the destination created or updated then the
following actions takes place:
1. The created route is marked as active route.
2. The sequence number of the destination is marked as
valid one.
3. In the routing table, next hop entry is the address of the
node from which RREP is received.
4. Value of the hop counter is set to be hop count of
RREP+1.
5. The Expiry time is set to the real time plus the life time
value of RREP.
In AODV, when a member node of the network receives hello
message from any of its neighbors then that node ensures the
active route to that neighbor. If no active routes are present
then it will create a route for that neighbor. When a route
discovery tried at RREQ retries with the maximum TTL
without receiving RREP, then all the data packets of that
destination are dropped and destination unreachable message
is delivered to the source [20].

Figure 2: Demonstration of AODV routing protocol.
In AODV, path between the source and destination pair is
expected to be symmetric [20]. The updating of routing table
is carried out for the active route life time for the last hop
through the reverse path back to the source. AODV does not
work with multiple addresses through the single interface. In
AODV, selection of source address is tricky, when AODV
does not have a route, the loop back route is returned. This
causes the packet to go for loop back and cached when route is
found. TCP (Transmission control protocol, a connection
oriented protocol) needs to build endpoint four tuples and
build a pseudo-header for the purpose of check-summing.

6. PERFORMANCE METRICS
There are different performance metrics are available to
evaluate mobile ad-hoc network protocols, out of which we
have used the Throughput, Packet delivery ratio, End to end
delay, Packet loss and Normalized routing load [18].
1. Throughput:
Amount of data transported from the source node to the
destination node through the network in a unit time expressed
in Kbps (Kilobits per second) is called throughput.

Therefore, AODV required guessing the eventual source
address. This problem does not occur for single interface and
nodes with single addresses. During processing of multiple
outgoing interfaces, AODV follows to pick the first available
interface of the AODV. In AODV, nodes verify to determine
whether or not it has received a RREQ with the same source
address and RREQ ID (Route Request Identity). When such
RREQ received, then the node discards the new RREQ
received. During the creation or updating of the reverse route,
the following actions are taken over the route [20]:
1. From the RREQ, originating source sequence number is
compared with the corresponding sequence number of
the destination in the routing table and copied it if there
exist greater value.
2. The valid sequence number is therefore set as true.
3. In the routing table, next hop entry becomes RREQ

Throughput = (8 ×Bytes received) ÷ (1024 × Simulation time)
(1)
Larger values of throughput give better and enhanced
performance. Throughput is derived in Kbps.
2. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR):
Fraction of total received packets to that of total sent packets
is called packet delivery ratio.
PDR = (total packets received) ÷ (total packets sent) × 100%
(2)
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Large values of PDR provide better and
performance. PDR is derived in % (percentage).

enhanced

3. End to End Delay (EED):
Average time interval between packets produced at the source
node and effective delivery of these packets at the destination
node is called end to end time delay.
EED = (sum of delay) ÷ (total packets received)
(3)

8. SIMULATION RESULTS
Investigations on AODV have been carried out by keeping 10
number of source/sink fixed connections and varying number
of nodes. The simulation scenarios and obtained results are
presented in the following tables and graphs.

Lesser values of end to end delay provide better and enhanced
performance. EED is derived in ms (mille second).

Table 1: General simulation parameters
Parameter
Assigned Value
50
Number of Nodes

4. Packet Loss:
Difference between the total packets sent and the total packets
received is called packet loss.

Simulation Time

Packet loss = (total packets sent) – (total packets received)
(4)

Pause Time

Packet loss is derived as number of packets.

Wi-Fi mode

5. Normalized Routing Load (NRL):

Wi-Fi Rate
Transmit Power

The ratio of no. of routing packets transported to the total data
packets received is called normalized routing load [19].

Mobility model
NRL = (No. of routing packets sent) ÷ (No. of total data
packets received)
(5)

No. of Source/Sink

Higher values of Normalized routing load leads to lesser
efficiency in terms of bandwidth consumption.

Sent Data Rate
Packet Size

150 seconds
No pause time
Ad-hoc
2Mbps (802.11b)
7.5 dBm
Random Waypoint mobility
model
10
2048 bits per second
(2.048Kbps)
64 Bytes

7. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Node Speed

For our experimentation, we have used 3.13 version of NS-3
(Network Simulator-3) to simulate AODV parameters. NS-3 is
a discrete-event open source network simulator [9]. It is
developed using C++ programming language with optional
bindings of the python. NS-3 has enhanced simulation
capabilities. NS-3 is not rearward adjusted with the NS-2
(Network Simulator-2). NS-3 was built from the scratch to
replace APIs (Application program Interfaces) of the NS-2.
Some NS-2 modules have been ported to the NS-3. NS-3 does
not support NS-2 APIs [18]. We have used CENTOS Linux
(open source Linux) operating system here.

Protocols used
Region

20 m/s

AODV
300x1500 m

Revised parameters values of AODV routing protocol are
mentioned in Table 2 [20].
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Table 2: Revised values of AODV parameters
Parameter
Assigned Value
RREQ Retries
3
RREQ Rate Limit
20 RREQ per second
Active Route Timeout
5 seconds
Net Diameter
45
Node Traversal Time
50 ms
Net Traversal Time
4.5 seconds

Table 3: Throughput (in Kbps)
No. of Nodes

AODV (Default)

AODV (Modified)

30

16.04

17.02

Path Discovery Time

9 seconds

40

17.93

16.18

My Route Timeout

18 seconds

50

14.47

13.69

Hello Interval

2 seconds

60

1.87

13.58

Allowed Hello Loss

3

70

9.73

13.82

Delete Period

25 seconds

80

11.62

16.40

90

0.68

3.50

100

1.42

12.81

Next Hop Wait

60 mille seconds

Timeout Buffer
Blacklist Timeout
Max Queue Time
Max Queue Length

3
13.5 seconds
30 seconds (Default used)
64 (Default used)

AODV Parameter Metrics [20]:
1. Net Traversal Time = (2 × Net Diameter) × (Node Traversal
time)
(6)
2. Path Discovery Time = (2 × Net Traversal Time) (7)
3. My Route Timeout = (2 × max(Path Discovery Time,
Active Route Timeout)
(8)

Figure 3: Throughput over No. of nodes.

4. Delete Period = (5 × max (Active Route Timeout, Hello
Interval)
(9)

Table 4: Packet Delivery Ratio (in %)

5. Next Hop Wait = (Node Traversal Time + 10 Milliseconds)
(10)

No. of Nodes

6. Blacklist Timeout = (RREQ Retries × Net Traversal Time)
(11)

30

80.22

85.10

40

89.63

80.88
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50

72.33

68.45

60

9.35

67.88

70

48.63

69.10

80

58.08

82.10

90

3.42

17.48

100

7.08

64.05

Figure 5: EED over No. of nodes

Table 6: Packet Loss (in No. of packets)
Figure 4: PDR over No. of nodes

No. of Nodes

AODV (Default)

AODV (Modified)

30

1187

894

40

622

1147

50

1660

1893

60

5439

1927

70

3082

1854

80

2515

1079

90

5795

4951

100

5575

2157

Table 5: End to End Delay (in ms)
No.of nodes

AODV (Default)

AODV (Modified)

30

6.17

4.38

40

2.89

5.91

50

9.56

11.52

60

242.38

11.83

70

26.41

11.18

80

18.04

5.48

90

706.71

117.99

100

327.94

14.03
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Figure 6: Packet loss over No. of nodes
Table 7 Normalized Routing Load
No. of Nodes

AODV (Default)

AODV (Modified)

30

0.802

0.851

40

0.896

0.809

50

0.723

0.685

60

0.094

0.679

70

0.486

0.691

80

0.581

0.82

90

0.034

0.175

100

0.071

0.641
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This multiplication method is also commutative and was
adopted in this paper. The identity of R with respect to this
multiplication is

1. INTRODUCTION
In [1], an entity

=

where

was introduced as rhotrix.
The entry

=

The sum
+

. The Multiplicative inverse of =

-1

=-

=

such that

The set

is not an integral domain [20]. In Mohammed [2], a

generalised definition of a rhotrix of dimension
operations defined above, was presented as the set

By this definition of addition, the additive inverse of
is - =-

The zero of

.

=

was defined as the addition of two rhotrices and it is
commutative.

=

is

is called heart.

=

.

was given by

and was termed the

zero rhotrix. The ordered pair

is a commutative group.

with the

Scalar multiplication was given as
=
The multiplication of two rhotrices

·

=

.

where
and

upon division of

was given by

.
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,

and
by .

is the integer value
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In [16], modulo rhotrix was introduced as a rhotrix in form of

such that,

Where, addition (+) and multiplication (•) are done modulo
under the addition and multiplication of rhotrices. Also,
,

,

The additive identity is

The multiplicative identity is
Various works have been conducted on rhotrices with the aid
of the adopted multiplication method which can be found in
[2, 5-7]. More studies have been conducted in the areas of
algebra and that of mathematical analysis which appeared in
[8- 13, 15-19].
2. RHOTRIX AFFINE CIPHERS (LINEAR CIPHERS)
And if

Some discussions and ideas from [3-4, 13-14] have been
useful here. The letter A was represented by the number 1, B
by the number 2, C by the number 3 and so on, where lastly Z
was represented by 0. Arithmetic operations were done
modulo 26. The discussion holds on rhotrices of any size but
here rhotrices where t = 5 were used. To encrypt, let

the multiplicative inverse of

Y = AX + B (mod 26) such that X and Y are input (plain text)
and output (cipher text) rhotrices of t entries. A is a fixed key
invertible rhotrix also B is a fixed key rhotrix. To decrypt
there we compute
is

X=
(Y − B) (mod 26) such that
is the inverse of A in
the key space RL(5,
), the set of all rhotrices of order t=5
that are invertible over
mod 26. In other words, the
encryption keys are A, B and those of decryption are
, −B
respectively. Clearly, the Hill cipher is a special case of the
affine cipher where B is the zero rhotrix. The plaintext was
represented in the column major throughout the study but row
major can also be used.
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3. ALGORITHM
Represent the plaintext and cipher text by numbers from
according to the allocation used in the above section. Let

and
Computing the product of each of the rhotrices above by the
key rhotrix modulo 26 and adding it to rhotrix we obtain
the cipher text . For example, suppose
such that

Where

For

, define the functions

And

(mod 26)
and
X=

(Y − B) (mod 26)

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The cipher text for

The illustration of the affine cipher as stated above is of the
alphabet length 26, an invertible rhotrix
of order and a

is

both with entries from
. Plaintext can be
rhotrix
transform to a cipher text, by grouping the plain text to
smaller groups and padding the plaintext rhotrix with zeros in
all the vacant places. For instance, suppose the plaintext under
consideration is ’COMPUTED’ it can be broken as COM |
PUT | ED and represented in rhotrix form as follows:

Now, to decrypt this message, compute
X=
(Y − B) (mod 26)
But from the review in section one,
-1

=-

If the above representation is used,
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[7] Mohammed, A., Rhotrices and their Applications in
Enrichment of Mathematical Algebra, Proceedings
of the third international conference on
Mathematical sciences (Alain, United Arab
Emirates: ICM2008), vol. 1: 145-154 (2008)
[8] Mohammed, A., A Remark on the Classification of
Rhotrices as Abstract Structures, International
journal of physical science, vol. 4(9): 496-499
(2009)
[9] Mohammed, A., On the Construction of Rhomtrees
as Graphical Representation of Rhotrices, Notes on
Number Theory and Discrete Maths, vol. 17(1): 2129 (2011)
[10] Mohammed, A., Theoretical Development and
Application of Rhotrices, PhD Dissertation.
Amazon.com (2011b)
[11] Mohammed, A., Et al., On the Generalization and
Algorithmatization of the Heart-Based Method for
Multiplication of Rhotrices, International journal of
Computer Information Systems, vol. 1(2):46-49
(2011c)
[12] Mohammed, A. and Tijjani, A.A., Rhotrix
Topological Spaces. International journal of
advances in Science and Technology, vol. 2: 41-47
(2011)
[13] Mokhtari, M. and Naragi, H., Analysis and Design
of Affine and Hill Ciphers. Journal of Mathematics
Research, 4(1): 67-77 (2012)
[14] Overbey J., Traves W., and Wojdylo J., On the Key
space of the Hill Cipher. Cryptologia. 29(1): 59-72
(2005)
[15] Tudunkaya, S.M., Rhotrix Polynomials and
Polynomial Rhotrices, Pure and applied math
journal, 1(1): 1-4 (2013)
[16] Tudunkaya, S.M. and Makanjuola, S.O., Certain
Construction of Finite Fields, J. of the Nig. Mathl.
Phy., vol. 22: 95-104 (2012)
[17] Tudunkaya, S.M. and Makanjuola, S.O., Certain
Quadratic Extensions, J. of the Nig. Mathl Phy., vol.
21: 271-280 (2012b)
[18] Tudunkaya, S.M. and Makanjuola, S.O., Certain
Fields and Field Extensions, Asian journal of
mathematics and computer science, vol. 7(4): 332344 (2015)
[19] Usaini, S. and Tudunkaya, S.M., Note on Certain
field of fractions, Global journal of science frontier
research, 7(7): 75-81 (2012)

And from the fact that dividing by the square of eleven is the
same as multiplying by the square of its multiplicative inverse
modulo 26, and also,

Moreover,

Combining these facts
-1

=-

It can be checked that
X=
(Y − B) (mod 26)
5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the affine ciphers of rhotrices. These
ciphers have some advantages over those of matrices as the
commutativity in terms of multiplication, rich key space and
simplicity in the computation of inverses. In the first section,
an introduction which covers the algebra of rhotrices was
given followed by the description of the affine ciphers in
section two. The algorithm and implementation of these
ciphers were presented under sections three and four
respectively. In other words, sections two, three and four
contained the main contributions of the paper.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has developed extensively for executing resource-intensive applications. As a result, many commercial and
industrial services are now hosted on the cloud for computation using resources that would have been unaffordable if owned
privately. The hosting, storage, and big data computation using cloud resources are becoming norm of the day and the pricing of
the resources have become an important problem. Existing literature shows that a few economic models have been reported for
pricing cloud resources using static approaches. In this paper, we address a novel application of financial option pricing theory to
the management of distributed computing resources for pricing. First, we highlight the importance of finance models for the
given problem and then we provide a justification for the fitness of option theory to price the distributed computing resources
especially resources (memory, storage, software, and compute cycles) for the cloud. Second, we design and develop pricing
model and generate pricing results for the usage of such resources. We use a large number of experiments to provide justification
for our proposed pricing model. We compare the simulated system to real cloud trace data based on the spot price for the cloud
resources.
Keywords: Cloud resources, financial options, price volatility, compute cycles, opting pricing, cloud trace.
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1. INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND
Many cloud resources such as CPU cycles, memory, network
bandwidths, throughput, computing power, disks, processor,
and various measurements and instrumentation tools exist as
state artifacts. Their existence/availability are transient and
their valuation can be described with the same theories that
support financial option principles in commodity and asset
management. Unlike tangible assets such as gold, silver, iron
ore, crude oil, or other solid mineral resources, cloud
resources are not easily storable. Hence, we characterize them
as non-storable computational resources. Since they are nonstorable, their existence can only be vetted in the financial
option computational paradigm as compute cycles or compute
seed.

networks. These pose computation challenges for resource
management. Among the characteristics of the cloud resources
enumerated, (i) and (ii) accounts for a high level of volatility
of the resources. In the existing literature, research efforts
focus on the application of traditional methods such as
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) or Net Preset Value (NPV) [2]
to value transient resources (CPU cycles, memory, network
bandwidths, throughput, computing power, disks, processor,
and various measurements and instrumentation tools).
However, the valuation of non-storable compute cycles cannot
be modeled exactly if the target model cannot manage
heterogeneity of the resources as well as the presence of high
volatility in their availability. In the absence of flexibility of
pricing cloud resource and services we engage two strategies
to develop a model to price them. First, we simulate cloud
resources usage in order to justify our proposed pricing model
using the CloudSim [3] toolkit. CloudSim is a framework for
modeling and simulation of cloud computing infrastructures
and services. In this part of the work, we integrate a financial
option based pricing model with CloudSim framework and use
it as a cloud simulation tool to price cloud compute resources.
Secondly, we evaluate our proposed model using the data
from real clouds trace data. The Analysis of usage of the cloud
resources from simulation and real cloud trace data shows the
feasibility of a financial option based model for pricing cloud
resources.

Therefore, one of the means to value them is by the use of
financial options. The pricing of cloud resources is a
challenging and an important task because of the characteristic
nature of cloud computational resources; (i) they are
heterogeneous and numerous [1] (geographically dispersed
ownership and time zones affects their availability), (ii) they
exists as compute cycles with a high volatility of their
availability, (iii) security of resources and policy requirement
differs from one geo-political region to another, (iv) resource
management policies are administered differently, (v) there is
unreliability of resources and environments, and (vi) the
resources are connected by heterogeneous, multi-level
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Currently, the cost for using cloud resources especially for
research, commercial, and industrial purposes is fixed. It
means a flat rate is charged for executing jobs on the clouds.
For example, supposed that a fixed cost of $2.00 is charged for
8GB RAM, it may be considered as too expensive if the 8GB
RAM will not be completely used up for the purpose it was
requested. A flexible charging means paying less than $2 to
execute the job on the cloud. Despite the current static
charging system, there is a large interest in big data for
computing. As a result, cloud computing is experiencing a
mushrooming of many service providers. Amazon, for
example, introduced a Simple Storage Service S3 [4] system
and the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) ([5], [6]) for users.
Amazon’s S3 provides data-intensive, low cost, and highly
available data storage system. EC2 provides on-demand
computing resource as a virtual machine. One of the
drawbacks of these services is that the resource prices are
static.

2. RELATED WORK
Earlier developments in grid computing which gave rise to
cloud computing offered lead research efforts from security,
distributed resources management and scheduling to grid
market economy. Because many of the grids were production
and research grids, services are made available free of charge
or with minimal service charges. However, as the grid idea
developed into cloud ideas and many commercial and
industrial applications find computation cost saving benefits in
cloud computing, charging (billing) became an important
aspect of the current research efforts. A greedy approach was
static charging for cloud resources use. Therefore, in existing
literature, approaches for managing distributed resources
applied resource scheduling principles.
These include the Tycoon [13] and the Condor system [14]. In
[13] and [14], it was assumed that resource requirements can
be estimated a priori by the users. Based on these user
estimates, a computation cost was associated. The costing
procedure was matchmaking function by matching jobs to
resources based on resource requirements and resource
availability. As reported by many studies of empirical proof
([16], [17], and [15]), the approach could be misleading
because many users are not sincere while they estimate
requirements for their jobs – they tend to supply inaccurate
estimates of resources required and job runtime. As a result,
relying on these erroneous job requirement estimates could
lead to poor resource management. The estimates provided by
these studies are poor because they allow users to continue to
provide estimates even in cases where there are indications of
strong incentives for faithful reporting. For instance,
scheduling such as backfilling [17] schedules the first job in
the queue that could be completed given the available
resources. This would mean providing incentives to quote low
runtime requirements. Similarly, jobs may be evicted from
queue if the actual runtime is higher than the estimated
runtime. This helps to ensure that users do not quote low
resource and runtime estimates that are not realizable.

Other initiatives include AppNexus [7], GoGrid [8], Google
App Engine [9], Microsoft Azure Services [10], and Joyent
Accelerator [11]. Requirement for flexibility in resource usage
is seen from the choices made available to users. Such choices
include the decision to use the resources at a time in the
present or at some time in the future. It is hard to make
decision using NPV or DCF without losing the realistic value
of the decision [2]. To price the cloud resources, we treat them
as computational assets and we formulate a pricing model
using the theories of financial option to compute option value
and the best exercise time for resource usage.
1.1 Financial Options
A financial option (see, for example [12]) can be defined as
the right to buy or to sell an underlying asset that is traded in
an exchange for an agreed-on sum. The right to buy or sell an
option expires if the right is not exercised on or before a
specified period. If this right of exercise is lost, the option
buyer will also loose the premium paid at the beginning of the
contract. The exercise price which is also called the strike
price (mentioned in an option contract) is the stated price at
which the asset can be bought or sold at a date in the future. A
call option on the other hand, grants the holder the right (but
not obligation) to buy the underlying asset at the specified
strike price. Two option styles are American option and
European option. An American option can be exercised any
time during the life of the option contract. On the other hand, a
European option can only be exercised at expiry.

When estimates of resource requirements are poorly
requested, they can significantly undermine the efficiency of
the scheduling algorithms used. The consequences of allowing
users to provide their computation requirements is that the
realized costs may be considerably different from their
estimates, causing considerable ex-post regret when costs
exceed expectations. This is also not desirable. Solutions are
needed to address inefficiencies that is caused poor estimates
of resource requirements so that buyers can better estimate
costs and schedulers can better assign jobs to resources and
resource providers can make favorable capacity decisions or
managements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
review related work. Section 3 provides the model theory,
description, and assumptions. Section 4 describes the model
architecture and integration with CloudSim. Section 5 presents
our experiments, results, and discussions. Section 6 ends the
paper and provide directions for future work.
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On market economy, Kang et al. in [18], Sulistio et al. in [19],
and Tan and Gurd in [20] focus research efforts on resource
allocation and resource scheduling with references. However,
Mutz et al. [17] has some interesting research observations.
They critically re-examined a batched queue-environment
which consists of a simple form of batched-queue of jobs
for
waiting to access computing resources; where
receives service before
. The resources granted is based
on the owners’ parameters or behavior which they used to
model a payment function. Shrma et al. [26] valuated cloud
resources on the basis of the age of technology of the
components that constitute the cloud. However, many of the
cloud resources such as compute cycles and compute seed do
not heavily relay on age. Our work is novel because we use
the real trace data to capture the realistic figure of our option
values which is a complete replica of real life.

In a trinomial approach, we apply the trinomial-tree model
[21] to price mainly American-style and European-style
options on a single underlying asset. Options pricing under the
Black-Scholes model [22] requires the solution of the partial
differential equation and satisfied by the option price. In order
to compute the option prices, we need to build the discrete
time and state binomial model of the asset price and then
apply discounted expectations [23]. Suppose S is the current
asset price and that r is the riskless and continuously
compounded interest rate, the risk-neutral Black-Scholes
model of an asset price paying the continuous dividend yield
of δ for each year [12] is given by:

For convenience, let
, where

3. PRICING MODEL

, Equation (1) can be written as
. Let us consider a

trinomial model of asset price in a small interval , we set the
asset price changes by
. Suppose this change remain the
same or changes by , with likelihood of an up movement
pu, chance of steady move (without a change) pm, and chance
of a downward movement pd.

Our model is developed using three approached; (a) two basic
assumption, (b) Trinomial lattice approach, and (c)
introduction of price variant factor into the overall model.
3.1 Assumptions
We made the following assumptions to aid the development of
our model.

The drift (as a result of known reasons) and volatility (σ,
because of unknown reasons) parameters of the asset price can
be obtained in the simplified discrete process using
, and pd. In a trinomial lattice the price step (with a
choice) is given by
and imposing the unitary sum
of the likelihoods, we obtain a relationship between the
parameters of the continuous time and trinomial (a
discretization of the Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM)),
that is,

Assumption 1: We set some base prices for the cloud
resources. These assumed prices are the prices that reflect the
current real sale prices but discounted almost as close to
100%.
Assumption 2: Since the resources exists in non-storable
(nonstable) states, we value them as real assets. This
assumption qualifies them to fit into the general stream of
investment included in the real option valuation approach.
This assumption also justifies resources availability. Since the
resources are nonstable, a high volatility (σ) affects the
resources availability. This is responsible for a shorter use
time of cloud resources compared with the life of option in
financial valuation methods. A holder of the option to use the
cloud resources has an obligation-free chance of exercising the
right. The obligation-free status enables us to apply existing
finance option valuation theory to model our pricing scheme.

where

is the expectation as mentioned before.

From Equation (2),

We

the unitary probability sum as
,
where
are
the
probabilities of the price going up, down or remaining same
respectively. We solve Equations (2), (3), and (4) to yield the
transitional probabilities:

3.2. Trinomial Lattice Approach to Option Pricing
Consider an asset whose price is initially
and an option on
the asset whose current price is . Suppose the option has a
lifetime of . It can either move up with a probability
from
to a new level
with a payoff value of fu or move down
to
from to a new level,
and with a payoff value of fd
where
and
. This lead to a one-step binomial. We
have trinomial if it could also maintain a steady level (without
either moving up or moving down), with a probability
We
define a job in the cloud as a service that need one or more of
the resources from start to finish.
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We replicate the one-step trinomial process to form an n-step
trinomial tree. For number of time steps (horizontal level) n =
4, the number of leaves (height) in such a tree is given by 2n +
1. We index a node by referencing a pair (i, j) where i points at
the level (row index) and j shows the distance from the top
(column index). Time t is referenced from the level index
by
(i, j) is thus connected to node (i + 1, j)
(upward move), to node (i + 1, j + 1) (steady move), and to
node (i + 1, j + 2) (downward move). The option price and the
asset price at node (i, j) are given by
and
respectively. The number of up and down
moves required to reach (i, j) from (0, 0) estimates the asset
price and is given by

To price the multi-resources system, we suppose a real option
depends on some other variables such as the expected growth
rate
and the volatility respectively . Then if we let
for any number of derivatives of
as

(

with
respectively,

prices
we

where the variables

such
p
have

is the set

of resources .
Applying the price variant factor pf for pricing options, we
have:

where the stochastic term is
The value of its membership
function (high for pf > 0) control the strength of the pf . So for
a multi-asset problem, we have:

At maturity, that is, when
for European style options
for American style options, the option
or when
values are determined by the pay off. Therefore, for a call
option whenever the intent is to buy an asset at a previously
determined strike price, the payoff is given as:

The

of
is determined such that
. This shows that the actual and expected
value of S is equal to the future price, p. A user may need
compute cycles (bandwidth) in the first quarter, second
quarter, third quarter, and fourth quarter of the year from
today and therefore decides to pay some amount, $p to hold a
position for the expected increase. We show this using a
3−step trinomial for the spot price for bandwidth as $pT bit
per second (bps) and for the projected first quarter, second
quarter, third quarter, and fourth quarter of the year future
prices
and
respectively. In this case, the two
uncertainties are the quantity of bandwidth that will be
available and the price per bit. However, we can get an
estimate for the stochastic process for bandwidth prices by
substituting some assumed values of pf and σ (for example, pf
= 10%, σ = 20%) in Equation (13). Suppose
represents the
option values at l for
level and j node for
(for a trinomial lattice only); that is,
represents the option value at level 1 and at pu.

and for an intent to sell, the payoff is computed using
Equation (10).

where in Equation (9) and Equation (10) the value K
represents the strike price at maturity
for a Europeanstyle option, and the strike price before, or on maturity for an
American-style option. To calculate option prices, we apply
the discounted expectations under the risk neutral assumption.
For an American put option (for example), for i < n:

For a European call option (exercised on maturity only),

While option price starts at
, we apply the expression for
with Equations (7), and (8) or (9) to get the option price at
every time step and node of the trinomial-tree. We now model
grid resources based on the transient availability of the grid
compute cycles, the availability of compute cycles, and the
value of volatility of prices associated with the compute
cycles. Given maturity date t, expectation of the risk-neutral
value
, the future price F(t) of a contract on grid resources
could
be
expressed
as
where

value

3.3. Price Variant Factor
An important functionality of our model is the price variance
factor
. We define
as
. Its value depends
on changes in technological developments such as new and
faster algorithms, faster and cheaper processors, and changes
in access rights and policies. The certainty in predicting the
effects caused by these is hard using crisp schemes. As a
result, we capture the resultant changes using fuzzy logic and
as a fuzzy number. For a use time of
, we
treat
express
as a fuzzy membership function that is,
. For
example, the cloud resources may become under used if users
find better and faster ways to solve their computing problems.

(see for example [12]):
Consider a trinomial model of asset price in a small interval
∆t, the asset price increases by ∆x, remain the same or
decreases by ∆x, with probabilities; probability of up
movement pu, probability of steady move (staying at the
middle) pm, and probability of a downward movement pd.
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Therefore, to increase the cloud resources usage with more
capacity for computations under same technology, we set the
value of (ut) to 0.1 and with new technology, the
.
we can then adjust the price in the use of cloud resources by
while providing QoS set at the Service Level
Agreement (SLA) of the contract.

4.1. The CloudSim Simulation Architecture
Figure 1 shows the three main layers of the CloudSim
architecture – the top user layer has two other sub layers (a)
the simulation specification layer and (b) the scheduling
policy layer. The second (middle) layer from the top is the
CloudSim core layer.

3.4. Fuzzy Logic Framework
To fuzzify the utility of the cloud, we express the quality of
the resources availability as a function of the time when
resources are needed and the time the resources become
,
available for use. That is the resources ( ,
where
is the life of the contract and is given as
,
and tut is the actual utilization time. A best scenario is when
, i.e., when the resources are available when is
needed or
(no wait time). If
, use is “now”
otherwise,
and usage is in the future until the end of
the contract period (say 6 months). Users often request and use
for computation and expects a best scenario where service
provided meets expectations or when
for a high
QoS. In this instance, it is hard to guarantee provision of the
on-demand and satisfy the users’ QoS without additional to
satisfy the conditions named in the SLAs document. To
, and QoS, we
capture the fuzziness of the parameters ,
express them in terms of their fuzzy membership functions.
That is,
, and µ(QoS) respectively. If T is a fuzzy
set, the membership function is defined (see for example [24])
as
To price the cloud resources,
we consider only its heavily utilized resources. The RAM and
CPU cycles are most requested resources provided in the Cerit
Scientific Cloud [25]. The generated workload trace shows
91% normalized memory availability in Cerit Scientific
Cloud. Therefore, we use memory availability index set at
0.91 in our simulation. This index,
, can be expressed as a
fuzzy membership function,
Where
is the
calibrated
set
of
prices
(
)
where
. We provide the fuzzy membership
function of the range of prices in Equation (14).

Figure 1.0: Layered CloudSim Architecture [3]
It houses the (i) user interface structures, (ii) the virtual
machine (VM) services, (iii) the cloud services, (iv) the cloud
resources, and (v) the network architecture. The third core
layer is the CloudSim core simulation engine. The CloudSim
simulation specification layer provides support for modeling
and simulation of virtualized Cloud-based data center
environments. This include the dedicated management
interfaces for VMs, memory, storage, and bandwidth. Other
fundamental functions handled by the CloudSim simulation
specification layer are provisioning of hosts to VMs,
managing application execution, and monitoring dynamic
system state, are handled by this layer.

4. MODEL ARCHITECTURE AND INTEGRATION
WITH CLOUDSIM
In our model architecture, we normalize base prices for the
grid resources using SLA and QoS as constraints for
individual (local) grids. We also consider economic and
market behaviors for resources conflict in the grid. For a
detailed discussion on the model architecture see [1].
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A Cloud provider must implement strategies at this layer if the
interest is to monitor the different policies in allocating its
hosts to VMs (VM provisioning). Such implementation
requires a great deal of programming that extends the core
VM provisioning functionality. This layer is also associated
with executing applications from the provider’s defined QoS
levels. In the current study, we integrate the top layer of our
pricing model (price and usage optimization level) onto the
top layer of CloudSim. The VM manages events and
components interaction in the CloudSim. The second layer
consists of the infrastructure components such as network and
resource hardware. This layer also enables the design and
integration of user interfaces. The third and fourth layers are
responsible for the simulation and modeling of computational
grid entities. Simulation of the cloud resource broker takes
place in the CloudSim layer. The top layer consists of the
cloud scenario, user requirements, I/O interface, and
application configuration.

5. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSIONS
We setup the base prices for cloud resources based on real and
current market value. For example, if a 10GB of RAM costs
about $20. For a minimal 2 years for the 100% return on
investment for a cloud owner, we charge $0.50 × 10−6 per day
per MB. Similarly, suppose it costs $60.00 for 1TB hard disk
then we fix a base price of $3.43 × 10−8 per day per MB as a
charge for the cloud storage. Similarly, we set a base price of
$3.43 × 10−6 per day per MHz of CPU cycles for a 1.00 GHz
processor. These base prices that we choose are as low as
possible because of repeated use of the cloud resources by
many users. We use the data sets generated from Torque traces
[26] at the national Center CERIT-SC (CERIT Scientific
Cloud). The trace data were collected from January to April
2015. These data sets contain over 102,657 job descriptions.
The jobs are divided per-user, with specified batches and their
mutual dependencies. The shared memory machines run 8
clusters and has approximately 4,000 CPUs.
The cloud resources trace that we collected from the CERIT
Scientific Cloud, include number of processors, memory, CPU
time, run time, and wait time. First, we analyze these traces.
To price the usage, we run the trinomial lattice using the
following model parameters: For example, for a one-step
trinomial tree we use strike price (K = $20.00, $22.50, $25.50,
$27.50, $30.00), resources price (S = $0.80), expiration time
(T = 90 days or 0.25 years), interest rate (r = 0.06), volatility
(σ = 0.3), and the number of time steps
). We
extend our study by varying the volatility σ in steps of 0.1,
0.2, …, 0.7 starting from 0.2 and N = 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128, 256. For a 3-month contract, for example, N = 3 would
mean a 2 month step size and N = 6 would mean a 1 week step
size.
Experiment 1: For the European call, we used two test values
of strike price K = $20.00 and $22.50 to gauge the behavior of
the option in the money. For the first value of K, with the
increase of the time step to 128 the option value converged to
$7.34. Figure 3.0 shows that there was a jump in the value of
the option after the first step, this could be due to the effect of
the volatility became more pronounced in the option price at
this period. For the second value of the strike price. In Table
1.0 we show that the option value converged to $5.33, after 64
time steps. There was also a jump in the option value after the
first time step. At the later time steps, the option value
converged smoothly to a particular value. At the money, we
observed the option value converged to $3.62 after time step
128, there was a downward slide in the value of the option
after time step 1, from $3.78 to $3.38. This could be due to the
effect of the volatility being more pronounced at this period.
We used these two values of the strike price K = $27.50 and
$30.00 to gauge the behavior of the option out-of-the-money.
In Table 1.0, we observed that for the first value of K, the
option price converged to $2.29 after time step 128. There was
no observable jump in the option value for this strike price.

Figure 2.0: Integrated Pricing Architecture
Figure 2.0 shows our adapted integrated architectural model.
The cloud resource pricing was carried out at the user code
level of the CloudSim architecture. The QoS/SLA monitoring
was achieved using a fuzzy classification approach.
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For the second value of K, the option value converged to
$1.32 after time step 32. It is observable that the option
converged in an earlier time steps compared to other strike
prices. This can be attributed to the option value being deep
out-of-the-money at this period. Table 1.0 shows the time
steps and option values for European call using
.

Table 2.0: Strike price Vs Option values for European call
f@
f@
f@
Strike Price K
N=0
N=8
N=64
20.00
5.00
7.34
7.34
22.50
2.50
5.35
5.33
25.00
0.00
3.55
3.61
27.50
0.00
2.25
2.28
30.00
0.00
1.33
1.35

Table 1.0: Time steps and Option Values for European call
Time Steps
(N)
f@K=$20.0
0
f@K=$22.5
0
f@K=$25.0
0
f@K=$27.5
0
f@K=$30.0
0

0

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

128 256

5.0
0
2.5
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0

7.2
6
5.4
6
3.7
6
2.0
6
0.3
6

7.3
7
5.3
7
3.3
8
2.3
4
1.3
1

7.3
2
5.3
8
3.4
9
2.3
3
1.1
7

7.3
4
5.3
5
3.5
5
2.2
9
1.3
3

7.3
3
5.3
2
3.5
9
2.2
5
1.3
3

7.3
4
5.3
4
3.6
0
2.2
9
1.3
5

7.3
4
5.3
3
3.6
1
2.2
8
1.3
5

7.3
4
5.3
3
3.6
2
2.2
9
1.3
5

7.3
4
5.3
3
3.6
2
2.2
9
1.3
5

Figure 4.0: Strike Price and Option Values
for European Call

Simulation 2: American put
For the American call, we used two strike prices K =$27.5 and
30.00 to gauge the behavior of the put option when it is in-themoney, it was observed in Table 3.0 and in Figure 5 that the
value of the option was constant at $2.50 for the first strike
price and $5.00 for the second strike price. This could be
attributed to the expected payoff being greater than the
computed payoff at all time steps. It was also discovered that
the option value converged earlier than the corresponding
European call.
This substantiates the early exercise of American options atthe-money. Table 3.0 shows the option value converged at
time step 15 with $1.10. There was a no remarkable jump in
the option value at the various time steps. The spot price of the
option was nil. At this price, for example, we interpret this
cost to mean that there is a benefit/leverage for the user for
using cloud resources. Therefore, the cost of using cloud
resources could be priced at any value as low as $1.10 for the
favor of the user and the provider without any losses.

Figure 3.0: Computed Option Values for European Call.

For the out-of-the-money, we used 2 strike prices K = $20.00
and $22.50 to estimate the behavior of this option. Table 3.0
shows that using the first strike price the option value
converged at time step 15 at $0.09. There was no unusual
behavior observed, except for the early convergence of the
option price compared to the European call. The option value
converged at time step 15 at 0.38. Figure 5.0 shows the results
obtained gives credence to the early exercise of American put
options. Table 3.0 shows the simulated number of time step
and option values for the American put option using
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Table 3.0: Time steps and Option Values for American Put
Time Steps (N)
0
1
2
3
f@K=$20.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.09
f@K=$22.50
0.00
0.42
0.33
0.34
f@K=$25.00
0.00
0.94
0.99
1.12
f@K=$27.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
f@K=$30.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

5
0.09
0.34
1.07
2.52
5.00

7
0.08
0.35
1.09
2.52
5.00

9
0.09
0.36
1.11
2.55
5.00

12
0.08
0.37
1.09
2.56
5.00

15
0.09
0.37
1.10
2.59
5.00

17
0.09
0.37
1.10
2.59
5.00

Figure 5.0: Computed Option Values for American Put at Various Time Steps.

Figure 6.0: Computed Option Values for American Put at Differing Strike Price

Table 4.0: Strike price Vs Option values for American Put
f@
Strike Price K
N=1
20.00
0.00
22.50
0.42
25.00
0.94
27.50
2.50
30.00
5.00

f@
N=3
0.09
0.34
1.12
2.50
5.00
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f@
N=9
0.09
0.36
1.11
2.55
5.00

f@
N=19
0.09
0.37
1.10
2.59
5.00

19
0.09
0.37
1.10
2.59
5.00
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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ABSTRACT
Virus is software with malicious intention. Newer forms of viruses emerge rapidly and spread widely. The most common defense
against virus is detection and protection which is being provided by antivirus software. The antivirus software that comes with
newly acquired system is only effective for a specified period of time. Full antivirus software has the potential to update itself
automatically with new technologies in order to combat the rapidly emerging viruses. Motivated by such challenges, the goal of
this research is to investigate the factors that may influence the intention of system owners to purchase full antivirus software
after a free trial within the context of developing country. This study adopts an enhanced approach to resolving this issue. It
develops enhanced model that is based on established TRA by adding self-efficacy and facilitating condition to the original TRA
model. A field survey of 100 system owners was conducted to empirically compare the efficiency of the TRA based model.
Confirmatory factor analyses and structural equation models revealed well-fitting models within the surveyed sample. In
accordance with TRA predictions, subject norm was found to significantly predict intention to purchase full antivirus software for
the overall survey sample. In support of Technology Acceptance Model TAM predictions attitude had significant effect on
intention to purchase full antivirus software. Out of the two constructs that were used to enhanced TRA facilitating conditions
was found to be significant. Some recommendations are provided to motivate and promote purchasing intention of full antivirus
software in the studied environment.
Keywords: Security, Virus, Antivirus, Models, Self-efficacy, Constructs.
African Journal of Computing & ICT Reference Format:
O.’T. Arogundade, O. Olayiwola, Shang Wei, A.H. Bodunde & O.D. Aborisade (2015): Enhanced Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) Model for
Investigating Computer Users’ Intention to Purchase Full Antivirus Software
after a Free Trial. Afr J. of Comp & ICTs. Vol 8, No. 2, Issue 2. Pp 109-126

1. INTRODUCTION
The computer virus is a program that copies itself to the
computer without user permission and infects the system [48].
Virus basically means an infection which can be of many
types of malware which include worms, Trojan horses, root
kits, spyware and adware. Computer viruses are becoming
more and more sophisticated and employ different methods of
spreading. While email has been the primary method for the
spread of these recent computer viruses, computer virus can
also enter a network through compact disk (CD), floppy disk,
internet download, file transfer and file sharing programs, or
by remote users connecting directly to the corporate network
with an infected personal computer (PC). Once a computer
virus gets a network it can spread from computer to computer
in multiple ways.

Computer is vulnerable to attacks which are most dangerous
and hard to handle. Computer system has become an
inevitable property of any organization. In almost all
organizations, part of the job is dealing with information and it
has been this way for thousands of years. The purpose of
computer system is to manage the information needed to
manage the organizations. Computers allow organizations to
implement information systems in a faster and more efficient
way. It provides information needed for the execution of
certain business processes. Although the impact of virus attack
is devastating and would lead one to believe that definite
effort would be made to avoid them, alas contrary is the case.
In June 2009, the U.S. Census Bureau released statistics
confirmed that there are over 72 million households in the
United States with Internet access.
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This research tends to help in the current trend of technology
development and how to enhance technology for the
satisfaction of people and easy interaction. It reviews past
works so as to help developers and users to move forward in
the development and usage of software. Findings from this
kind of research will help software developers to strategically
reach and get users to adopt their products.
This research aims at addressing the following question
•
Are people willing to purchase antivirus software?
•
What are the factors that might hinder the purchase
of particular antivirus software?
•
Are the needs of the users being met by the available
antivirus software?

Considering that these households have at least one computer
connected to the Internet, and sometimes more, this equates to
at least 72 million potential targets for attacks [12]. Attacks
can take many forms. Malware based attacks result in
infections such as computer viruses designed to cause damage,
Trojan Horses designed to create back doors or spread viruses
or spyware, or computer worms designed to spread themselves
as rapidly as possible. Internet has opened up diverse and
complex security problems on a scale much greater than that
previously known. During fiscal year 2007, the department of
homeland security received 37,000 reports of attempted
breaches on government and private systems, which included
12,986 direct assaults on federal agencies and more than
80,000 attempted attacks on department of defense computer
network systems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section2
describes the theories used in this study, and subsequently we
have the model based on these theories including the construct
and the hypotheses. In section 3 we describe the research
methodology encompassing the survey instrument and data
collection procedure. The results of the data analysis to test the
models are presented in section 4 including the interpretation
of the results. Finally we crown it with the contribution of the
study

A study by MacAfee Avert Labs reported that in the first
quarter of 2009 over 12million new machines worldwide has
been assimilated into botnet. That equates to an infection rate
of 4million new computers infected per month. During that
time 18% of all newly infected machines were in the United
States. Overall, the United States accounts for 35% of all
zombies under the control of spammers. Additionally, the
number of unique viruses found in March 2009 was nearly
that of any other month in 2008. This trend indicates that
threats continue to grow at an ever-increase rate [12]. The
continued success of exploits is probably related to a failure of
many computer users having no intention to adequately
protect their systems with computer security solutions.
Computer users find it difficult to protect their system due to
some factors such as finance, availability of the software etc.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH
MODELS
2.1 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
Many Theories seek answers to the fundamental question of
why people behave the way they do. TRA tends to be one of
this numerous theories. TRA shown in figure 1, developed by
Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen, posits that individual
behaviour is driven by behavioural intentions. The theory
received particular attention in the field of consumer
behaviour as it provides a simple tool to identify possibilities
to change customers’ behaviour when using an innovation. To
this regard, the actual use of an innovation is determined by
the individual’s behavioural intention to use it. The model
resulting from their research is visualised in and consist of the
following components:

While there is an increasing amount of software been
developed on a daily basis, little attention has been given in
literature to users’ acceptance of the software. There has been
a wide gap between the potentials of this antivirus software
and the realization of such potentials. This can be explained by
behavioral issues. As a consequence models like Theory of
Planned Behavior TPB and TRA could be applied to this study
in order to determine factors influencing owners’ intention to
purchase full anti-virus software after free trial. Motivated
with these challenges this study investigates the intention of
system owners towards purchasing full antivirus software after
a free trial. We considered antecedents of intention based on
the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA).

•

In the last two decades, a number of studies have provided
some theoretical frameworks for research in behavior towards
Information Technology and Information System (IT/IS)
[1,2,17,45]. Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) has been
proven to be successful in predicting and understanding user
perceptions of ICT usage [44,45,5]. Related to the context of
our study it has also served as theoretical basis for
investigating acceptance of Information System (IS) products
[43].In this study we enhance this theory to develop a new
model. This model was validated through a survey of system
owners. The enhanced model revealed those factors that
actually affect system owners’ intention to purchase full
antivirus software.

•

•
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Behavioural intentions, these include the functions
of an individual’s attitude towards the behavior.
Accordingly, the actual use of an innovation is
determined by the individual’s behavioural
intention to use it.
Subjective norm is defined as an individual’s
perception of whether people important to the
individual think the behaviours should be
performed.
The Attitude towards an act or a behaviour are the
individual’s positive or negative feelings about
performing a behaviour, determined through an
assessment of one’s beliefs regarding the
consequences arising from a behavior and an
evaluation of the desirability of these consequences.
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Figure 1. TRA Model

The original TRA model is enhanced with two basic
constructs (self efficacy and facilitating condition). This is to
enable us test the predictive power of Self-Efficacy and
Facilitating Condition to users’ intention to purchase full
antivirus software directly. These two constructs are meant to
reflect a person’s perception of the ease or difficulty of
carrying out a behaviour which are very relevant to the issue at
hand. Self efficacy has been used in research work related to
security in the past [30].

However the TRA is limited because it assumes that actions
are totally under volitional control. This assumption fails to
acknowledge that individuals' behaviors may be directed, by
systemic constraints. To fix this change the Theory of
Planned Behavior (TPB) in 1980 to predict an individual's
intention to engage in a behavior at a specific time and place.
The theory was intended to explain all behaviors over which
people have the ability to exert self-control. The key
component to this model is behavioral intent; behavioral
intentions are influenced by the attitude about the likelihood
that the behavior will have the expected outcome and the
subjective evaluation of the risks and benefits of that outcome.

2.2 Research Models
The study investigates intentions to purchase full antivirus
software after a free trial using an enhanced Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA). To predict whether a person intends
to do something, the following needs to be ascertained:
whether the person is in support of doing the behavior
(attitude); what the person thinks significant people to him
would want her/him to do (subjective norm) [20]. The
research question deals with the intention of people to
purchase full antivirus software after a free trial. In light of the
requirements put forward by [2], a survey questionnaire was
utilized.

According to TPB, a person’s actual behaviour in performing
certain actions is directly influenced by his or her behavioural
intention and, in turn, is jointly determined by his or her
attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural controls
toward performing the behaviour [2]. Behavioural intention is
a measure of the strength of one’s willingness to exert effort
while performing certain behaviours.
In this study, Perceived Behavioural control was not tested but
the indirect constructs was included in the original TRA model
so as to test its effect. . Attitude (A) explains a user’s
favourable or unfavourable assessment regarding purchasing
of the full antivirus. Subjective norm (SN) expresses the
perceived social pressure of users who intends to purchase full
antivirus software.
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Figure 2.: Hypothesized Enhanced TRA Model
The remaining hypotheses in our model as proposed by the
theories and validated by previous studies are:

Behavioral beliefs:
H1a: Product usefulness is positively related to attitude
toward purchasing a full antivirus software.

H4: Attitude is positively related to behavioural intention to
purchase full antivirus software.

H1b: Past knowledge is positively related to Attitude towards
purchasing full antivirus software.

H5: Subjective norm is positively related to behavioural
intention to purchase full antivirus software

H1c: Perceived fee is positively related to Attitude towards
purchasing full antivirus software.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
H1d: Ease of use is positively related to Attitude towards
purchasing full antivirus software. Normative Belief:

The study is an empirical one that made use of a quantitative
questionnaire to collect the data. As there was no manipulation
of any variable, the research is classified as a nonexperimental design. Since ICT has taken the major sphere of
the world, the questionnaire was administered to people of all
sectors, age groups of 18 above. Antivirus software has
become a necessity for all phones and computer system,
putting this into consideration the questionnaire was not
limited to a particular industry. The sample consists of 100
people that has a computer system and receives an income.

H2a: Interpersonal influence is positively related to Subjective
norm towards purchasing full antivirus software.
H2b: External influence is positively related to Subjective
norm towards purchasing full antivirus software.
Control belief:
H3a: Self- efficacy is positively related to Perceived
behavioural control towards purchasing full antivirus software.
H3b: Facilitating condition is positively related to perceived
behavioural control towards purchasing full antivirus software.
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This set of demographic questions provides information about
the sample, this included education, occupation, gender, age.
Many things were taken into consideration when constructing
the questionnaire, the consequences of participant fatigue and
response rates. Since the model used was derived from TRA
including Self efficacy and Facilitating Condition the
guidelines stipulated by Ajzen was incorporated. The
questionnaire has 8 measures, namely

3.1 Sampling strategy
The study used a non-probability sampling strategy since
participation in the study depends on the availability of
participants and willingness to participate in the research
study.
3.2 Instrument
The following steps were taken in the construction of the
questionnaire for the purposes of the present study.
a)
b)
c)
d)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The most commonly perceived advantages and
disadvantages of performing the behavior were
determined.
The most significant people or groups of people who
would approve or disapprove of the behavior were
identified.
The perceived barriers or facilitating features which
could make it easier or more difficult to adopt the
behavior were identified.
As the present study is an Enhanced TRA model, items
were included to evaluate all of the constructs

Actual behavior;
Intention;
Attitude toward the behaviour;
Subjective norm;
Behavioural belief;
Outcome Evaluation
Normative belief;
Control belief

It is necessary to measure all the constructs that are denoted in
the model. These measure titles did not appear on the final
questionnaire that went out to respondents. Unless otherwise
indicated, 7-point Likert type scales and semantic differential
scales were used to measure all responses to the items in the
questionnaire. The final survey instruments are shown in
Table 1 The questionnaire appeared to contain clear and
understandable instructions and was relatively easy to
understand.

The study made use of a 6-page questionnaire, which included
a cover letter explaining the study to potential respondents.
The items were constructed using the guidelines specified by
Ajzen. The questionnaire consists of 37 items, six of which are
demographic questions.
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Table 1: Questionnaire items

CONSTRUCT
Product usefulness
(PU 1-2)

ITEMS
SOURCE
Purchasing a full antivirus software after a free
trial would make my system more robust
(better withstand attacks or misuse).
The operations on my system will be more
secured with the purchase of full antivirus
software.

Ease of use (EU 1-3)

It does not take too long a time to learn to use
a full antivirus software.

Woon and Kankanhalli (2007),

Wang et al (2012),

I am likely to purchase an antivirus software
that I can control its operation after a free trial.
I am likely to purchase a full antivirus
software which operation does not slow down
the operation of my system after a free trail.
Perceived fee (PF 1-2)

CONSTRCT
Past knowledge
(PK 1-2)

I will likely purchase a full antivirus software
that is affordable after a free trial.
I will prefer to purchase full antivirus software
online after a free trail.
ITEM

Wang et al (2012),

SOURCE

I feel confident to purchase a full antivirus
software online because I am well expose to
the internet
My previous knowledge of antivirus software
are good, so it is very likely I purchase an
antivirus software after a free trial.

External influence
(EI 1-3)

Media reports suggest the purchase of full
antivirus software after a free trial is a good
idea.

Bhattacherjee (2000), Icek ajzen
(2002), Wood and Kankanhalli (2007)

Experts consistently recommend the purchase
of full antivirus software after a free trial.
Government/professional bodies encourage
the purchase of full antivirus software after a
free trial.
Interpersonal influence
(II 1-4)

Almost all my peers has purchased a full
antivirus software.

Bhattacherjee (2000), Icek ajzen
(2002), Wood and Kankanhalli (2007)

Almost all my co -workers think purchasing a
full antivirus software after a free trial is good
idea
My peers/co-workers/friends/family think we
should all purchase a full antivirus software
after a free trial on our system.
My peers/co-workers/friends/family
recommend that I should purchase antivirus
software after a free trial.
CONSTRUCT

ITEM

SOURCE
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Self-efficacy (SE 1-3)

Facilitating condition
(FC 1-4)

I am capable of purchasing a full antivirus
software online after a free trial on my own
without the help of others
Purchasing antivirus software is made easy
with ready internet access on ground
Purchasing full antivirus software is an easy
decision for me due to recent change in
technology
My organisation/friends/family is ready to
purchase a full antivirus software for me after
a free trial, on demand for one.

Icek ajzen (2002), Wood and
Kankanhalli (2007)

Icek ajzen (2002), Wood and
Kankanhalli (2007)

I am most likely to purchase a full antivirus
software whose free trial is longer than 6
month
I am most likely to purchase full antivirus
software after a free trial from a software
developer that has a quantitative and
qualitative information about the product
online
I will most likely purchase an antivirus
software from a software developer that has a
good website quality
CONSTRUCT

ITEM

SOURCE

Attitude (A 1-3)

Purchasing a full antivirus software after a free
trial is a good idea
Purchasing full antivirus software after a free
trial is necessary
I like the idea of purchasing a full anti-virus
software

Woon and Kankanhalli (2007), Taylor
and Todd (1995)

Subjective norm
(SN 1-3)

People who influence my decision think I
should purchase a full antivirus software.

Icek Ajzen (2002), Woon and
Kankanhalli (2007)

People who are important to me think I should
purchase a full antivirus software.
People whose opinion I value prefer I
purchase an antivirus software.
Intention (IN 1-3)

I would purchase antivirus software whenever
possible.
I intend to purchase full antivirus
Software to protect critical information on my
system
I will try to purchase full antivirus software
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4. QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
A total of 100 people completed and returned the refined questionnaire. The respondents consisted of 48 females and 52males; 19
of these respondents were between the ages of 18and 24, 45 were between 25 and 34, 26 were between 35 and 39, while 10 were
above 40. All of the participants agreed to their present usage of a free trial anti-virus software.

Table 2 Overall Statistics of the Respondents

N
PU1
PU2
EU1
EU2
EU3
PF1
PF2
PK1
PK2
EI1
EI2
EI3
II1
II2
II3
II4
SE1
SE2
SE3
FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
AT1

AT2
SN1
SN2
SN3
IN1
IN2
IN3

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Mode

Median

Std.
Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

statistics

statistics

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

2.22
1.85
1.93
2.03
2.04
1.79
2.29
2.43
2.37
2.54
2.00
2.69
3.12
2.89
2.87
3.54
2.10
2.04
1.96
3.45
2.90
2.32
2.30
1.74

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00a
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.50
3.00
2.00
2.00
1.00

1.56721
1.10440
1.12146
1.30620
1.27065
1.09448
1.38020
1.44429
1.35330
1.25867
1.18918
1.61242
1.91369
1.85263
1.84585
1.76624
1.10554
1.34780
1.27065
1.86068
1.63608
1.33242
1.39624
1.28409

1.811
1.956
1.499
1.775
1.612
2.552
1.484
1.159
1.167
.373
1.986
1.021
.814
.962
.824
.224
.989
1.795
2.156
.325
.700
1.403
1.513
2.722

3.165
5.535
2.435
3.639
3.277
9.234
2.509
.927
1.594
-.890
5.257
.312
-.332
-.096
-.403
-.740
8.07
3.509
5.401
-.754
-.096
2.344
2.706
8.042

N

Minimum Maximum Mean

Mode

Median

Std.
Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

statistics

statistics

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00

1.42910
1.72267
1.71561
1.68568
1.36844
1.20517
1.51037

1.139
1.134
1.012
1.249
1.700
1.593
2.103

1.511
.480
.277
1.002
3.320
2.776
4.190

Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

2.59
2.61
2.81
2.63
2.19
1.89
2.04

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

3.00
1.00
2.00
1.00a
1.00
1.00
1.00
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N
PU1
PU2
EU1
EU2
EU3
PF1
PF2
PK1
PK2
EI1
EI2
EI3
II1
II2
II3
II4
SE1
SE2
SE3
FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
AT1

AT2
SN1
SN2
SN3
IN1
IN2
IN3
Valid N
(listwise)

Minimum Maximum

Mean

Mode

Median

Std.
Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

statistics

statistics

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

2.22
1.85
1.93
2.03
2.04
1.79
2.29
2.43
2.37
2.54
2.00
2.69
3.12
2.89
2.87
3.54
2.10
2.04
1.96
3.45
2.90
2.32
2.30
1.74

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00a
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
4.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.50
3.00
2.00
2.00
1.00

1.56721
1.10440
1.12146
1.30620
1.27065
1.09448
1.38020
1.44429
1.35330
1.25867
1.18918
1.61242
1.91369
1.85263
1.84585
1.76624
1.10554
1.34780
1.27065
1.86068
1.63608
1.33242
1.39624
1.28409

1.811
1.956
1.499
1.775
1.612
2.552
1.484
1.159
1.167
.373
1.986
1.021
.814
.962
.824
.224
.989
1.795
2.156
.325
.700
1.403
1.513
2.722

3.165
5.535
2.435
3.639
3.277
9.234
2.509
.927
1.594
-.890
5.257
.312
-.332
-.096
-.403
-.740
8.07
3.509
5.401
-.754
-.096
2.344
2.706
8.042

N

Minimum Maximum Mean

Mode

Median

Std.
Deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

statistics

statistics

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
2.00

1.42910
1.72267
1.71561
1.68568
1.36844
1.20517
1.51037

1.139
1.134
1.012
1.249
1.700
1.593
2.103

1.511
.480
.277
1.002
3.320
2.776
4.190

Statistic Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

2.59
2.61
2.81
2.63
2.19
1.89
2.04

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

3.00
1.00
2.00
1.00a
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.1 Intentions, attitudes and subjective norms
The response rates to the Intentions, Attitudes and Subjective Norms are shown in Table 3 Ninety per cent (90% ) of the
respondents has an intention to purchase a full anti-virus software, 78% of the respondents indicated that people who are
important to them wants them to purchase a full anti-virus software, 93% of the respondents thinks purchasing a full anti-virus
software after a free trial is a good idea and that its necessary, 90% of the respondent are capable of purchasing a full anti-virus
software on their own, while 67% are most likely to purchase an antivirus software whose free trial period is longer than 6months
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Table 3: Response Rate to Direct Measure Constructs of Actual Behavior
Item
INTENTION
IN1
IN2
IN3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

mean

S.D

36%
52%
46%

35%
24%
34%

16%
13%
9%

7%
7%
3%

2%
3%
2%

1%
0%
1%

3%
1%
5%

2.19
1.89
2.04

1.36844
1.20517
1.51037
1.43534

SUBJECTIVE NORM
SN1
33%
SN2
25%
SN3
29%
ATTITUDE
AT1
57%
AT2
25%
SELF EFFICACY
SE1
36%
SE2
45%
SE3
43%
FACILITATING CONDITION
FC1
21%
FC2
25%
FC3
30%
FC4
34%

25%
27%
29%

20%
23%
20%

7%
8%
9%

5%
7%
5%

5%
4%
1%

5%
6%
7%

2.61
2.81
2.63

1.72267
1.71561
1.68568

31%
27%

5%
28%

2%
13%

1%
1%

1%
3%

3%
3%

1.74
2.59

1.28409
1.42910

33%
28%
37%

20%
18%
13%

8%
2%
1%

2%
3%
2%

1%
2%
2%

0%
2%
2%

2.10
2.04
1.96

1.10554
1.34780
1.27065

13%
20%
35%
29%

16%
22%
20%
24%

23%
18%
9%
7%

14%
7%
2%
1%

3%
4%
2%
2%

10%
4%
2%
3%

3.45
2.90
2.32
2.30

1.86068
1.63608
1.33242
1.39624

4.2 Behavioral beliefs, Outcome evaluation normative beliefs and Control beliefs
Table 4 displays the response rates to the indirect measures for individual constructs. Ninety five per cent (95% ) of the total
population believe that purchasing a full anti-virus software will make their system more robust i.e. withstand attacks and misuse
and that the operations can be controlled, 96% of this is are ready to purchase a full anti-virus software if affordable, 86% would
like to purchase online, 85% has a good knowledge of antivirus software.
Table 4: Indirect Measure for the Model Constructs
Item
1
Behavioral belief (Attitude)
PU1
42%

2

3

4

5

6

7

mean

S.D

25%

23%

2%

1%

1%

6%

2.22

1.56721

PU2
EU1
EU2
EU3
Outcome Evaluation

48%
45%
44%
44%

30%
34%
30%
28%

17%
12%
16%
16%

2%
6%
4%
8%

1%
1%
3%
2%

1%
2%
1%
0%

1%
0%
2%
2%

1.85
1.90
2.03
2.04

1.10440
1.10554
1.30620
1.27065

PF1
PF2
PK1
PK2

48%
33%
30%
32%

36%
33%
33%
27%

12%
20%
19%
25%

1%
6%
5%
9%

1%
5%
10%
4%

0%
0%
1%
1%

2%
3%
2%
2%

1.79
2.29
2.43
2.37

1.09448
1.38020
1.44429
1.35330

Normative belief
EI1
EI2
EI3
II1
II2
II3
II4

25%
38%
25%
24%
26%
30%
17%

31%
42%
33%
18%
28%
21%
13%

14%
10%
16%
27%
17%
21%
18%

26%
6%
12%
12%
11%
8%
25%

3%
2%
5%
2%
4%
5%
12%

1%
0%
6%
6%
6%
10%
8%

0%
2%
3%
11%
8%
5%
7%

2.54
2.00
2.69
3.12
2.89
2.87
3.54

1.25867
1.18918
1.61242
1.91369
1.85263
1.84585
1.76624
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The items were tested for validity using factor analysis with
principal component analysis and varimax rotation.
Convergent validity was assessed by checking loadings to see
if items for the same construct correlate highly among
themselves. Loadings of 0.45-0.54 are considered fair, 0.550.62 good, 0.63-0.70 very good, 0.71 and above excellent
[13]. Factor analysis yielded seven components with Eigen
values above 1. All questions had at least a fair loading on
their intended construct

5. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This section presents the results of the data analysis carried
out in this research study. The statistical analysis was
performed on the statistical software SPSS. The main
objective of this project was to answer the following question:
Do the four proposed determinants (i.e. Attitudes, Subjective
Norms, Self-Efficacy and Facilitating Condition) significantly
predict intentions to purchase? In order to examine this, a
questionnaire was piloted and some statistical analyses were
carried out, the results of which are provided in this section. In
terms of the response rate, of the 120 questionnaire
distributed, 100 pieces were collected. According to Francis
[21], a sample size of 80 would be acceptable. Some of the
data was discarded. Data was entered into the statistical
package, SPSS. The distributions of each variable were
inspected, and checked for data entry errors by observing
whether all responses were in the range represented by the
response format. The statistical analysis followed the
instructions specified by [2,21].

5.2 Psychometrics of the Scales
Item Analysis and Factor Analysis a number of variables were
assessed and the reliability of these was each measured. The
common measure of internal consistency of a questionnaire is
Cronbach’s alpha or the alpha coefficient. The range of the
alpha coefficient is from 0 to 1. As a rule of thumb an alpha
value of 0 .70 or greater is considered acceptable for items to
be valid [40]. The reliabilities for each variable are shown in
Table 5. As an indication of the reliability of the items used to
provide direct measures of attitude, subjective norm and
intention, the factor analysis was used to check whether each
scale measured a single construct. The items were subjected to
principle components factor analysis. The results are reported
in Table 6.

5.1 Reliability and validity
The models construct were assessed for reliability using
Cronbach’s alpha. All construct had adequate reliability of at
least 0.7.

Table 5: Items Factor loadings Final Cronbach’s alpha Factor analysis
CONSTRUCT
# OF ITEMS
Product usefulness (PU)
2
Ease of use (EU)
3
Perceived fee (PF)
2
Past knowledge (PK)
2
External influence (EI)
3
Interpersonal Influence (II)
4
Self-efficacy (SE)
3
Facilitating condition (FC)
4
Attitude (AT)
2
Subjective norm (SN)
3
Intention (IN)
3

119

CRONBACH’S ALPHA
0.939
0.702
0.836
0.702
0.707
0.839
0.776
0.853
0.704
0.949
0.892
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Table 6: Impact Of Facilitating Condition, Attitude, Subjective Norms, And Intention
Component
Items

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

PU1

-.098

.983

-.007

.067

.022

-.057

.039

PU3

.035

.904

-.149

.290

.220

.013

-.074

EU2

-.087

.932

-.172

-.027

-.033

.110

.254

EU3
EU4
PF1
PF2

.804
.747
.802
.709

-.015
.204
.210
-.269

-.019
-.174
-.174
-.389

-.198
-.067
.080
.396

-.069
-.271
-.205
-.004

.333
.496
.297
.336

.437
.127
-.028
.052

PK1
PK2
EI1
EI2

.650
.888
-.177
-.273

-.279
-.196
-.077
-.141

-.382
.047
.818
.832

.424
-.243
-.318
-.256

-.130
-.004
.265
.089

.352
.055
.103
.365

-.120
.173
.296
.072

EI3
II1
II2
II3

-.438

-.320
-.117
.145
-.215

.470
.020
.337
.382

.393
.543
-.269
.008

-.155
-.045
.236
.349

-.090
-.328
-.207
.017

.493
.264
.137
-.139
.032

II4

.675
.802
.805
.486

-.552

.244

.610

-.074

.127

SE1

-.222

-.249

-.541

-.389

.600

.196

.164

SE2
SE3
FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4

-.115
-.072

-.203
-.264
.028
-.344
.188
-.205

-.515
-.273
-.060
-.271
-.377
.059

-.117
.637
.299
-.492
-.298
-.116

.800
.534
.197
.265
-.031
.153

.135
.049
-.697
-.194
-.080
-.214

-.073
.310
.168
.018
.110
-.074

AT1

-.057

.078

.154

.056

.156

.654
.790
.702
.790

.967
.564
-.193
.364
.216

.037

AT2
SN1
SN2
SN3

.354
.456
.421
.447

.095
.078
.176
.121

.273
.195
.208
.136

-.095
.033
.290
.051

.011
-.255
-.161
-.297

IN1
IN2
IN3

.798
.891
.737

.040
.287
-.184

-.143
-.186
-.083

-.333
.072
-.353

-.232
-.081
-.459

-.042
-.223
-.248

.295
-.158
-.029

.476
.661
.840
.921

From table 6 it is evident that Facilitating condition, Attitude,
subjective norms, and intention scales all load on a single
factor.

SEM. Covariance-based SEM is best suited for confirmatory
research with a sound theory base [22], as in the case of this
study. In addition, as the sample size was between the
minimum range of 80-100 and the maximum of 120 and the
constructs were all reflective, AMOS was also chosen over
LISREL (which has larger sample size requirements) and PLS
(which is suitable for exploratory research). Model fit is
indicated by multiple indices including the model chi-square
(x2) to degrees of freedom ratio (x2/df), adjusted goodness of
fit index (AGFI), comparative fit index (CFI) and root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA). As the x2-test is
extremely sensitive to sample size [11,22] the x2/ df (which is
less sensitive) is used instead. Acceptable model fit is
indicated by values of x2/df less than 3, AGFI greater than
0.80 [22], CFI greater than 0.90, and RMSEA less than 0.08

Taking into account Nunnally [40] criteria for reliability, most
of the scales used in this study have been shown to be reliable
with Cronbach’s alpha values above 0.65. One item was
excluded from the product usefulness scale as this increased
the Cronbach’s alpha positively.
6. STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING
The research models were tested by structural equation
modelling (SEM) using AMOS with maximum-likelihood
estimation. AMOS is a covariance-based approach towards
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for reasonable fit and less than 0.06 for a good model fit [29].
Model testing and refinement was done in a progressive
manner.

TRA was able to show that once there are Facilitating
Conditions (Motivations) users are more likely to purchase a
full antivirus software.

The full research was tested using an Enhanced TRA model as
shown in fig 3, the x²/df value 2.54 indicated a valid model and
the RMSEA value of 0.088 suggested a reasonable fit. The
CFI value of (0.924) is acceptable. The model suggested a
reasonable fit with the exception of AGFI (0.63) which is
below the acceptable level of 0.8. The Enhanced model was
tested with all having a direct path to intention, so as to
determine whether the non-significant indirect path will load
significantly to intention. it was observed that past Knowledge
was significant to intention while perceived fee load
negatively. The Enhanced TRA was able to account for 35%
of the variance in intention, 37% of the variance in attitude
and 50% of the variance in subjective norm. The Enhanced
In order to understand the phenomenon, further analysis was
performed on different sub-groups of respondents to observe if
there were differences in the final model results for the subgroups. The first group consists of male. The second group
consists of females. There were 52 respondents in the male
group and 48 in the female group.

Model goodness-of-fit
= 129.441
/df =2.54
AGFI= 0.633
CFI=0.924
RMSEA=0.088
Fig 3 Standardized path coefficient and model fit indices for
Enhanced TRA base model. Note: Paths significant at
*p<0.01

Table 7: Enhanced TRA model results for male and female
All (100)
Male (52)
Goodness of fit
x²/df
2.54
2.54
AGFI
0.633
0.633
CFI
0.924
0.924
RMSEA
0.088
0.088
Std regression weights
PU
A
0.34
0.39
EU
A
0.39
0.24
PF
A
-0.03
0.25
PK
A
0.08
-0.17
II
SN
0.63
0.48
EI
SN
0.17
0.27
A
IN
0.18
-0.23
SN
IN
0.43
0.28
SE
IN
0.04
0.19
FC
IN
0.16
0.40
Squared
multiple
correlations
AT
0.37
0.38
IN
0.35
0.41
SN
0.50
0.40

p<0.01
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Female(48)
2.54
0.633
0.92
0.088
0.32
0.49
-0.49
0.54
0.78
0.05
0.49
0.50
0.01
0.01

0.53
0.56
0.65
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It was observed that the interpersonal influence (II) to subjective norms (SN) is not significant for the female group and likewise
the external influence (EI) to subjective norm (SN). Past knowledge (PK) to attitude (AT) was not significant for the male group
while it was significant for the female group, Self efficacy and facilitating condition was significant to the male group but was
not for the female group. This therefore implies that female group needs no influence from any one whosoever to carry out their
intention. All the tested hypotheses are valid for the male group except for past Knowledge (which implies that prior knowledge
to an act for it to be performed). Further analysis was also performed on other sub-groups of respondents to observe if there were
differences in the final model results for the sub-groups. The first group consists of those with low income (<500-10000). The
second group consist of high income (10001- 30,001). There were 16 respondents in the low income group and 84 in the high
income group.

Table 8: Enhanced TRA model results for low and high income respondents
All (100)
High
income
(<50010,001)
Goodness of fit

Low income
30,000)

x²/df

2.54

2.54

2.54

AGFI

0.633

0.633

0.633

CFI

0.924

0.924

0.924

RMSEA

0.088

0.088

0.088

(10,001-

Std regression weights
PU

A

0.34

0.45

0.27

EU

A

0.39

0.33

0.5

PF

A

-0.03

-0.06

-0.49

A

0.08

0.09

-0.24

SN

PK
II
EI
A
SN
SE

0.63

0.63

0.60

SN

0.17

0.18

0.15

IN

0.18

0.18

-0.06

0.43

0.69

0.63

0.04

-0.10

-0.42

0.16

-0.38

0.08

IN
IN

FC
Squared
correlations

IN
multiple

AT

0.37

0.46

0.29

IN

0.35

0.50

0.45

SN
p<0.01

0.50

0.52

0.31

The subgroup tested attitude has a positive path coefficient of 0.18 among the high income earners, but the low income earners
loaded negatively with path coefficient of -0.06. The results shown in table 4.4 indicate that subjective norm still loaded very
highly.
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7. DISCUSSION

8. CONCLUSION

The main aim of this study was to assess whether enhancing
TRA with facilitating condition and self efficacy has any
effect in explaining users intention to purchase a full antivirus
software after free trial, it also aimed to understand the
influence of peoples’ attitudes, perceptions of social norms
and efficacy on their intentions to purchase a full antivirus
software after free trial. The result of this research showed:

This research investigated the factors influencing the intention
to purchase full antivirus software after free trial. As part of
the research validation, the study developed a survey
instrument to measure the factors that are likely to influence
intention. Intention was determined primarily by subjective
norm, past knowledge, Facilitating condition and attitude.
Self-efficacy did not influence intention although facilitating
condition did.

7.1 Attitudes
Attitude towards purchasing full antivirus software was
explained quite alright by both ease of use and product
usefulness, perceived fee loaded negatively to attitude, past
knowledge was non-significant to attitude but loaded
significantly to intention. The significant influence of product
usefulness indicates that users strongly believe that purchasing
full antivirus software will improve the security of their
system.

However emphasis should be placed more on subjective norm
to influence people purchase of this software. Majority of free
Anti-Virus software users has a right attitude toward
purchasing it. With the continual increase in malware people
now see that the security of their information is based on how
secure their systems are (smartphones, Notebooks etc.). This
research was able to deduce that Facilitating Condition and
Subjective Norm ( How people who influence ones decision
feels about an action being performed) goes a long way in
determine whether the action will be carried out.

7.2 Subjective Norms
Subjective norm was both determined by interpersonal
influence (II) and eternal influence (EI) for male and for the
sample as a whole but II and EI was non-significant for the
female group.

The Research showed that 95% of the respondent believes that
antivirus software can make their system more robust (System
ability to resist change without adapting its initial stable
configuration). Base on personal discussion with respondents
it was discovered that some respondent have used free
antivirus software which ended up changing their system
configuration and in fact didn’t provide the maximum security
from malwares.

7.3 Self-Efficacy & Facilitating Condition
Self-efficacy was showed to be insignificant to intention while
Facilitating condition was. This implies that users believe that
no extra ability is needed in purchase and usage of an antivirus
software and are likely to purchase it if there are motivating
factors/provision made available to them.

As a whole it was discovered that 96% of the respondents
were ready to purchase full antivirus software whose free trial
provides a secure system and robustness and which is very
affordable. 98% of the total Respondent (population) knew the
important of antivirus software and were willing to purchase a
full version of it. Media houses should be involved in
propagating information about virus and antivirus. Antivirus
software developer should also enhance their product
usefulness and the software should become more user friendly,
robust and easy to use. Most of the respondent agreed that if
the product is easy to use, they are likely to purchase it. The
cost of antivirus software to residents of developing countries
should be lower than that of their counterparts in developed
countries.

7.4 Implications
The results of the study showed that intention to purchase full
antivirus software after free trial is largely influenced by
subjective norm. This implies that if external influence such as
media houses, government e.tc could let people understand
more the benefit of using antivirus software and the damage
that virus could cost, probably more people will be more
willing to purchase antivirus software.
The income rate was also tested so as to decide the effect
income has on the purchase of full antivirus software as shown
in table 8. it was observed that high income earners had a
positive attitude towards the purchase of full antivirus
software while low income earner do not. The reason had been
that most full antivirus software is expensive to purchase.
Users believe that if the fee could be brought as low as
possible the software would be easier for purchase
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8.1 Direction for Future Work
This research is a preliminary effort towards examining
factors that influence intention to purchase full antivirus
software after free trial base on a sample size of 100. Further
research can be conducted with a large sample size. Although
this research was tested with an Enhanced TRA Model (i.e
TRA model that included Self-Efficacy and facilitating
condition), further research could examine other factors to
increase the explanatory power.
8.2 Contribution to Knowledge
This study has been able to identify some factors that
influence the purchase of full antivirus software after a free
trial within the context of a developing country. These factors
will enable software developer to have a grip of the computer
users by using social media to advertise their antivirus
software and negative consequences that virus can have on
computer system. They should also make the user interface of
the antivirus software more interactive and friendly.
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ABSTRACT
When Hill ciphers were described in [16] difficulties in finding the inverse of matrices were noticed to be one of its few
disadvantages which made Hill to in [17] suggest the use involutory matrices as keys such that those difficulties were done away
with. This reduced drastically the size of the key space of the Hill ciphers which gave rise to another disadvantage. In this paper,
Hill ciphers of rhotrices were presented and were found perfectly free from the difficulties of computing inverses ( computing
inverses of rhotrices is easier than computing those of matrices) and the short comings of decrease in the size of the key space.
These contributions, together with the provision of alternative Hill ciphers are the wealth of this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to explore the possibilities of applying rhotrices in the area of cryptography. For over a decade [1],
an attempt was made to present an element of the set
=
termed as rhotrix. The element
+

, is called heart.. If

and

, then

=

was defined as the addition of two rhotrices. This addition is commutative. The sum
=

-

the zero of , implying that
multiplication was defined as
=

·

=
is the additive inverse of

. Consequently,

is a commutative group. Scalar

. There are two major methods of rhotrix multiplication but the one used here is

=

.

This multiplication method is commutative, hence the set

is a commutative algebra. The multiplicative identity of
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=

. The multiplicative inverse of

It is worthwhile to note that the set
The general definition of

where

,

=

is

-1

=-

such that

.

is not in any way an integral domain [19](submitted).

appeared in [2] as

and

is the integer value upon division of

by . Also,

,

In [13], a the following type of rhotrix was presented, which was termed modulo rhotrix;

Where, addition (+) and multiplication (•) are done modulo

under the addition and multiplication of rhotrices.
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The additive and multiplicative identities of

were respectively given as

and

where

the multiplicative inverse of

is

such that,
,

and so on.

For more discussion on the adopted multiplication method see [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [2], [11], [12], [13], [14], and [15].
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2. HILL CIPHERS OF RHOTRICES
Before the actual description of these ciphers, here are some introductory discussions in accordance with the ideas in [16], [17],
and [18]. The whole discussion will be based on the set of integers

and the set

The later is for the fact that Hill cipher was based on the English alphabets which are
was done on these alphabets:

Also, all multiplications are multiplication of rhotrices modulo

in number. The following assignment

. This method of assignment was adopted in the study for

entries
reasons that can be observed by the reader in the forth coming discussions. Rhotrices of size that is rhotrices with
were used as this is the smallest size [1], nevertheless, the generalization presented in this paper works for any and for any
order of rhotrices. The plaintext will be represented in the column major but row major can also be used. Generally, the rhotrix
Hill cipher is of the alphabet length
and an integer . Therefore, the Hill -cipher is given by a rhotrix of order with
entries from

. To convert a plaintext to a cipher text, the following algorithm was used:

i) Group the plaintext to
smaller groups. Pad the rhotrix with zeros in all vacant places. For example, if the plaintext is
’BECAUSE’ it can be grouped as BEC | AUS | E which can be represented by the following rhotrices:

ii) Represent each letter by the number assign to it as follows:
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iii) Compute the product of each of the rhotrices in (ii) above by the key rhotrix
corresponding to the plaintext under consideration. For instance, suppose

modulo

to obtain the ciphertext

Note that in choosing one has to be careful about the choice of the heart because
is not an integral domain. In other words,
the
greatest
common
divisor
of
the
heart
of
and
must be so that the key space becomes only the set of all rhotrices of order that are invertible over
. This
.
means, the heart of the key rhotrix must be relatively prime to
Now, going back to the computation of the cipher text the decryption function

should be used. That is

which does not have to make sense to any non-stakeholder.
iv) The function

should be computed to decrypt (to retrieve the plain text). But from section 1,

dividing by the square of five and multiplying by the square of its multiplicative inverse modulo 26 are the same and

Moreover,
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Therefore,

and hence

Now, it’s time to generalize the Hill cipher.
3. GENERALIZED HILL CIPHERS OF RHOTRICES
Denote by

the set of all invertible rhotrices over

[7] Mohammed, A., Rhotrices and their Applications in
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of the third international conference on
Mathematical sciences (Alain, United Arab
Emirates:ICM2008), vol. 1: 145-154 (2008)
[8] Mohammed, A., A Remark on the Classification of
Rhotrices as Abstract Structures, International
journal of physical science, vol. 4(9): 496-499
(2009)
[9] Mohammed, A. and Tijjani, A.A., Rhotrix
Topological Spaces. International journal of
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(2011)
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of order . Using the natural correspondence, a plaintext
is represented as a vector
string over an alphabet of order
over
in either a column-major or a row-major, this vector
is denoted as a rhotrix of size which is padded by zeros in
the position of entries where there are no letters. Suppose a
rhotrix K ∈
is chosen to be the key rhotrix,
to encrypt, compute

as a string over the same
Also, represent this product
alphabet and send or keep depending on the need. To decrypt,
compute

4. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the Hill ciphers of rhotrices. These Hill
ciphers have the advantage of rich key space and easier
computation of inverses. The first section of the paper covered
the algebra of rhotrices to equip the reader with basic concepts
and operations of rhotrices. In the second section, discussions
were given on the Hill ciphers of rhotrices and finally,
generalization of the Hill ciphers was presented in section
three. The contributions of this paper will surely open a new
chapter in the application of algebra in cryptography.
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ABSTRACT
We present a design study for pointing movements to verify the effects of 3D visual environment on object selection using motor
control systems theory. Our results support a strong mathematical relationship between object orientation, object size, and object
speed and the degree of accuracy of object selection in a 3D environment. We use artificial application to capture data from
participants and test our data using 100 subjects in three age groups; 10-25 years, 26-55 years; and 56 years and older. Using the
results obtained, we a write a general expression for movement time for the selection techniques under study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A or increasing the target width W. While this approach may
help to optimize target reachable time in the physical world,
studies [6] have shown that changes in A and W affects target
reachability. For example, in the virtual world it means
changing the size as well as the position of the icons displayed
on the screen. This may effectively result to larger screen
displays as against current trends in miniaturization of digital
circuits. Wobbrock et al. [8] show that applying Fitts’ law
alone can only achieve movement time prediction while
hiding inherent errors if movement is associated with changes
in direction as well. In a related study, and in several literature
Fitts’ law determines the suitability of a selection technique
given a specific task. In many applications, only movement in
the x and y axis are captured.

A large body of research efforts in literature (for example, [2,
3, 5]) applied Fitts’ law in varied perspectives to model human
motor systems. Fitts’ law [3] provides the relationship
between an object and its target using the human motor
system. It defines Movement Time (MT) as a function of the
distance between the target and object A, the width of the
region which the object must move to get the target (W), and
some empirically determined constants (a and b). MT as
presented in Fitts model is given as:

where, MT is movement time, a, b are regression coefficients
(experimentally derived constants), and IoD is the index of
difficulty (bits). The index of difficulty measures the degree of
difficulty encountered when a target is selected. IoD’s
measurement is determined by the target’s size and its
distance. Fitts [2] compute the index of difficulty as:

However, in real-life scenarios (gamming and targeting
objects), movements occur in the z-plane also. In this paper
we modeled the mouse which is a typically produces an x-y
movements and adapted it to function as a though it were in a
3D gamming environment. In the current study, we examine
the effect of environment on type of selection techniques such
as the point cursor, area cursor, and volume cursor to select
objects of various sizes, speeds, distracter densities, and
orientation.

where A is called the amplitude or distance to the target and
W is called the width of the target. By varying values for the
IoD, the constant values for a and b can be computed using
Equation (1). Obtaining the optimum value for A and W is one
of the challenges for manipulating MT. Fitts’ Law recognizes
the need to further optimize MT by either reducing the
distance
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Therefore, this scheme will need further design in the
selection a target from a group of other possible likely targets.
This selection technique therefore is not interference-free
which could cause a user frustration. The article [1] also
considered a method of empty spaces removal between the
cursor and the targets. The removal of empty spaces between
target and objects results to making D smaller which is
another way to bring targets nearer objects in the virtual
world. The author also argued that because all the spaces
around the object and target will not be used to 100% during a
selection, keeping them would result to selecting unimportant
objects. Guiard et. al [13] provides a variant of the scheme in
[1].

1.1 Effects of Manipulating Parameters of Fitts’ Law
Pointing and selecting a desired target is improved by
changing some parameters of the Fitts’ law. For example, W
and A may be varied by increasing (W) and decreasing (A).
The aim is to bring the target closer for selection as much as
possible. One of the techniques for achieving this objective is
to modify the cursor activation area to obtained a faster object
selection time in x-y direction. However, the error rate in their
object selection approach increased with a large number of
multiple objects in the selection environment. Balakrishnan
[1] and Grossman and Balakrishnan [9] proposed three design
techniques to enhance pointing by reducing target distance.
First; by moving target to the nearest position of the cursor
e.g., drag and drop and drag and pick. Second; by bringing
potential target to the cursor by moving it temporary instead of
changing the size and position, and third; by removing the
empty spaces in between cursor and target. We test . These
techniques have the inherent tendency for reducing the
efficiency of accurate pointing and a limitation for 3D
gamming application. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we provide a review of related work. The
experimental design and setup is provided in Section 3. In
Section 4 we present and discuss the results of our
experiments. The paper is concluded in Section 5 with some
future directions.

The variant scheme skips across empty spaces to an object. A
disadvantage of the empty spaces removal technique is that a
group of the tightly coupled objects under one menu may
become selected similar to the approach that achieves a
reduction in D. The area cursor applies a technique W
reduction technique. This means that smaller objects could be
selected. However, those smaller objects would have had a
higher selection difficulty (Index of difficulty (IoD)) using the
default cursor. Despite the advantage of the area cursors,
studies in literature shows that as the area of the cursor gets
larger, there is a possibility that it will obscure underlying area
(this disadvantage is particularly evident in our experiments).
Similarly, identical objects that are close together could be
selected indiscriminately. Suggested remedy includes creating
hot spots especially in a control environment, or an area cursor
that transit into point cursor when the target gets closest.

2. RELATED WORK
Many research efforts attempt to beat Fitts’ law. Balakrishnan
[1] suggests three schemes that could facilitate virtual
enhancements for pointing operations which when justified
may beat Fitts’ law. The categories include reducing,
increasing W, and decreasing and increasing at the same time.
However, reducing will involve widgets design capable which
could actually lead to minimizing. The scheme presented in
Balakrishnan [1] brings the target closer to cursor. For
example, a navigation of a contextual linear pop-up menu and
a pie-menu show that the pie- menu shows that all objects are
locatable equidistance distance always equal the pie radius.
However, in the liner pop-up menu, the objects farthest from
the cursor is located at the bottom of the menu.

Another technique that is presented in [13] is the concept of
expanding targets when the cursor gets closer to the target (a
scheme used by Apple MacOX “dock”). In this scheme
dynamic sized widgets increases in size as a cursor moves
over them. Similar to area cursors, tightly packed widgets may
suffer from indiscriminate selection. A seem hybrid approach
decreases and increase; described as control-display gain (C-D
gain). This technique is based on the device movement speed
and it does not consider the location and size of the potential
target. The scheme performs with one target in the object
space, however, with multiple objects, performance deeps
because of the multiple targets tend to hinder movement along
the desired target and it’s a worse case in a 3D environment.
This is the core challenge that we experiment in this paper.

The known drawback of the pie menu lies in the design
overhead and how to manage sub-menus. Another technique
suggests a scheme where potential targets are located close to
the cursor temporarily. The Balakrishnan [1] approach
achieves reduction however; it does not necessarily result to
re-engineering the underlying layout. This is because the
cursor reacts to unidirectional sensitivity while it predicts
potential targets. This scheme is found to circumvent the
inadequacies of the technique – that is interface unchanged,
user manipulates objects at closer range – reduces D without
re-design). However, with crowded objects, it may be hard to
implicitly select an object form a cluster of objects.

Another challenge that motivated thoughts in the literature is
the need to reduce error rates. Vogel and Baudish [12],
propose a pointing technique designed to reduce the error rates
since there is a difference between position of objects in real
world compared to the virtual world. The technique proposed
by Vogel and Baudish [12] supports the selection of object.
However, as the objects gets smaller in size, the efficiency of
selection diminishes. In another research carried out by Vogel
and Baudish they studied the strengthens the weakness of the
Offset Cursor approach provided by Potter et. al [10] and
Sears and Shneiderman [11].
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Vogel and Baudish argues that although the Offset Cursor
achieved some successes, however, the Offset Cursor
technique was characterized by some costly overheads,
incapable of accessing the unreachable areas of the display,
and does not make users aim for the target directly.
Balakrishnan in [1] and in [9] proposed the bubble and volume
cursors. These input techniques were improvements over the
point cursor. These input techniques have ability to
dynamically change their area and thus, enhance their
selection capabilities. In these various studies, the proposed
input techniques were efficient for 2D environments.

3.3 Experiment Procedure
Prior to beginning the experiment, the experimental concepts
as well as the 3 types of selection techniques were explained
to the participants. The experimental setup consists of 100
participants, 3 input techniques, 3 target sizes, 2 target
,
distances/speeds, 23 direction
and 10 repetitions. This gives a total of 36,000 individual
trials. The expected average time to run the experiment is
estimated for about 5 minutes for one trial. Experimental data
were captured in real-time while participants ranking followed
according to their number of hits or misses for all three object
selection techniques. A hit is recorded as a successful
selection of the moving target using the animated cursor. A
fully crossed design resulted in 36 combinations of size,
speed, and direction. The session was broken up by cursor
type, with three blocks of trials completed for each cursor. In
each block participants completed trial sets for each of the 36
combinations of size, speed, direction, and the three input
techniques presented in random order. We write the function
of the order of the experiment to compute the total number of
trials ( ) as:

They will not function better in a 3D settings of a gamming
environment. For example, the pint cursor must reach the
target before a success section will be recorded. In that same
line of difficulty of selection, the bubble and the area cursor
will unnecessarily expand and select other objects, a process
of clutching will occur. The main drawback of this approach is
using this technique it is difficult to point a specific target
when multiple targets are closely grouped to each other. One
of the main drawback of area cursor is it takes more than one
target and it becomes very difficult when multiple objects are
close to each other. The drawback must be avoided in a 3D as
we present in the current paper.

where p defines the number of participants in the experiment,
is the numbers of input techniques,
is the target size, is
the target speed,
is the target direction, and
is the
number of repetitions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SETUP
In our experiments 100 participants (50 females, 50 males)
participated. Their ages ranged from between 10 years and 60
years old. All participants had normal vision. 15% of the
participants used for our experiment are left-handed users and
the rest 85% used their right hand to operate the mouse in a
gamming environment. Staff and students of the Federal
University of Petroleum Resources, Effurun Delta State,
Nigeria participated in the experiment. They used a standard
wireless Logitech performance MX mouse as the pointing
device to run the experiment. Keyboard was not a required
input device for this experiment.

The individual 3D experiment consists of tasks. Each of the
tasks have 54 selections. This totals up to 162 trials. Targets
vary in size (pixels), speed (milliseconds), and direction or
orientation in the z-axis. Each setting used one level of each
target size small (20 pixels), medium (40 pixels) and large (60
pixels), two separate speeds; slow: (128 pixels/sec) and fast:
(256 pixels/sec), and direction
where is the z-out. Figure
1 shows the interfaces’ coordinate planes.

3.1 Apparatus
The implementation for the 3D was done under the Microsoft
tool for 3D animation, XNA Studio. Currently, XNA consists
Microsoft’s complete Game Development sections which also
include the standard Xbox Development Kit. The experiment
was conducted on a 3.6 GHz Core i7 6600U Processor (Dual
Core), Intel HD graphics 520, 16.00 GB RAM system that
runs the Windows 10 (64 bit) OS and a 15 inches LCD display
at 1920×1080 resolutions. Mouse acceleration was set to 0,
and the C–D gain was set to middle value of control panel of
windows 10.

y

Figure 1.0: The Coordinate Planes of Experiment
3.2 Input Techniques
We used 3 input techniques. The point cursor is a standard
arrow pointer is displayed as cross hair cursor without virtual
enhancements. All input techniques in the 3D environment use
a sphere, however, behavior and shape size vary in the
selection techniques.
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The experiment environment also has a number of distracters
that changes orientation and speed as the target object. The
start experiment starts with the cursor–the spherical earth
shape which can be moved using the mouse x − y directions.
When a successful object selection is made the target turns
green for a hit selection. To initiate a
movement the
right button is held down and the a left click. A missed target
appears as red while for a hit, it appears as green. The target
object appears as red spheres and the distracters (non-targets)
are grey. The experiment also computes the statistics as the
experiment progresses. The experiment boundary is enclosed
in six walls. Five walls that enclose the movement area, four
walls for the sides and one at the back.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the test data analysis, the Randomized Block Design (RBD)
was applied to measure the efficiency different input
techniques (point cursor, area cursor, and volume cursor) in
3D environment. In the analysis we carried out,
is used to
for
and
for
.
simplify data analysis, where
Similarly,
means point cursor, area cursor, and
volume cursor respectively. Hence, the data analysis results
show
and
. For the RDB,
techniques serve as treatments and participants’ played the
role of blocks or replication. The analysis of data presented is
carried out using using SPSS 16.0. In order to examine the
effectiveness of the three techniques, a paired t-test was used.
The basic assumption of the paired t-test (specifically under
the current experiments) is that samples are dependent. In this
experiments, the same set of participants were engaged for
both environments. First, 50 of the 100 participants did started
with experiment I (2D) and ended up with experiment II (3D).
The other 50 sets of participants started with experiment II and
ended with experiment I. It was observed from the analysis
that the efficiency of the point cursor in both environments is
not significantly different (it is significant only at 89.8%).
Figure 10 shows that the area cursor similarly indicated that it
is significant only at 18.7%. However, the volume cursor is
highly significant in both environments (2D and 3D). The
regression analysis test was also carried out in these
experiments. The Figures (2, 3, and 4) shows the regression
analysis for the point cursor, area cursor, and volume cursor
respectively. We obtained the empirical value for the intercept
and the slope (log2((A/W) + 1)) in all cases. For the point
cursor (technique 1), a = 0.3662 and slope 0.0009 and R2 =
0.6734; for the area cursor (technique 2), a = 0.2003 and slope
= 0.0007 and R2 = 0.3262; and for the volume cursor
(technique 3), a = 0.4366 and slope = 0.0008 and R2 = 0.7499.
Based on the experiment carried out, and using the values for
(a, b), we derived a general expression for computing MT in
Equations (5), Equation (6) and Equation (7) written
respectively for the point cursor, area cursor, and volume
cursor for the 3D dimensional plane.

There is also an invisible sixth wall in front of the camera.
Figure 1 shows the various mouse movements in 3D gaming
environment. A left and right mouse movement moves the
cursor towards the x-axis and a vertical move of the mouse
corresponds to the y-axis of the cursor movement. Pressing
either the middle button or the right mouse button moves the
object towards the z-axis going away from the camera. The
reverse z-direction ( ) is obtained by pressing the scroll
button. In either case, selection is made by the left click of the
mouse button. Prior to the start of the experiment, the 3D
environment is setup by selecting various conditions of the
experiment such as: Technique type, object size, orientation,
number of distracter objects, and speed in a setup information
file scene.xml.

3.4 Experimental Design
We applied a within-subjects design in our experiments and
used input technique, target size, and target distance as
independent variables. We applied a fully crossed design
where each participant used one input technique to carry out
10 independent trials with each combination of distance, size,
and width appearing in a random order. We balance the order
of input. The technique used by the participants by means of a
Latin square. From Equation (4), the entire experiment
consists of a total of 36,000 trials for 100 participants.
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Object
amount

Object
Size

Object
Speed

Orientatio
n (A/D)

Hit/Miss

Distance
since last
click(px)

Time since
last click
(ms)

Average
Mouse
Speed
(px/s)

Miss
Distance

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4

20
20
40
40
60
60
20
20
40
40
60
60
20
20
40
40
60
60

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Miss
Miss
Hit
Hit
Miss
Miss
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit
Hit

921
217
1295
290
1782
323
891
447
239
246
465
526
345
163
238
549
374
155

1864
1194
1369
1050
1736
1579
1996
1257
1226
1061
1341
1727
1418
780
777
1976
806
941

494.1
181.74
945.95
276.19
1026.5
204.56
446.39
355.61
194.94
231.86
346.76
304.57
243.3
208.97
306.31
277.83
464.02
164.72

8
2
0
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

O/U

Technique

Table 1: Extract of Data Collected from Experiment

U
U

U
U

In Table 1, the following keys apply: PC, Point cursor; AC, Area cursor; BC, Bubble cursor; A/D, Advancing/distancing; O/U,
Overshoot/undershoot. Table 1 shows the snippet of data captured during the experiment. The parameters of interest include the
type of technique (the techniques are point cursor, area cursor, and bubble cursor), object amount, object sizes (measured in
pixel), orientation (either approaching or distancing – this is the movement in the z-direction), hit/miss captures the hit or miss
counts. Other captured parameters include distance since last click. This parameter indicates the distance the target has moved
since the last successful hit. The time since last click provides information about the time it has taken since the last time a
selection was made. The average mouse speed and the miss distance are also measured. The miss distance is always zero for a
hit. Any click made is also capture and determined whether its undershoot or overshoot.

Figure 2: Regression Analysis for 3D point Cursor.
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Figure 3.0: Regression Analysis for 3D Area Cursor

Figure 4.0: Regression Analysis for 3D Bubble Cursor
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4.1 Measurement of Dependent Variables
We measured two dependent variables from our experiment; (a) error rate and (b) trial completion time. Error rate is computed
whenever a participant missed a target. Missing a target means a participant either clicked the wrong object or clicked an empty
part of the screen. We compute the trial completion time by a measure of the time taken between to select one target to another.
We carried out all analyzes of the dependent measures using repeated-measures analysis of variance.
4.2 Error Rate
The data that we captured during the experiments contain some outliers. We recorded 47 outliers in the captured datasets. This
value represents more than three-inter-quartile ranges above the upper quartile in trial completion time. We removed these 47
outlier trials before we analyzed the error rates of the experiment. Figure 5.0 shows the total experiment completion time measure
against the various techniques. In the three input techniques, results show that the total average completion time for point cursor
techniques was heist at all time. Figure 6.0 shows the captured error rates in our experiment. We used the Index of Difficulty
(IoD) parameter to determine the error index. At all times, IoD for the bubble cursor technique was less than 1.0.

Figure 5.0: Experiment Completion Time Vs. Input Techniques

Figure 6.0: Error Rates Vs. Input Techniques
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Table 2: Paired Sample Test–Point Cursor (D33-D22).

Table 3: Paired Sample Test–Area Cursor (D31-D21).

Table 4: Paired Sample–for Bubble Cursor (D33-D21).
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We show statistical inference for the various input techniques in Tables 2, 3, and 4. There are significant differences between the
techniques used in our experiments.
5.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an environment based assessment for input techniques using the point cursor, the area cursor, and the
bubble cursor. We reported that bubble cursor demonstrated a high response to changes in environment even at 0.1%
significance. We obtained three mathematical equations for MT from our analysis. Equation (5), Equation (6), and Equation (7)
for the three input techniques under study. Our results are comparable with the standard Fitts’ law model for manipulating the
human motor system. We have hence extended the Fitts’ idea to select objects in 3D environment. More rigorous experiments are
expected to yield results where error rate will be significantly negligible.
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ABSTRACT
A novel technique for people re-identification is proposed in this research article based on using low-level colour features and
mid-level attributes. The low-level colour histogram bin values were normalised to 0 and 1. A publicly available dataset
(VIPeR) and a self constructed dataset have been used in the experiments conducted with 7 clothing attributes and low-level
colour histogram features. These 7 attributes were detected using features extracted from 5 different regions of a detected
human object using an SVM classifier. The low-level colour features were extracted from the regions of a detected human
object. These 5 regions are obtained by human object segmentation and subsequent body part sub-division. People are reidentified by computing the Euclidean distance between a probe and the gallery image sets. We have shown that the proposed
7 mid-level attributes and the low-level features results in improved performance accuracy for people re-identification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental task for a distributed multi-camera surveillance system is to recognise individuals in diverse
scenes obtained using two or more cameras at different
times and locations. Person re-identification is a long term
people surveillance and monitoring
task, where
individuals or a group of people are differentiated from
several possible targets in diverse scenes, obtained from
different cameras distributed over a network of locations
of substantial dis- tances, in the presence of occlusions,
difference in view angles, lighting conditions and time. In
a surveillance scenario, an individual disappearing from a
particular camera view needs be matched with similar
human objects present in one or more other views
obtained at different physical locations, over a period of
time, and be differentiated from numerous other human
objects in the same views.
In a typical surveillance / video monitoring task, it can
help to find out if a particular individual who enters and
exits a building is the same person identified within
another different building; within a public space, work
environment, university campus, school, train station,
airports etc. The views of surveillance footage may be
taken from different, angles and distances, backgrounds,
lighting conditions and various degrees of occlusions.
Although in general, significant feature variations could be
present in a significant variety of clothes worn by
people, vast majority of public may choose to wear
ordinary clothes with similar appearance in daily living.
Such characteristics which bear a mid-level semantic
meaning can be exploited for a person re-identification
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task. In this research article, we will consider mid-level
semantic attributes as valued vari- ables for the person reidentification problem. For example, we will consider the
trouser to either be coloured or bright.
We propose a selective parts-based approach for low- level
feature representation of a pedestrian and for midlevel feature attribute detection for human description.
This approach helps to reduce misalignment, avoidance
of the background and helps in clothing attributes
detection, which help improve re-identification accuracy. A
specifically captured dataset alongside existing publicly
available dataset; Viewpoint Invariant Pedestrian
Recogni- tion (VIPeR) were used in the experiments
conducted. For clarity of presentation this article is
divided into a number of sections as follows:
immediately following this section is section 2, which
examines the state-of-art works in people re-identification.
Section 3 explains the proposed method for person reidentification. Section 4 describes how the parts of a
holistic human figure were detected to enable detailed
clothing attribute detection. Section 5 shows us the list of
clothing attributes used for the proposed person reidentification task. Section 6 gives us the results of the
various experiments performed. Section 7 presents
exper- imental analysis with their respective performance
results, while section 8 and 9 gives the conclusion and
future work.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The goal of object re-identification is to correctly identify
all instances of the same visual object at any time or location
[1]; meaning, choosing the most probable object among
sets of possible matches of consecutive observations of the
same target at different camera views [2]. In [3] three
features were accumulated; entire colour content, colour
regions, texture characteristics of recurrent region to form
Symmetry Driven Accumulation of Local Features
(SDALF) and used on three datasets to give a novel
state-of-art performance in object recognition and reidentification In [4], authors combined [3]’s SDALF
technique with mid-level semantic feature attribute to
identify candidate objects. Further the importance of
attributes and how relevant attribute features can be
selected for object re-identification task was also
demonstrated. Random forest technique was used by
[5] to determine the importance of individual feature
attributes under different circumstances of various roles for
object classification.
A framework, Multiple Component Matching (MCM) was
proposed in [6] for object re-identification. MCM was
explained as an ordered set of sequences con- taining
several components with simulated parts generated to cater
for illumination variation. Authors however established that
simulated components increased the computation complexity. To correct the computation complexity issue
authors vectorised and clustered the MCM to form a
prototype. The matching were done in the dissimilarity
space with text information used as a query for image
retrieval. Mean Rie- mannian Covariance Grid (MRCG) in
[7], modeled clothing information to describe the human
object for recognition. Covariance matrix was used to
describe images of fixed sizes with equal grid structures
and averaged to get the Mean Riemannian Covariance
(MRC) that describes the object for re-identification.
In [8] HOG features were trained to detect body parts; top,
torso, leg, left arm, right arm. Covariance’s of colour
gradient and orientation was computed on each region
including the full body to get discriminative signature used
for people re-identification. In [9] the standard LBP was
modified by setting dimensionality at 16 to form the
Simplified LBP (SLBP) to detect people’s head and
face. In order to re-identify people; authors used [7]’s
MRCG technique to model the detected head and face so
as to capture a discriminative signature. An optimised
Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) named Camellia Key
Point was used in [10] to describe grayscale (to eliminate
variation in colours) candidate objects and used for reidentification on CAVIAR datasets with the threshold set
at 15. In [1] colour samples were modelled using fuzzy
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm to segment
candidate objects into eleven culture colours. Probability
Colour Histogram (PCH) plot were used to identify an
object at a set threshold after comparing two targets in intra
and inter camera scenar- ios. People in a crowded
environment can be identified by integrating appearance
features: selective upper body patch and candidate
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position and direction of travel using a landmark-based
model [11]. Analysis showed that the proposed technique
performed better than the full body based integration. In
[12], SURF features was proposed for interest point
extraction using Sum of Quadratic Difference (SQD) as a
point correlation tool for object identification in a
distributed camera network.
In a similar scenario, [13] proposed an unsupervised
iterative brightness transfer func- tion (BTF), a technique
to handle the variability that occurs in illumination
conditions. BTP helps to map brightness values between
intra camera views while cumulative BTF helps to adapt
colours in inter camera views for people re- identification.
In a low quality camera network; [2] used a Colour
Structure Descriptor (CSD) by extracting dominant
colours from regions of interest (shirt and pant);
derived CSD by evaluating the differences of dominant
colours between the two targets and proposed a socalled Target Colour Structure (TCS) for people reidentification. A two feature approach was proposed in [14]
for object recognition, i.e., Haar and Dominant Colour
Descriptor (DCD) features. Haar features of the
foreground mask recognised an object in the first
technique while DCD works by partitioning the detected
foreground object into two, then using the dominant colours
of both regions as descriptors for object recognition.
In [15] two techniques were proposed; Red Green Blue
(RGB) colours were used alongside the height feature
his- togram and transformed normalised RGB colours
plus the height feature histogram techniques to identify
objects using histogram matching. Instead of recognising
proposed
objects using a distance measure, [16]
Ensemble RankSVM for ranking image sets with the
correct match having the highest ranking score. A
comparison between rank and distance measure techniques
for object re-identification was conducted. Ensemble
RankSVM was however recommended because of the
scalability of the technique. In [17], ULBP and Hue
Saturation Value (HSV) histogram were used as features
extracted from body segmented into 3 parts of a
detected target to capture local texture and colour
features.
These features alongside direction of view captured
different identifiers for 3 views; front, back and side that
helped in person re-identification. In [18], a model which is
a function of pose was developed to capture human
appearance. With the rectified pose prior image specific
person’s feature of colour and textures were extracted; reidentification and identification of targets became more
robust to viewpoint on the trained dataset. In [19],
persons were re-identified by accumulating local weight
map histogram features from 3 areas of a segmented
human body. The local weighted histograms were trained
for optimal weight map. These local weight map
histograms were integrated to form a feature vector used
for identification.
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In [20], the use of middle-level clothing attribute
information was described to assist in person reidentification. Re-identification perfor- mance was
improved by treating clothing attributes as real value
variables. In their pre-processing steps, a body partbased representation approach was proposed by
extracting HSV colour histogram and HOG as features. A
further contribution was the generation of a large-scale
dataset that contains more samples and camera views than
the currently available public datasets. In [21], people
were re-identified by a combination of features; hue,
saturation histogram and Saliency Maps from selected
body parts. In [22], a technique that identifies human action
and appearance based on colour and optical flow models
was proposed. The mean features from two regions of a
detected candidate identified a person’s action and
appearance. The colour features were extracted from 8
colour spaces; R, G, B, H, S, Y, Cb, Cr channels
respectively.

In [23], instead of solving people identification problem
using ranking and distance measures, Takac̆ et. al. used an
appearance based learning algorithm such as SVM and
the Naive Bayes classifiers to identify people. Finally,
[24] proposed a mid-level identification approach called
the Optimised Attribute Re-identification. 21 attributes
were proposed and detected using SVM. As reported by
[24], concentrating errors, biasness, match- ing errors and
human surveillance costs, has given rise to the need for the
automation of re-identification tasks. Despite the past and
present efforts to solve the automation of the reidentification problem using various techniques [25], it
still remains a research area, where much research effort
are needed, due to the fact that conventional biometrics
such as face recognition has failed as a result of
insufficient region of interest (ROI) detail for extracting
robust features. Further, in exploiting other visual
features such as ap- pearance of a person, most features
used in literature have not been sufficiently discriminative
enough for low quality inter-camera differentiation, due
to changes in a person’s appearance, differences in view
angles, changes in lighting conditions, presence of
background clutter and occlusion etc [25].

3. PROPOSED RE-IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK
This section presents the operational details of the pro- posed human object re-identification system. The process of reidentifying a person in a video surveillance system generally includes three broad steps: human object detection; feature
capture and representation and object classification (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Human re-identification process
Figure 2 illustrates the detailed block diagram of the proposed person re-identification system. Sections 4 6 presents the
underlying algorithmic details of each of the functional blocks of the figure 2 below. Fundamentally, in the proposed
system, the re- identification of a person is carried out by jointly making use of so-called low-level features of a person’s
appearance (i.e. a detailed colour histogram of central body part regions, see section 4-A) and so-called mid-level features
captured from a person’s head, torso and leg regions (e.g. dark head, coloured shirt, dark trouser etc). More specifically
the low-level feature representation of person’s appearance is defined by detailed colour histograms which are normalised
and obtained in regions of an initial body part segmentation and a subsequent sub-division (see section 4-A); while the
mid-level feature representation of a person’s appearance is defined by a higher-level description of the same regions
that determines for example whether the shirt/trouser is dark/coloured or not and head is dark or not etc. The details of
these functional blocks can be described in the following section.
4. HUMAN BODY PART-BASED FEATUREREPRESENTATION
Prior to the detection and analysis of a human body parts or segments for subsequent feature extraction, the full human
body needs to be detected in a scene. For this purpose we utilised the object detection technique of [26] which uses
HOG features for human localisation. Once the full body is identified as defined within a single rectangle, a body part
segmentation and a subsequent sub-division is carried out. Finally the a detailed feature analysis is carried out (see
section 5 and 6) within the above regions that is finally used for person re-identification.

A. Body region segmentation and sub-division
Assuming a standing and upright human, body region segmentation and sub-division helps subsequent capture of
specific features of a segmented human object. This seg- mentation is performed by splitting the rectangular region
containing the complete human figure into three parts, namely; head, torso, and leg (see figure 2). Further sub division of
these three regions into smaller regions of interest (ROIs) is done by further splitting the; head region into three
horizontally separated, equally sized sub-regions, the torso and leg regions are divided into equally sized, 3 × 3
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rectangular sub-regions, as depicted by figure 2. In order to minimise the effects of consideration of the background
regions in further analysis, only the middle rectangular patch is selected from the head region and the four middle
patches, placed vertically, are selected from the torso and the leg regions, for subsequent capture of low-level colour
histogram features and further attribute selection.
B. Low-level feature extraction and representation
The next step after body regions segmentation and sub- division is the colour histogram based feature detection and
representation of the five centrally spaced regions. For each of the five said regions a so-called RGB 3D-8 bin colour
histogram is extracted by (see figure 2) dividing each colour channel (i.e. R,G and B) into 8 bins and concatenating into a
single feature vector of length 8 × 8 × 8 = 512. Consequently, the appearance of a person is described by a feature vector,
obtained by concatenating features of the five centrally located patches; giving a total feature length of 2560 (see
figure 3).

Figure 3: Low-level feature concatenation

Figure 2: Proposed system for person re-identification
5. CLOTHING ATTRIBUTE REPRESENTATION
Aimed at creating a more detailed representation of a human figure by adding further higher level features to the lowlevel feature descriptor obtained above (see section 4-B) the said five regions are further analysed to determine seven
attributes that determines a higher-level appearance of the human body. Figure 4 illustrates the seven attributes defined.
One attribute is defined from the head-region, namely the ’head- colour’. Three attributes are defined from the shirt region, namely the ’shirt-colour’, ’shirt-brightness’ and ’shirt- pattern’, Two attributes are defined from the trouser region,
namely, ’trouser-colour’ and ’trouser-brightness’. Finally, one attribute is defined for describing the overall appearance,
namely, ’clothing-style’. Each of the above attributes can take two possible values as tabulated in table I. Hence the
value of each of the attributes can be represented by a binary number 1, or 0, for e.g. dark-shirt with 1 and non-dark shirt
with 0.
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A. Clothing attribute value determination
The medium-level attribute values of test human objects were determined by using a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier to train on hand annotated attributes with known values from known sample regions of a training image dataset
(see section 7-A). As a result of the above each detected human figure’s medium-level features will be represented by
a seven ele- ment vector with each element being either a zero or a one.
B. The combined feature vector
Figure 5 illustrates the combined feature vector that com- prises of the low-level 3D-8 bin colour histogram features and
medium level features that are represented by the above mentioned attributes. This combined feature vector defines the
detected human and will subsequently be used in human re-identification.

Figure 5: Total feature length
6. EXPERIMENTS
Two datasets were used for experiments, a self-captured set of new content and the most popular database used by
other researchers, i.e., VIPeR.

A.

Self-captured dataset
The captured database has 118 frames which comprises of footage relevant to 6 different people taken from two
different cameras. All images are scaled to a size of 128 ×48 pixels. In our experiments the cameras are named as A and B
and the set of images captured by Cam B are used as the gallery images and the set of images captured by the Cam A
are used as the probe image set. The performance of the proposed algorithm for person re-identification is evaluated by
matching each test image in Cam A against the images in Cam B, the gallery image set. Figure 6 shows some examples
of the detected persons in the self-constructed dataset. This dataset contains predominantly indoor images with challenges
in illumination changes due to changes in artificial lighting within the building.

Figure 6: Samples from the self-captured data set

B. The VIPeR dataset
The VIPeR dataset contains 632 pedestrian image pairs captured by two cameras having different viewpoint, pose
and lighting. Images are scaled to size 128 ×48 pixels. In our experiments we name the two camera as Cam A and Cam B. In
the experiments conducted the set of images captured by the Cam B are considered the gallery set and those captured by
the Cam A are considered as the probe image set. The algorithmic performance is evaluated by matching each test
image in Cam A against the Cam B gallery. Some selected example images from the VIPeR dataset are illustrated in
figure 7
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Figure 4: Definition of medium-level attributes
Table I: Attributes description and values
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Attributes
Shirt-Colour
Shirt-Brightness
Shirt-Pattern
Clothing-Style
Head-Colour
Trouser-Brightness
Trouser-Colour

Value1
Coloured
Bright
Patterned
Single colour up/down
Dark
Dark
Coloured

Value2
No Colour
Dark
No Pattern
Multi-colour up/down
Other
Bright
No No colour

Figure 7: VIPeR data samples

C. Evaluation and metrics used
The database used for evaluation be it the VIPeR dataset or the self-captured dataset is first divided into two sets, i.e., the training
image set and test image set. Approximately half of the images are used for training and the remaining half is used for testing.
We train an SVM classifier on both the training and validation portions, while re-identification performance is reported on the
held out test portion. A person from the query image set is re-identified using a distance metric between itself and each of the
candidate images in the gallery image set. The low-level, distance measure, dL, between a query image, Iq and a candidate image
from the gallery image set Ig is defined as follows:
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(1)
where Ll (Iq) and Ll (Ig), refers to the extracted type l low- level features from the query and gallery images i.e Iq and Ig
respectively and dL is the corresponding distance measure for the feature type l.
For the clothing attributes, the distance measure is defined as follows:
(2)
where Aa(Iq) and Aa(Ig) are the attribute encoding ’a’ of the query image Iq and the candidate gallery image Ig
Given the above definitions, the Euclidean distance metric between a query image and a gallery image based on the low-level
features is defined as follows:
(3)
where li|xq,i refers to the it h low-level feature of the query image given all other features of the query image and li|xg,i refers to
the it h low-level feature of the gallery image given all other features of the gallery image. Similarly, the Euclidean distance
metric between the query image and a gallery image based on the attribute-space is defined as follows:

(4)
where all terms can be defined in a manner similar to that defined in equation 3.
In literature, the standard performance evaluation metrics used
in person re-identification are matching performance at rank n,
cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curves, and
normalised Area Under the CMC Curve (nAUC) [24]. The
matching performance at rank n reports the probability that the
correct match occurs within the first n ranked results from the
gallery image set. This is obtained by calculating the
Euclidean distances between a query image and all images in
the gallery image set and ordering the matches in ascending
order of matching error. The match with the smallest error is
considered the rank-1 image and so on. The CMC curve plots
the recognition for all rank values, n, and the nAUC
summarises the area under the CMC curve (Note: the ideal
nAUC is 1.0 and nAUC of 0.5 defines match obtains simply
by ’chance’). However, the measures used for the performance
eval- uation of the proposed person
re-identification
algorithm are limited to the rank score illustrated by the
associated cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curves.

A. Attributes detection
After the extraction of low-level colour features they can be
used in the colour based recognition of values of the seven
attributes of a human figure defined in Table I. The VIPeR
database was used for the attribute training and testing. From
the images captured for Camera A, each attribute value was
manually annotated. The manually annotated information from
Camera A, for a given attribute (say for e.g. shirt- colour) was
used in training an SVM. The testing was done on images
captured by Camera B. Each attributes value was determined
using the relevant trained SVM. This training and testing
processes were carried out for each attribute, separately, using
a different SVM. Table II records the detection accuracies
obtained for each of the attributes. The highest accuracy has
been obtained for ’Style’ and the lowest accuracy has been
recorded for the Head region in deterring whether it is dark or
not. The latter is due to the high possibility of presence of
individuals with darker skin tone and these individuals getting
mixed up with people who are turning the back of their head
to the camera.
The average accuracy for the detected attributes is 77.9%.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the experimental results and a de- tailed
analysis. The performance of the proposed approach was
considered using three different matching metric mea- sures
namely, a) matching based on low-level features only
b) matching based on medium-level attribute signatures only
and c) matching based on both low level features and
attributes, combined.

B. Matching performance analysis
Figure 8 illustrates the CMC curves when low-level features
and attributes are used for the representation of detected
people, both as individual metrics and together, i.e. as a
combined metric. When the combined feature set is used the
figure 9 illustrates the same graphs plotted within the narrow
range of Rank-1 to Rank-20. The results indicate that up to
Rank-5 the combined feature set performs better than the
individual feature sets.
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However above Rank-5 a better accuracy of recognition is
demonstrated when using the Attributes only. This indicates
that the detailed low level colour histogram features add
details to the person’s Attributes making the matching more
accurate at up to Rank-5. However the use of low-level
colour features only is not recommended due to relatively poor

performance. A detailed study revealed that the low- level
colour features although providing details for higher ranked
matches, when used independently varies signifi- cantly
between images of even the same person. Having the
Attributes considered in addition allows the combined features
to more accurately define an object.

Figure 8: Cumulative matching characteristic curves of pro- posed technique
Table II: Attributes classification accuracies based on VIPeR dataset
Number Attributes
1
2
3
4

Shirt-Colour
Shirt-Brightness
Shirt-Pattern
Clothing-Style

5
6
7

Head-Colour
Trouser-Brightness
Trouser-Colour
Mean

Value2
No Colour
Dark
No Pattern
colour Multi-colour
up/down
Other
Bright
No No colour

Detection accuracy
79.4%
73.4%
87.8%
90.7%
66.5%
70.9%
76.4%
77.9%

Figure 9: Cumulative matching characteristic curves of pro- posed technique plotted within the narrow range
of Rank-1 to Rank-20.
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However when the combined low-level colour features and
medium-level Attributes are used the proposed algorithm
works better. This is due to the additional detail of the objects
definition included by the low-level colour attributes that are
used in the proposed approach.

The average accuracy obtained by averaging over all Rank’s
was 62%, 97.6% and 92.1% respectively for low- level
features, attributes and their combination. Table III compared
the performance of the proposed ap- proach to that of the
method proposed in [24] that proposed a low-level feature
based approach dependent on colour and textures for initial
attribute detection and an subsequent attribute only based
approach for person re-identification. The results have been
tabulated for the same set of training and test images obtained
from the VIPeR image database.

The proposed low-level feature set only includes colour
features from the RGB representation of the image. However
the low-level feature set that the algorithm in [24] uses for
attribute detection uses both colour features and texture
features. The colour features, show less in number is spread
across three different representations of object colour (RGB,
HS and YCbCr). Our detailed investigation revealed that when
colour features of the same object when represented in different
colour features are used, a significant amount of redundant
information is used in the training process. This affects the
accuracy. Further global texture features are very much
subjected to changes due to background clutter, over/under
exposed images etc, that could also affect in a negative manner
if texture features are also used alongside colour features.
Figure 10 illustrates bar graphs comparing the perfor- mance at
different Rank scores. Results in Table III also tabulates the
performance of the proposed approach when combined features
are used and the self-captured dataset with more challenging
images are used for experimentation

The results tabulated in Table III show that the at Rank-5 and
above the proposed approach when only the Attributes are used
and the combined set of Attributes and low-level features are
used performed significantly better than the method proposed
in [24] a method popularly used as a benchmarking algorithm
in literature. However at Rank-1 the proposed method when
only the Attributes are used performs less accurately as
compared to the benchmark algorithms. It is noted that the
benchmark algorithm of [24] is based on a larger (hence more
detailed set of medium-level features) set of attributes (21
attributes) as compared to the number of attributes used by the
proposed technique (7 attributes). This is the likely reason for it
to perform better than the proposed algorithm at Rank-1 when
only the Attributes are use.

Figure 10: Rank scores re-identification performance
Figure 11 illustrates an example of matching gallery images for a probe image from the query image dataset when using the
VIPeR dataset (top row) and the self-captured (bottom row) dataset. It is seen that the query image matches with a number of
candidates from the gallery image database where the person has turned with respect to the camera angle of view.

Table III: Person re-identification accuracy
VIPeR
Rank1
Attributes
15.5
Low-level features and attributes 24.7
Low-level features
5.1
Method in [24]
21.4
Self-constructed
Proposed technique
5

Rank5
50
54.4
13
41.5

Rank10
68.4
65.5
17.4
55.2

Rank20
85.8
75
26.6
71.5

35.6

56

74.6
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Figure 11: Human re-identification on both datasets
The above results indicate the superior performance obtainable from the proposed approach.
8. CONCLUSION

9. FUTURE WORKS

Finally, we have shown that detailed colour featured captured
in known localities of a human figure in the form of a 3D
colour histogram with a finite number of bins can be used to
accurately determine attributes of a human body that can then
be used together with the low-level colour features for person
re-identification. Accuracy figures of approximately 75% and
85% have been obtained when using combined Attribute and
low-level features and Attributes only, respectively at a rank
of Rank-20.

In literature the performance of people re-identification
systems have always been demonstrated and evaluated on still
images. The possibility of implementing the proposed
technique within a real-time video analytic scenario so as to
demonstrate the applicability of this system in a real world
system, is proposed as future work. It was also revealed that
the mid-level attributes detection performance could benefit
from some performance improvements. Investigation of the
use of additional features, the use of more effective feature
reduction techniques and feature combinations are
recommended. Further investigating the use of effective
feature weighting, based on training data in obtaining the
combined feature vector for representing an human object is
also recommended
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continuous knapsack problem and the reduced problem is
solved using bounded variable linear programs (BVLPs).
In terms of computational time, their developed procedure is
efficient than the CPLEX solver of GAMS. In this study, we
shall be modelling Knapsack problem to a portfolio selection
of health care and oil and gas sector.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Knapsack problem can be defined as a set of items, each
with a weight(w) and a profit(p), determine the number(n) of
each item to include in a collection(j) so that the total

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
weight is less than or equal to a given limit and the total
profit(p) is as large as possible.

In this section, we shall considered a function of three
variables and derive a lagrangian dual from the figure 3.8
below. We shall also be using the same as the sensitivity
analysis.

Mathematically it can be represented as follows:
(1)

Proof: We shall provide the proof of Lagrangian dual If we
consider
where
is a function of two

(2)
(3)

independent variables

and increases in

and

will

produce a combined increase in .

The difficulty of the problem is caused by the integrality
requirement of equation (3). The knapsack problem has
received wide attention from the operations research
community, because of its uses in many practical problems.
Applications include resource allocation in distributed
systems, capital budgeting and cutting stock problems
[5,6,7].The knapsack problem have been applied in areas such
as information technologies [1], resource constrained project
scheduling [2], auditing [3] and health care [4].

Given

then

B

The Lagrangian dual can be used to find dual bounds of the
integer programming in which knapsack problem is among
them. M. Fisher [8] used Lagrangian Relaxation Method to
Solving Integer Programming Problems.Mayank Verma and
R.R.K. Sharma [9] proposed a two-level, multi-item, multiperiod-capacitated dynamic lot-sizing problem with inclusions
of backorders and setup times, is solved using a novel
procedure. In their paper they used a single-constraint

A
C
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Fig. 1: The x,y,z Plne
For C:

(4)

denotes

where
From B to C:

);
is constant;

denotes
changes to

(5)
differentiate (4) with respect to

we have
(6)
(7)

substituting equations (4), (6) and (7) to (5)
it now becomes

(8)
We rearranging the terms by collecting together all the first derivatives, and then all the
second derivatives, and so on, we get

(9)
Then, if

then

Substituting

to equation (9) ,we have
(10)

Subtracting z from each side
(11)
since

and

are small, the expression in the brackets is of the next order of

smallness and can be discarded. Therefore, we arrive at the result below
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if

, then

for

to have a stationary value, then

(12)

(13)
We find

from equation (13)
(14)

(15)
Substituting equation (15) to (12) and rearrange it, we have
(16)

(17)

Now we define

as the value of

as the stationary point of the constrained functions.

(17) can be written as
(18)
Dividing through by
(19)
Then if

, we have
(20)

if

and
or
(21)

The equations reduced to
where,
Lagragian function
z = objective function
= lagragian multiplier or sensitivity coefficients
constraints
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Substituiting knapsack problem (1-3) into lagragian function, we have
(22)
where:
(23)
(24)
profit
weight
number of items from which to choose

1 to
=
Dual function:
(25)
Thus the Lagragian dual:
(26)
In this study, we shall be using

as the sensitivity coefficient. Equations(22) can be rearrange as follows

=

(27)

Equations (27) say that at maximum point the ratio of
. The numerator
change in

gives the marginal benefit of each

due to a one unit change in

to

is the same for every

to the function

coefficients) for all the

= 1,2,3,..., and moreover it equals

to be maximized. Moreover,

gives the approximate

.

Similarly, the denominators have a marginal cost interpretation, namely,
the approximate change in

where

due to a unit change in

gives the marginal cost of using

. We therefore summarize

. i.e
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
able 1 below shows the expected profit of both health care and oil and gas return which include 18 companies which are
Total(TOT), Eterna(ETE), Conoil(CON), Japaul(JAP), Mobil(MOB), Mrs(MRS), Forte(FOR), Oando(OAN), Ekocarp(EKO),
Evansmedical(EVA), Fidson(FID), Glaxosmithkline(GLA), May & Baker(MAY), Morison(MOR), Neimeth(NEI), NigerianGerman(NIG), Pharma-Deko(PHA) and Union Diagnostic(UNI) from 2010-2014. The results were obtained from the Nigeria
Stock Exchange (NSE). In order to obtain an estimate for an expected return on our investments or expected profit, we will solve
for the mean of our data points from the return. We will also calculate the earning per share price which was extracted from the
annual reports of each companies. Table 1 shows the Expected profit (EP) and Earning per share (EPS)
Table 1: Expected Profit and Earning Per Share of listed Stocks
Stocks
Mean(Expected Profits) (EP)
TOT*
0.0036
ETE*
0.0440
CON
-0.0260
JAP*
0.0706
MOB
-0.0380
MRS
0.0220
FOR
-0.1551
OAN*
0.1427
EKO*
0.0333
EVA*
0.0333
FID
-0.0483
GLA
-0.0692
MAY*
0.0713
MOR*
0.1568
NEI*
0.0384
NIG*
0.0628
PHA*
0.0612
UNI*
0.0203

Earning Per Share (EPS)
11.796
0.706
298.4
1.596
1227.2
3.188
4.89
2.64
31.35
0.33
24.5
2.88
0.22
16.58
9
138.8
186.4
2.3

As shown in Table 1 stocks with * by their names have positive figures as their mean whiles those with the * have negative
mean. A share with a positive mean indicates that share is expected to yield positive returns (profits) while those with negative
means those shares will decline in value over a period. With the main objective of this work being to maximize the return on our
investments with the help of knapsack concept, we will now consider stocks with positive expected returns. These profitable
stocks are shown in the table below with their respective earning per share.
Table 2: Profitable shares with their respective prices.
Variables
Stocks
Mean(Expected Profits)
TOT
0.0036

(EP)

Earning Per Share (EPS)
11.796

ETE

0.0440

0.706

JAP

0.0706

1.596

MRS

0.0220

3.188

OAN

0.1427

2.64

EKO

0.0333

31.35

EVA

0.0333

0.33

MAY

0.0713

0.22

MOR

0.1568

16.58

NEI

0.0384

9

NIG

0.0628

1.38

PHA

0.0612

18.64

UNI

0.0203

2.3
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Table 2 captures profitable shares as well as their respective prices. The various expected profits for the individual shares will
form the coefficients of the objective function of our problem whiles their corresponding earning per share prices will be the
coefficients of the constraint.
3.1 Formulation of the capacity
There are millions of shares of these stocks which are traded daily on the stock exchange. The amount of money you need to
invest on the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE) depends on the price of shares you select. Shares are usually traded in batches or
round lots of 100. Where the price of a particular stock is high, an investor can contact a broker to buy fever than 100 shares or
what is commonly referred to as odd lots. In this study, we shall adopt the N 10.00 per share as the amount to be invested.
3.2 Objective Function
The objective function which seeks to maximize the Return of Investment (R), will be equated to the summation of the expected
returns of the various individuals shares. The coefficients of the objective function are derived from the expected profits indicated
in the table.
Thus is given by:
R = 0.0036
+ 0.0713

+ 0.044

+ 0.0706

+ 0.1568

+ 0.0384

+ 0.022

+ 0.1427

+ 0.0628

+ 0.033

+ 0.0612

+ 0.0333

+ 0.0203

(28)

3.3 Constraint
The constraint consist of the summation of the individual earning per share which is on the financial statement of each stock is
considered. These coefficients are indicated in the table as the earning per share.
Thus is given by:
11.796

+ 0.706

18.64

+ 2.3

+ 1.596

+ 3.188

+ 2.64

+ 31.35

10

+ 0.33

+ 0.22

+ 16.58

+9

+ 1.38

+

+ 0.1568

+

+ 2.64

+

+ (0.1427- 2.64 )

+

(29)

3.4 Lagrangian Dual Solution
The numerical results below are the lagrangian dual in equation (26) and the objective
function(28), constraints (29) were used to solve the dual.
0.0036
0.0384
31.35

+ 0.0628
+ 0.33

+ 0.044
+ 0.0612

+ 0.22
(0.0036-11.

(0.033-31.35 )
1.38 )

+ 0.0706
+ 0.0203

+ 16.58
)

+9

+…

+ 1.38

+ (0.044-0.706 )

+ (0.0333-0.33 )

+ (0.0612-18.64 )

+ 0.022

+ 0.1427
[10 – (11.796
+ 18.64

+ 2.3

+ (0.0706-1.596 )

+ (0.0713-0.22 )

+ (0.0203- 2.3 )

+ 0.033

+ 10

160

+ 0.0333

+ 0.706

+ 1.596

+ 0.0713
+ 3.188

)]
+ (0.022-3.188 )

+ (0.1568-16.58 )

+ (0.0384- 9 )

+ (0.0628-
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Table 3: Optimal Solution of the Lagragian subproblem

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0

1
0

1
1

0
1

1
1

0
1

1
1

1
1

0
1

0
1

1
1

0
1

1
1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

0.76-89.72
0.445+0.828
0.712477.224
0.641875.628
0.6198-72.44
0.4771-69.8
0.4441-38.45
0.4108-38.12
0.3395-37.9
0.1827-21.32
0.1443-21.32
0.0815-10.94
0.0203-7.7
10

[0.00030534, ]
[0.06232295,0.00030534]
[0.04423559,0.06232295]
[0.00690088,0.04423559]
[0.05405303,0.00690088]
[0.00105263,0.05405303]
[0.10090909,0.00105263]
[0.32409091,0.10090909]
[0.00945718,0.32409091]
[0.0042667,0.00945718]
[0.04550725,0.0042667]
[0.00328326,0.04550725]
[0.00882609,0.00328326]
[ ,0.00882609]

From Table 3, the optimal solution of the dual is given as
0.445+0.828 , where
When we substitute

= 0.00030534

= 0.00030534 to the dual

0.445+0.828 .

indicates that if the Earning per share constraints were increase by one unit, the value
= 0.00030534 estimates the increase of the total expected profit.
It also shows that there will be a positive increase in the profit if the value of capacity increase, from the result indicates a small
change. The results also show that there is no much gain in the Nigeria
Stock Exchange from 2010 to 2014.
4. Future Work
Future work is to apply Lagrangian dual to other integer programming problems which includes facility location problem, capital
budgeting, set covering problem, fixed charge problem and Job scheduling problem.
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ABSTRACT
The common access control method for candidates into examination halls in higher institutions is the paper based examination
pass. This method is prone to irregularities and human manipulations leading to examination malpractices. This paper presents
the development of fingerprint system with an application interface for the integration of the peripherals required for the smooth
running of the system. The system algorithm was based on Euclidean distance method and the program codes developed using CSharp computer programming language while the user interface was designed using Microsoft Visual studio for the links within
the system. The acceptance of fingerprint images was achieved using a Futronic fingerprint scanner which detect and accept
fingerprints both in the identification and verification modes of the system. The interconnection of the system and the designed
application was done through the integration of the scanner’s system development kit. Analyses were carried out using the False
Acceptance and False Rejection for 75 candidates. The system testing showed a convenience score of 98.67 % and Security value
of 100 % at the threshold value of 25 %.
Keywords: Microcontroller, Fingerprint, Examination, Access Control System.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Verifying the identity of a person has become a critical and
important task in a globally connected society like Nigeria.
Cash terminals, access control, examination pass identity,
internet transactions are basic examples of security issues
where the identities of the users are important and useful [1].
Most universities in Nigeria adopt the use of the paper means
of authentication for eligibility of candidates for examinations.
This is issued by the university’s examinations and record
units. This contains vital information needed in identifying
candidates. These may include the student’s name, the
registered
courses,
matriculation
number,
passport
photographs and school’s authentication stamps. This is
known as ‘examination pass’. It is the method devised by the
institution’s authorities in identifying eligible candidates for
various examinations.

Some of these irregularities attached to this paper means of
identification include students making several copies of this
examination pass and using this as a means of bringing papers
to the examination hall, presenting the clean one to the
invigilators on the verge of entering the hall and the ones with
written substances hidden somewhere in their body to
perpetrate examination fraud. Some of these passes as the case
may be are sometimes duplicated and then stamped with fake
ones fabricated for the purpose of impersonation. Even, the
passport photographs are sometimes removed and replaced
with another one and in addition, it is not a viable enough to
distinguish between two identical twins.
In view of these irregularities and fraud that may arise from
the use of the paper based examination pass issuance to
students for examination identities, the fingerprints as a form
of biometrics (which measures physiological and behavioral
characteristics is viable to provide reliable identification
system [1] [2] is a better alternative since it is a widely
accepted fact that every human being has a unique set of
fingerprints. This may be adopted for the sole purpose of
proving the eligibility of students for examinations.

However, it is imperative to note that with the level of
information provided in these examination passes, they are
still open to students’ manipulations as some of the
information displayed by this pass can still be tampered with
for the sole purpose of impersonation and other examination
fraud as the case may be.
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The aim of the paper is to design and develop a fingerprint
based examination pass system through the design and
implementation using C# programming language with a
Futronic
FS80
scanner.
The scanner was integrated using the Standard Development
Kit (SDK) from Futronic and the system and its interface was
developed with Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
[4] Proposed a method of fingerprint identification based on
minutiae matching. This was achieved through the
classification of fingerprints into ridges and valleys. The dark
areas of the fingerprints were classified as the ridges while the
white areas were referred to as the valleys. These various
points are called Minutiae. It is on this that the system
designed was based on. The system works based on the
recognition of distance of a particular template patterns
relative to other minutiae which is to be verified.
The matching of the minutiae is premised on finding enough
minutiae in one image with that having corresponding
minutiae in another image and then comparing them to know
the level of similarity that exist between them. This is then
matched together based on the relative distance to other
minutiae around it.

The system is designed to work basically in three principles,
these are:
•
The image acquisition stage
•
The feature extraction stage
•
The pattern matching stage
The image acquisition stage is the most essential part of the
project. This involves the acquisition of the images using the
fingerprint user interface [3]. The fingerprint user interface of
the system is the Futronic FS80 fingerprint scanner through
which the images are acquired and stored in the database. The
feature extraction stage involves the extraction of the minutiae
points in fingerprints. This involves extracting important
minutiae of the fingerprints and then forwarding it for storage
in the database. This is as important stage and a depending
factor in which the matching stage depends on.

[5] Proposed and developed algorithms on fingerprint
identification. The study is based on enrolment and
authentication. In the enrolment exercise, biometric features
are captured and then stored in a database.
The biometric features were detected and then compared with
the existing data in the database through some techniques that
involve a feature extractor and a biometric matcher cascaded
effectively. This research work went further to categorize the
sets of algorithms used in the implementation of the system.
These are the minutiae, the correlation and the Euclidean
based algorithms.

The main task of the matching stage is to compare and verify
the template fingerprints (the one already stored in the
database) and the input pattern (the one to be verified) based
on a chosen threshold value set for the matching of the
images.
The general model of the system is shown in Figure 1:

The minutiae algorithm involves extraction of the finger
minutiae. This has some constraints as it depends on the image
acquired. The correlation algorithm devised a technique which
aligns two fingerprint images and subtracts the input image
from the template image to see if the ridges correspond. The
final algorithm which is the Euclidean distance model
involves measuring relative distances between the
corresponding features extracted.
[5] Concluded their research work by making reference to two
important parameters that are used to determine the reliability
of the system built. These are the False Acceptance (FA) and
False Rejection (FR). These were used respectively in
determining the Security and Convenience of the system.
Another interesting research work which illuminates the world
of fingerprint identification is the work of [3]. This work
identifies the flaws in minutiae based fingerprint system. The
study proposed the Singular Value Decomposition system
(SVD) for the acquisition of images, extraction of features and
matching of patterns. The first involves acquiring of images
through a fingerprint user interface while the feature
extraction stage involves the extraction of the features from
the images through the Singular Value Decomposition
algorithm by splitting it into vectors and taking into
consideration, their vectorial positions. The matching stage
was achieved through the Euclidean distance algorithm.

Figure 1: General architecture of the system [4].
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[3] Tested for the accuracy and reliability of the system
employing the False Acceptance (FA) and False Rejection
(FR) in making judgment on the performance of the system
built.

The modes of operation of the system are basically in two
ways. These are;
•
The Enrolment/Registration mode
•
The Authentication mode

3. METHODOLOGY

The registration mode is the section where the students get
themselves registered. The registration mode will capture the
name of students, the registered courses, the student’s passport
photograph through the webcam and the fingerprint of the
candidates. This is then saved in the database for proper
accessibility when needed. This is shown in the flow chart
Figure 2.

The system designed works based on three stages;
a. The image acquisition stage
b. The feature extraction stage
c. The pattern matching stage
The image acquisition stage is the most important and a
critical section of the fingerprint system. This is because the
quality of the fingerprint image captured will go a long way in
determining the end output of the system [3]. Thus, the system
depends on what is acquired in this stage. The acquisition of
the images was achieved through the use of a Futronic FS80
USB 2.0 fingerprint scanner. This as a device makes use of
advanced Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) sensor technique and clear optical system to deliver
high quality fingerprint image [6]. The feature extraction
involves the extraction of the minutiae points for storage into
the database which will be used for the matching stage. It is
called template pattern. The extraction of the fingerprints is
done by the integration of the System Development Kit (SDK)
of the scanner (Futronic) into the algorithm. The fingerprint
SDK is a software kit that allows synergizing of biometric
fingerprints recognition into designed applications [7]. This
helps in the extraction of the unique minutiae which is the
focal point of the operation of the system.
The matching stage which may be seen as the authentication
stage involves comparing the minutiae points from the input
patterns (impressed fingerprint) and the template fingerprint
(fingerprints in the database) through the use of the Euclidean
distance algorithm. The Euclidean distance algorithm involves
measuring the distance between any two points that are
represented in a two dimensional axes [3]. The axes are the
location of the feature vector of the images obtained through
the scanner i.e. the fingerprints.
Test Xv = {x1, x2, x3……….. xn}

(1)

and the extracted vectors of the corresponding fingerprint
which is stored in the database and then retrieved using the
equation;
Db Yv = { y1, y2, y3……….. yn }

(2)

Then, the Euclidean distance between the two extracted
features in representations is calculated as shown below:
Ed2=(x1- y1)2 +( x2– y2)2 +...+ (xn – yn) 2

(3)

After the Euclidean distance has been established, a reference
threshold of alignment is set in the algorithm for verification
such that this set threshold must be reached as matching score
between the template and the input pattern for authentication
to be granted to the user.

Figure 2: Flow of chart for registration.
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The other mode which is the authentication mode involves the
students getting themselves verified prior to the start of an
examination. Thus, it comes up at the verge of writing an
examination. This includes accepting the students once the
database of the students captures the name and the course to
be written and reject the student if the course is not found in
the database of the student. Thus, for the fingerprint system to
authenticate, it must have properly enrolled the student into
the database. This is shown in the flow chart Figure 3. The
procedures followed in the construction of the system were
carried out in two phases. These are the software and hardware
construction. The hardware construction involves connecting
the fingerprint scanner to the PC for proper input of the
images.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The procedures on how the fingerprint security system is used
are in two categories. These are the registration and
authentication categories.
The procedures for the registration modes are;
•
Open the device interface on the PC.
•
Click on ‘register’ for the registration mode of the system
as shown in Figure 4.

START

INPUT STUDENT’S MATRIC
NUMBER AND COURSE

RETRIEVE AND DISPLAY STUDENT’S
DATABASE

CHECK IF COURSE IS REGISTERED BY
STUDENT

Figure 4: Registration homepage.
PRINT
COURSES

NO

•

REGISTERED

ENROLLING

•

YES
INPUT
FINGERPRINT VIA
SCANNER

•

COMPARE FINGERPRINTS

NO
FINGERPRINTS
RESULTS

•
PRINT
ACCESS
DENIED

•

YES
END

Figure 3: Flow of chart for authentication.
The software construction was achieved through a C# sharp
computer programming and the interface was developed using
Microsoft visual studio 2010. Four forms were developed (this
includes the interface for the enrolment and the verification
stages). The database of the system was designed using
Microsoft access 2010. The whole software works in line with
the System Development Kit (SDK) of the Futronic FS80
scanner.
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Enter the student’s name, matriculation number and the
courses for the semester as shown in Figure 5.
Click on open webcam for the student’s passport
photograph and once satisfaction of the picture is done,
‘capture picture’ is then clicked for the passport
photograph.
Then, click on ‘select finger’ to load in the fingerprint
which must have been captured by the fingerprint scanner
and then loaded into the interface as shown in Figure 6.
After the inputs of the data have been satisfactorily done,
then, ‘register button’ is then clicked for the registration
and saving of the data into the database of the system.
A confirmatory message “REGISTRATION IS
SUCCESSFUL” is displayed to show that the data has
been successfully registered. See Figure 7.
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Figure 8: Confirmation of candidate’s eligibility into
hall.

Figure 5: Candidate’s information input stage.
•

•

•
•

Click “enter” to confirm to verify if the student actually
register for the course. This is verified through a message
which is displayed. The confirmation message along with
the interface is shown in Figure 9.
The passport photograph of the candidate is displayed as
a delivery message and the fingerprint stored on the
system database. This is clearly shown in Figure 10.
The fingerprint of the student is then loaded to confirm
the eligibility of the student. This is shown in Figure 11.
To prevent impersonation, the matching score of the
fingerprints is displayed along with the fingerprints. It is
the final authentication stage. This is clearly shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 6: Fingerprint authentication stage.

Figure 9: Confirmation of registration of course stage
Figure 7: Fingerprint registration stage.
To use to application for the authentication of candidates, the
following procedures are followed.
•
Click on “Exam Pass” for the verification mode. This is
displayed in the welcome interface in Figure 4.
•
Enter Matriculation number and the course which is to be
written in the examination hall. The interface is shown in
Figure 8.
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4.1 Result Analysis
In testing for the reliability and accuracy of the system (this
was done to measure it correctness), two parameters were
used. They are the False Rejection (FR) and False Acceptance
(FA).
4.1.1 False Rejection (FR)
False rejection is defined as the scenario or instance in which a
biometric system is unable or denies authentication of an
authorized person [8, 9]. This depends on the image acquired
and the threshold value set for the matching of the template
pattern and the input pattern
.
4.1.2 False Rejection Rate (FRR)
The False Rejection Rate (FRR) is the probability or the
measure of the possibility that the fingerprint security system
will wrongly or incorrectly reject an attempt to access the
system by an authorized user [17]. This is shown
mathematically as;

Figure 10: Candidate’s fingerprint validation stage.

FRR =

(4)

It does not denote a flaw in the biometric system [10]; rather,
it shows convenience since it a function of the threshold value
set for the matching of the images.
In testing for the false rejection, candidates were selected and
registered and were then authenticated three different times to
check if FR may occur.
Table 1: Result of the test carried out on the system.
Total
Threshold
Sample
Value (%)
FR
FRR (%)
75
25
1
1.333
FR = False Rejection.
FRR = False Rejection Rate.

Figure 11: Candidate’s fingerprint confirmation stage.

4.1.3 False Acceptance (FA)
This refers to an instance or scenario in which a security
system incorrectly authenticates or verifies an unauthorized
person [11, 12]. This is the most important of all biometric
security errors since it gives access to an unauthorized user.
4.1.4 False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
This is the probability of a biometric system incorrectly
matches the input pattern to a non-matching template in the
system’s database [10]. This is possible if the impostor’s
matching score is higher than the threshold set for the
matching of the system.
For the determination of FAR, the candidates were registered
and after that, three different candidates were asked to
impersonate a registered candidates. This was done by trying
to break through the system by impressing their fingerprints
and then comparing it with the template in the database of the
system.

Figure 12: Candidate’s fingerprint authentication stage.
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Table 2: Summary of the test.
Total Sample Threshold
Value (%)
75
25
FA = False Acceptance
FAR = False Acceptance Rate.

FA
-

FAR (%)

5. CONCLUSION
The fingerprint system was developed in two practical modes;
the registration and the verification mode. The registration
mode was designed to capture the following data; students’
name, matriculation number, passport photographs, registered
courses and fingerprints which were properly and correctly
saved into the database of the system. The authentication
mode was designed to confirm the eligibility of candidates for
the courses to be taken in the examination from the database.
The acceptance of fingerprints was designed with the use of
Futronic FS80 scanner while that of passport photographs was
designed using the Webcam of the computer system. Hence,
the Futronic scanner and webcam are peripherals that work
alongside with the computer system in the smooth operation of
the system.

-

4.2 Convenience
The convenience shows how conducive it is to use the
fingerprint system i.e. how the security system analyses the
template and the input pattern. The fingerprint system may be
designed to have a very high threshold value thus, making the
matching score of the pattern (template and input) to be very
high for authorized users to authenticate and also, reducing the
threshold will also make the matching score so low for
authentication.
The convenience of a biometric system depends on the False
Rejection Rate (FRR). This is mathematically shows as;

The system designed works basically on three criteria. These
are the image acquisition stage which involves capturing the
image (fingerprint) via the FS80 Futronic scanner. The feature
extraction stage is the second stage which involves extracting
the important minutiae for the purpose of the matching stage
which is the authentication stage. The matching stage then
tends to compare the template image and that of the input
image based on a 25% threshold value set for the operation of
the system.

(5)
Using table 1, then we

4.3 Security
This shows how reliable and secured the fingerprint system.
This depends on the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) that may
occur during the testing of the system. This is shown
mathematically as;
(6)
Since no FAR occur while testing the system, then, it may be
concluded that the system 100% is secured and accurate.

The system was tested using 75 students in rating its
performance. This was premised on the occurrence of False
Acceptance (FA) and False Rejection (FR) during the
sampling. False Rejection occurred once while False
Acceptance did not occur during this exercise. The False
Rejection Rate (FRR) gave a Convenience value of 98.67%
while False Acceptance Rate (FAR) gave a Security value of
100% making it very reliable and effective biometric system
to use in Institutional environments as examination pass.
For wider proliferation, the system is coded as a setup and can
be installed in computer system for use.
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ABSTRACT
The common access control method for candidates into examination halls in higher institutions is the paper based examination
The electronic health record is a systematic way of arranging, organizing, indexing and managing medical records in advanced
system storage. Present e-health records are not effective because health record are kept locally on personal computers in
different hospitals, as a result of this, there are recurrence and redundancy of patient’s e-health record, hence, the issues of
patient’s confidentiality and privacy become jeopardize. In this work, a secured cloud-based e-health record system using
fingerprint biometric and attributes encryption is design. The system (FINABE eHealth Record) comprises of five modules
namely; arrival of patient, fingerprint capture, enrolment/verification, hospital and cloud which is made up of the authentication
server, database and middleware. The system was implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio C# with SQL Server database, and
was tested using electronic fingerprint scanner which was interfaced to the digital computer system for verifying patient identity.
The performance of FINABE eHealth Record shows that it provides an efficient technique for solving the issues of privacy and
security of EHR system in the cloud.
Keyboards: Biometric, Cloud-computing, E-health record, Encryption.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare is an area of concern to all population, in the same
vain medical record needs to be made accessible as required
by the consent user and authorized healthcare personnel [2]. In
the past, healthcare providers (such as the family doctor)
stored medical records of their patients on paper locally hence,
keeping the paper records in a locked cabin is the doctor's
practice. Even the increasing use of personal computers and
modern information technology in medical institutions
allowed for a moderate effort to manage privacy and
confidentiality of individual medical records [9]. However,
patients sometimes may need to get services from different
healthcare centers for various reasons, such as, need to visit
specialized care at specialized centers, travelling away from
usual residential area, and moving residence. As such, the
stored health information in a healthcare center is usually
accessible only to healthcare personnel of that center. For
example, a patient having health records in three different
hospitals (A, B and C). Doctors of hospital A cannot access
the patient’s health records that are stored in two other
hospitals B and C. As consequence, patients often need to
retell their medical history and redo tests whenever they
encounter a new health care provider [6].

Cloud computing servers provides promising platform for
storage and processing of healthcare data. While such cloudbased e-health record systems promise a more cost-efficient
service and improved service quality, the complexity to
manage data security and privacy increases [9], providing
complete health history, avoiding repeated tests, and allowing
appropriate authorities to have ready access to Personal Health
Records anytime anywhere [6]. However, access to patient
information must be done discreetly and must comply with
some corporate policies, for example; granting full access to
any health professional is simply not the best but instead, a
limited and/or partial access should be granted. This can be
done by granting proper access to a patient’s EHR remotely
with the use of attribute based encryption and biometric
identification system. In order to achieve fine grained data
access control for health records stored in the cloud, attribute
based encryption (ABE) techniques is used to encrypt each
patient’s health record file in the cloud, while the fingerprint
biometric is used to supplement attribute based key thereby
imparting additional level of security.
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system architecture. First, the biometric terminal user collects
the patients fingerprint image which is send as a SQL query to
the central database through the biometric terminal’s mobile
broadband connection for matching. After this process, the
result is either the set of privacy preserved values from a
record or a not found message. The authors failed to present
their work on a cloud based system but rather on a SQL
database system and this model does not provide a flexible
mechanism to change the privacy policies as all patients are
enforced to comply with the same policy.
[7] proposed a unique authentication and encryption technique
using Attribute-based Encryption System algorithm in
securing personal health records (PHR) in the cloud. The PHR
owner herself will decide on how to encrypt her file and which
set of users are allowed to access each file. Access control and
privacy guarantee could be a major problem issues in the
design.
[12] proposed the security of PHR in cloud computing by
using several attribute-based encryption techniques. In this
system, the users are classified into two security domains
called Personal Security Domain and Public Security Domain.
The users like family members, friends are included in the
personal domain and the users from the health care
organization and insurance field are considering as the data
users from the public domain. For the two different set of user
domain the variations of attribute-based encryption are used.
For the personal security domain, the revocable key-policy
attribute-based encryption scheme is used. For the public
security domain, the multiple-authority attribute scheme is
proposed. In the PUD the system will define some roleattributes also.
[3] proposed the architecture of a cloud-based healthcare
application which intend to serve patients in emergency
conditions. In their design a centralized cloud database would
hold individual’s medical history in a single summarized
document. In case of any accident or emergency situation, the
patient’s previous medical history can be retrieved from the
cloud database before starting any crucial operation. This
system can also be integrated with state owned unique
identification number systems.
[1] proposed an enterprise cloud-based electronic health
records system for recording, retrieving, archiving and
updating of patients and other medical records. The Cloud
database acts as the unified data bank for all the collaborating
hospitals, the middleware provides a common platform for all
the EHR systems between remote hospitals while an
authentication server grants access to authorized users and
denies unauthorized users access to records or resources on the
system.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
[8] proposed a biometric authentication system that uses the
voice and signature modalities. These modalities are
unobtrusive and emulate the current, already well accepted
system whereby a patient authenticates herself when seeking
treatment or visiting a doctor’s office for consultation. This
technique is non-invasive to the user and flexible in the sense
that it can be changed by the user, yet the error rates can be
very high due to inconsistencies in one’s signature. The
authors approach did not consider patients during emergency
situations that are unable to speak or in an unconscious state
and also the use of voice authentication excludes the deafmute patients.
[4] proposed “Patient Controlled Encryption: Ensuring
Privacy of Electronic Medical Records” which is refer to as
Patient Controlled Encryption (PCE) as a solution to secure
and private storage of patients’ medical records which allows
the patient to selectively share records among doctors and
healthcare providers. The system prevents unauthorized access
to patients' medical data by data storage providers, healthcare
providers, pharmaceutical companies, insurance companies, or
others who have not been given the appropriate decryption
keys. The author approach doesn’t provide an efficient
scenario for emergency access, potential key management
overhead and no support for a key escrow agent in
emergencies.
[11], presented a cloud based rural healthcare information
system model. The requirement of the Cloud based
information system is to create secure, state-of-art facility to
store the data/information available in different healthcare
centers and to provide access to users in a secured manner, as
per their roles and privileges. It can also be used to share
information seamlessly and in near-real-time across devices
and other organizations.
[10] proposed a secured Health cloud architecture for patient’s
health data collection. Their work is based on Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) integrated with Cloud computing technology.
They proposed to have Cypher-text Policy-ABE within their
cloud infrastructure to guarantee data security, privacy and
fine grained access control of data. The gave constraint on
attributes of different types of patients to reduce unnecessary
data storage. Thus, the approach used makes the whole data
collection and management technique unique.
[5] proposed two hardware components, two software
components, and a set of privacy-preservation policies in their
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3.

ARCHITECTURE OF A SECURED CLOUD-BASED ELECTRONIC-HEALTH RECORDS SYSTEM USING
FINGERPRINT BIOMETRIC AND ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION.
The architecture of a secure cloud-based electronic-health records system using fingerprint biometric and attribute-based
encryption (FINABE) is presented in figure 1 below:

Figure 1: Architecture design of a Cloud-Based Electronic Health Record System.
Thus, the hardware and system software component in the
cloud are the authentication server, EHR database and the
middleware which include the network and the interface.
However, EHR are encrypted at the registration post before it
is sent to the public cloud and decrypted with keys for
updating, editing and monitor the improvement of the patient’s
illness at different hospital and later stored in the cloud-based
system.

(a) Arrival of Patient:
This is the arrival of the patient at the Healthcare Centre either
at emergency or non-emergency.
(b) Fingerprint / Pin:
The patient present it’s mean of authentication which can
either be patient’s fingerprint or user password/pin before
him/her can be attended to.
(c) Enrollment / Verification:
At the healthcare attendant unit, the patient is asked to enroll
or verified his identity. If the patient has earlier enrolled his
bio-data, then the health record would be verified in the cloudbased authentication server. Otherwise, the patient enrolls his
or her biometric bio-data. The bio-data document generated is
encrypted before it is send to the cloud.

(i) Middleware:
This part of the cloud provides a common platform for all the
EHR systems of the sharing hospitals. It has an interface that
masks the heterogeneity of all collaborating hospitals EHR
standards, to facilitate the communication transactions
between the central database and hospitals’ systems. It
recognizes any type of EHR standard it communicates with.
This middleware remains in the cloud and communicates with
the sharing hospitals via network connections. In this regard,
each hospital does not need to have its own separate mask
interface in order to benefit from the cloud; just an interface is
enough to handle the job.

(d) Cloud:
Cloud computing presented in the architecture is an efficient
component by which patient and health workers can access,
store and retrieve electronic health data in the cloud at any
license Health Centre and at any time through the use of
internet facilities. The cloud offer pay-as-you-go service
because internal datacenters and application are delivered as a
service over the internet to the public used making it a public
cloud.
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From the architecture, there is an interaction between the
middleware and the CDB in the cloud and this is because
application users from different hospital access a centralized
database through a computer network which is able to give
them access to the central CPU. Whereby, all of the
information stored on the centralized database is accessible
from a large number of different points.

(ii) Authentication Server:
This is the part of the system that handles authentication and
authorization. It verifies if an entity using the system has the
right to perform the intended action such as (updating,
retrieving, transferring, etc.) on the health information
provided. The authentication server grants access to
authorized users and denies unauthorized users access to
records or resources on the system.
This is achieved through the generation of usernames and
passwords for doctors (or other members of staff) of the
sharing hospitals who will serve as part of the admin. Any
member of the admin is expected to log in to the system with
their username and password. The system compares the
username and password with those in the local database and
grants access to the user if they match, otherwise, the user is
denied access.

(d) Hospital (Health Care Centre)
The various healthcare centers retrieve the patient’s medical
records history from the cloud using the Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) in the order of
pay-as-go manner to the public. The connectivity technology
used to connect to the cloud can be wired or wireless
technology such as 3G/4G, WIFI etc. and the devices used are
i-pad, laptop, personal computer etc. It is only a licensed and
authorized hospital or clinics that have the right to retrieve a
patient’s medical record history and updated the summarized
record back to the centralized database in the cloud. Hence,
the data is encrypted before it is stored in the cloud for
security purpose.

(iii)
Centralize Database
The centralized database sometimes called CDB is a database
that is located, stored and maintained in a single location. The
CDB is located in the cloud presented in the architecture
usually a central computer or a database system.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

FINABE was implemented with Visual C# and MySQL database. The end user interface is a graphical representation of the
design as shown in figure 2 below. The home window has four (4) menu namely; Administrator, Patient, About and Feedback
Sessions.

Figure 2: The About Graphical User Interface
In figure 3, the Admin will need to login a registered username and a password before given authorization. By access control
only an administer doctor on duty can use the administrator session. Hence, not all doctors on duties can access the admin
session.
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Figure 3: The Administrator Login Session
At the click of login in figure 3 above, the next windows form in figure 4 is shown, provided the admin username and password
are correct else the admin login stage remains the same. The form is used to register hospital and staff and save the information in
the database.

Figure 4: The Administrator Session
At the click of patient’s button in figure 2 on the home windows screen, figure 5 appears. Only a registered patient’s fingerprint
can be used to authenticate or access the patient’s e-health record as described below.
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Figure 5: Enrollment and Verification interface.
To enrol a new patient fingerprint, click on fingerprint enrolment, the fingerprint enrolment dialog box appears as shown below
in figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Ten fingers for enrolment.

On the right “hand,” click the index finger. A second fingerprint enrolment dialog box will appear as shown in figure 7 below.
The fingerprint reader is then used to scan your right index fingerprint and the process is repeated four (4) times until the Success
message appears.
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Figure 7: Success Massage after enrolling the right index fingerprint

In the message box, click OK. The Enrolment was successful message appears as shown in figure 8, and then Click OK to finish
the patient enrolment process. Thus, the process can be repeated for the ten (10) fingerprint index

Figure 8: Message box for successful enrolment
The fingerprint template of the patient is now loaded to be saved, read or verify as shown in figure 9. However, to verify the
patient identity a fingerprint reader is required.
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Figure 9: Patient’s fingerprint template for verification.
To verify patient fingerprint: Click on Fingerprint Verification, then the Verify Your Identify dialog box will appear as shown
below in figure 10.

Figure 10: Patient’s Identity Verification
Using the fingerprint reader to verify unregistered patient, hence, if a patient has not earlier registered or enrolled the retry
message appears which indicates that the patient’s fingerprint was not verified due to false accept rate (FAR) or false reject rate
(FRR).
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Figure 11: Retry Message after a fail verification.
The fingerprint verification process uses the fingerprint reader to compare the patient’s fingerprint data to the fingerprint template
produced at enrolment. As shown in figure 12, a success massage appears if the two fingerprint matches.

Figure 12: Success message after a match
At the click of OK button in the success dialog box, figure 13, 14 and 15 appears, which display the patient’s e-health record and
it is divided into Patient Bio-data, Patient Record and Medical History using Tab Control Tools. The patient e-health record form
can be edited, printed, upgraded and saved in a secured database system. The home button can be used to log out the patient’s ehealth record.
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Figure 13: The Patient Bio-Data.

Figure 14: The Patient Record.
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Figure 15: The Patient Medical History

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, a secured cloud-based electronic health record system using fingerprint biometric and attribute-based encryption has
been designed and implemented. The user, such as a doctor or any other authorized individual is provided with a medical record
management system that can be used to record, retrieve and manage the medical records of patients in a hospital and at the same
time, share these records with other hospitals or clinics. Access to the e-health record is been controlled by the patient’s
fingerprint data presented at the point of enrollment/verification and attribute-based encryption technique was integrated to
provide additional level of security These records can be shared for medical purposes between sharing hospitals thereby
facilitating quick and smooth delivery of healthcare services to patients in emergency situations or those who cannot cope with
the rigor of moving about with their medical records. It also provides a databank for hospitals to keep an up-to-date medical
history of all their patients.
In future, it might also be necessary to hybridized biometric features for better performance.
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